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This paper completes the characterization of groups generated by “root- 
involutions” started in [35]. Specifically the main theorems 1 and 2 of part I 
are proved. We use the notation introduced in part I. Moreover the 
enumeration of results is continued from part I. By I(10.3) we may from now 
on assume that (5.4.19)(2) is satisfied. 
Il. SOME GENERAL PROPERTIES IN CASE Dd # X, 
HYPOTHESIS 11.1. Let G be a simple group generated by a nondegenerate 
class D of root-involutions. Suppose Ed u 1 = E(d) for d E D and there exists 
no maximal connected weak TI-set T satisfying I( T,\ / = q2, where q = 1 E(d) /. 
Then .Z satisfies (5.4.19)(2). We fix q. 
LEMMA 11.1.1. Let ECD such that E = (E)+ and E,C E, if ar E. 
Then I(E>,l = q”, n E N and (E) is a projective space over F, with .Z n (E) as 
points. Moreover (IV,(E)) induces theL,(q) on (E) andfor x E N,(E) f  C,(E), 
a E E it follows that ax E D, $f x induces an elation corresponding to E(a) 
on (E). 
Proof. (54.16) implies l(E)1 = q” and (E) is a projective space, if n > 3. 
If  n = 2, then (5.4.17) implies (N,(E)) induces the L,(q) on (E). In this 
case the statement is obvious. Therefore we may assume n > 3. 
Let now a, b E E, a 6 E,, and H a hyperplane of (E) containing E(a), E(b). 
We show E(a) - E(b) in (N,(E)) n N,(H). 
Let by (4.2.11) x E A, n A, such that o(ax) 1 3. By hypothesis there 
exists a 6~ E, such that 0(5x) = 3. Let E(c) be a point of H different from 
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E(b), E(a). Then c E --I, or c E I:, . Whence we find a c E EC such that we get 
one of the follwing possibilities: 
Let f  = (~6)~. In both cases (a, X, 6, C> Y IV*(D,), since a& E E. Hence 
uf = 6 and C’ : c or Z = a&. Thus E(c)f < H. The same argument shows 
E(e)f z< (E), for each e E E. Thusfg N,(E) n N,(H). 
Hence (N,(E)) is transitive on the point-hyperplane pairs of (E). More- 
over, as shown,finduces an elation according to E(ab) on <E). Thus (N,(E)) 
induces the L,(q) on (E),. 
Suppose now the second part of the statement is false. Since the trans- 
vections are the only class of root invoutions in L,(q), the structure of L,(q) 
implies there exists some y  E N,(E) n D,, A A, . Hence o(axy) = 272, 
n mZ l(2), contradicting UN E I). 
LEN~IA 11.1.2. Let ECD such that E=(E)+ and E,,GB, ;f  UEE. 
Suppose i(E)1 y-7 q3. Let R, C ND(E) -:- C,(E) and USSUWE by (11.1.1) E(x) 
induces e&ions cowesponding to E(u) on (E). Then there exists an 
E, C Lv,(E) + C,(E) such that (E,r, E,)# C N,(E) -+ C,(E) is a maximal 
set of elutiom corresponding to E(a). 
Proof. Let by (4.1 S) N,(E) = uy=r Vi u W, where the Vi and JV have 
the same meaning as in (4.1 S). By (11.1.1) we may assume C,(E) = 
Uy=, Vi u W. Then E, L Vi and by (4.1.6), (11 .l.l) V,O,( V,>/O,( Vi> is 
a nondegenerate class of root involutions of (I/l>/O,( Vi>. Hence by (11.1.1) 
exists an E, c VI f~ Vr n D,, . Let by (5.4.19) E, = [E, , ET]*. Then 
(E, , -3,; satisfies the assertion. 
LEiwvA 11.1.3. & : C,(Ad,,). 
Proof. Let a E C,(Af,) t Ed . By (54.13) there is a b E A, n C,(M,J. 
Since A, n A, f  F by (4.2.10), (11.1) im pl ies there exists an involution 
t in G, such that E(d)’ = E(u). Hence E(d) _C C,(n/l,). But then d E Z(G) 
by (4.2.14), since it centralizes b E A, . 
THEOREM 11.1.4. Md is transitive on AEcd and AEfd) is connected. 
Proof. Let V C AEca) be an orbit of maximal cardinality of ii/r, . We 
show 
(1) Y is a maximal connected subset of A,(,) 
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Let R c 1,’ be a maximal connected subset of AEccl) . Let E(a) E R, 
x E x, n v, . Then x EN,(R). Let now y  E X, -F Ed. Then (5.4.20) 
implies (E, , Ed) n V,, = EZ for some z E D and (E;, , Ed) = (E, , Ed). 
i2s E, C N,(R), (5.4.13) implies &rr, < N&R). Hence R = V. Since by 
(11 .l) Md is transitive on each connected subset of -gEcd) , this implies (1). 
(2) C,(d) L N,(V). 
Let y  E Y, + N,(V). By (11.1.3) there exists some c E Xd n X, . By 
(5.4.13) there is an E(a) E V such that a E A, . As y  $ ND(V), (1) implies 
yEA,. But (5.4.20) implies (E, , E,) = (E, , E,), where z E Yd n V, . 
Hence E, G N,(V). 
Let now E(a) E A,(,, + V. I f  V _C AEcU) , the maxiamlity of / V / implies 
E(ol) normalizes V, a contradiction to (4.2.14). By (2) and (11.1) 
V n DEca) = a. Hence there exists some E(a) E V n VEca) . Let E(P) = 
[E(a), E(a)]. Suppose first E(P) E AEtd) . Then by (1) E(p) E V, a contra- 
diction to V n De(&) = 0. 
Thus E@) E VEcd) . By hypothesis (11 .I) there exists an E(b) such that 
(EB , Ea, Eb)# C D and b $ (E, , E,). By (5.4.15) and (5.4.16) we may assume 
L := (E, , Ea, Eh) is a projective plane over F, with L n Z as points. 
Hence by (5.4.13) Hr = (L n 0,) is a hyperplane in L and by (5.4.20) 
the same holds for H, == <L n V&. If HI f  H, , there exists an E(u) C 
L n &M n 4E~d) . Then (1) implies E(u) E V, a contradiction to 
L’ n D,(,) Y G. 
Hence fZr = H2 . By (11.1.2) there exists an E, C N,(L) .\. C,(L) such 
that (E, , EJ# induces elations on L corresponding to E(u). We may choose 
E(a) E &cd) . As (E, , E,)# C N,(L) ,\. C,(L), it follows C,(E,) #= III = Hz . 
Hence there exists an E, CL n D, n A, . Now arguing as above E(v) E V. 
Hence (1) implies E(ol) E V, a contradiction. Thus AEcd) =: 1’. 
COROLLARY 11.1.5. 21/1,1 acts regulary on Arca) . 
Proof. We only need to show l’l/ild acts fixedpointfree on AEcd) . Therefore, 
let E(a) E AEcd) and t E llJd , t* = 1 and t E N,(E(u)). By (11.1) t centralizes 
E(u). Let E(D) E XEcd) n VEcuj . Then E = (E(d), E(b)) is a projective line 
with Z n E as points and E(b) = E n X’,(,) n VEcO, (5.4.13) implies t 
normalizes E and therefore E(b). Hence t centralizes E(6), since @(fMJ =: 
E(d). As (E, , Ed) n V, f  % by (5.4.20) for each Ex L X, , this implies 
t E Z(MJ. Hence t E Z(G) by (4.2.14) a contradiction. 
LEMMA 11.1.6. Let a, b, c und ab E D sutisjying o(ac) = 4 = o(k). 
Then (a b, c) ‘v (D, x D&c). 
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Proof. Assume false. Then by (4.1.2) <a, b, c> ‘v (D, Y D&c). Thus 
~(a%) = 4 :I o(&) and (~9)~ = d = (abc)2. HenceL = <a, ac, d)# C D and 
b E N,(L) + C,(L), but b E X, n X, . As a $ EIi , this a contradiction to 
(5.4.15) and (11.1.1). 
LEMMA 11.1.7. Suppose C,(E(d)) is transitice on AyE(d) . Then 
(1) / l/;cd) = i XEld) I 1 XEcrE) n J-E(h) ~, b EX~ .\’ E, 
(2) I AEm I = q(l VLSI) I - q I Dm n Jh,) I - I n:‘: JT+) I), where 
the E(aJ are the elements of (Ed , E,) n 2. 
(3) 1 fly:: VE(,,, / = 1 XEcd) n YEcb) 1 ; XEcd) n liEtb) 1 and the numbers 
are independent of the’choice of d and b. 
Proof. Let E(u)E VEtd). Then (5.4.13) (5.4.15), and (11.1.1) imply 
/ XEca) n XEtd) / = 1. Thus [E, , Ed] = XEta) n XEcd) . This implies (1). 
Let E(b) E XEtd) . Then (E(b), E(d)) is a projective line over F, and 
l(Eb,Ed)nZ/ =q+l.LetE(u)~A~(~).Thenl(E,,E,)nV,(,)~ -1. 
As there are q elements in (E, , Ed) n 2 different from E(d), we get 
I AEcd) I = q / AEcd) n Vbcb) I. By the same reason I &cd) n VEcb) I = 
/ VEcb) 1 - q 1 VEcb) n DElrE) 1 - s, where s is the number of elements in 
ni’: &/a 1 and the E(a,) run over (Eb , Ed) n Z. This proves (2). 
An element E(x) E n:t: VEcai) lies in XEcy) n TIEcd) for some E(y) E XEcd) n 
ITEcb) since j(Ed, Edx, Eb , EbZ)I = q1 by (11.1.6). I f  an element of 
XEcy) n J’Ecd) centralizes some E(q), (5.4.13) implies E(q) E XEcg) . As 
E(y) E XEtd) , this implies E(b) E XEcy) , contradicting E(y) E YEcb) . Hence 
all elements of XEcy) n J’E~d) lie in fli’i VEca~ , provided E(y) E XEca) n YEcb) .
This proves (3). The transitivity of C,(E& on XEcd) implies the numbers are 
independent of the choice of b E X, .\. E, . 
LEMMA 11 .I .8. Suppose (Dd) is D-maximal. Then (D,) is transitive on 
XE.(d) . 
Proof. Suppose false. Let T c Xr:cd) be an orbit of (D,) and 
S == 1yE(rl) -i- T. By (11.1.1) there is no E(a) E T, E(b) E S such that ab E D. 
This implies E(xy) E T, if E(x), E(y) E T and xy E D by (5.4.13) and the 
same holds for S. 
Let now ,4 C X, u d such that A = (A)” and I A / is maximal with these 
properties. (5.4.15) implies E, C A, if a t A. Thus by (11 .I. 1) we may assume 
(iz> n Z C T u E(d). By hypothesis, (4.2.16) and (11.1 .I) there is some 
CE Yd such that A + AC. The maximality of / A I, (5.4.13) and (11.1.1) 
imply I(A): {A) n <A)” / 3 q2. Hence there are E, , E7 C A such that 
(E,“, E,c)# n A --= r:. 
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Assume there exists an E(s) E S n VEte) . Then E(ss”) E S and by (11.1.1) 
E(ssc) centralizes an E(ol) < (E, , E,). Hence E(ssc) E XEcO) , where E(P) == 
[E(a), c], contradicting E(P) E I’. 
Therefore c centralizes S. Hence ce centralizes S too. Thus E(cc”) = E(eec) 
centralizes S. ils E(eee) E T, it follows that (T) centralizes S by the transitivity 
of (Dd) on T. Arguing as above this implies Yd C C,(T) u C,(S). Now by 
(4.1.5) and (5.4.13) Yd = uy=i Vi , where the Vi have the same meaning 
as in (4.1.5). Let 1 V, 1 >, I I/i I for i = I,..., n for some 1 -< j ,< n. Then 
Vj C C,(T) or Vj C C,(S). As T f  m # S, this implies ( Vj) is normal 
in (Dd) and (D,) for some E(a) E T or E(a) E S by the maximality of 1 Vj 1. 
But (Dd , D,,) = G by assumption, a contradiction. 
HYPOTHESIS 11.2. Let hypothesis 11.1 be satisfied. Suppose (Dd) is 
not D-maximal and let by (4.2.16) T be a maximal connected weak T1-set. 
By (5.4.18) and (11.1. I) (T) is a projective space over F, . Let m be the vector 
space dimension of (T) over F, . By (11.1) m 3 3. Fix T and m. 
THEOREM 11.2.9. Suppose T is a TI-set. Then G ‘v L,+l(q). 
Proof. We show G is doubly transitive on TG. By (6.2.2) and (I 1.1 .l) 
ND(T) = T u V and (V)/Z,( I/) ‘v L,(q). Let T be conjugate to T. Let 
E, , Eb Z T, and d E T n A, n A, . Then (11.2) implies there is an a* E E, , 
b* E E, such that we have the relation a* o-f-0 b*. Hence (a*, b*, d) = 
U ‘v Za and {a*, b*, a*b*} = T n U. Thus daeh’ E T n U and therefore 
Eneb* C N,(T). This shows (T n N,(T)) . is a hyperplane in (T) and there- 
fore [(Tn N,(T))1 = qm-l. As (T)# = T, we have (Tn N,(T))#C V. 
By T = C,(T) and (11.1.1) the elements of (T n N,(T)) do not induce 
elations corresponding to the same element of (T) n Z: Hence the structure 
of L,(q) implies (T n N,(T)) is the set of all transvections corresponding to 
a hyperplane of (T). I f  p n JV,( T) 3 T* n Ne( T) mod O,(V) for another 
conjugate T* of T, (11.2) implies T and T* are conjugate under O,(V). 
Hence G is doubly transitive on TG. 
As shown above there are elements in T# normalizing T. Thus 
(T) 4 NG( T) and (T) is not semiregular on TG f  T. Hence a result of 
M. O’Nan [23] implies the statement. 
Notation 11.2.10. We call the elements of TG lines and the root subgroups 
points. E(d) lies on T, i f f  E(d) .< (T). 
LEMMA 11.2.11. Suppose T is not a TI-set. Then C,(E(d)) is doubly 
transitive on the lines through E(d). Moreover, ; f  x E X, , then E(x) lies on a 
line through E(d). 
Proof. By hypothesis there is a line 7’ 14 T through E(d). (6.2.2) and 
(11.1 .l) imply T* n T = Ed for each line T* through E(d) different from T. 
Let x E X,i + (T u T,‘. Then (11.1.1) implies there is some g E (N,(T)) A 
C,(E,) such that x E TP. This implies the statement. 
LEMMA 11.2.12. Suppose m 3, 4. Then there are at most 2 lines through 
E(d). 
Proof. Suppose false. Then T is not a TI-set. Let 7; , T2, T3 be 3 lines 
through E(d). (11 .l.l) and vz 3 4 imply there exists an x E T3 , y  E CTa(x) 
such that CTl(x) -;/- CT1( y). By (11.1.1) there exists some 
By (11.2) we may assume o(~y) := 3. Hence (x, y, Z) ‘v Ed x it), t’ = t f  t, 
since xy $ D by (11.1.1). By (5.4.13) t E D. As t = (xxy)” and 
xy E ND( T1) Z,(Nn( T,)‘)jZ,<:N,( T1)), 
(6.2.2) implies t E T1 . As xt E D, (11 .I .l) implies t E Ed . Hence yt E D, 
contradicting o(zyt) z 6. 
By the proof of (11.2.12) we get the following: 
COROLLARY 11.2.13. Let m := 3 and Ti, i = l,...,n be the lines through 
E(d). Then for each triple of lines Ti , Tj , T, through E(d) and Ex _C Ti , 
E, C Tj it follows that [E, , E,] = 1 if and only if they induce elation5 corre- 
sponding to the same hyperplane of CT,>. 
THEOREM 11.2.14. Suppose there are at most 2 lines through E(d). Then 
T is a TI-set. Especia& m == 3, if T is no TI-set. 
Proof. Suppose false. By (1 I .2) M > 3. By (11.2.12) the second part is a 
consequence of the first. Let T1 , T, be the lines through E(d) and G!Y = TID, 
2 = T,D. Assume first 02 n 9 f  ~7. Then there exist e, f  E D satisfying 
TrG := T,f. (5.4.20) implies (T1 n V,> is a hyperplane in (TJ. Hence there 
is a hyperplane H of (TIP) normalizing T1 . (11.1. I) implies H# is the set of 
all transvections corresponding to a hyperplane H1 of (T1). I f  E(d) < II1 , 
then E(d”) E XLcil, . Hence (11.2.12) and (11.2.11) imply Ede C T2 . But 
Eif C T2 and thus f~ .Wb(T,), a contradiction. Hence E(d) n HI == I. 
By the same reason (l’f n T,“) is hyperplane in <T,“). Hence (TI n Vf> 
is a hyperplane in H and H n Vf # ~3 by m 2 3. Therefore for each 
x E H n V, exists an a E Tg such that xa E D. Now the structure of L,,(q) 
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implies a product of 2 transvections is again a transvection, i f f  both induce 
transvections corresponding to the same point or the same hyperplane. As 
E(d) n H1 = 1, this shows there is a subspace of codimension 2 in (T,), 
the elements of which induce transvections corresponding to H1 namely, 
(H n Vf)f. 
Hence 0~! n 9 = ,CZ. Moreover each element of Z is contained in exactly 
one element of @ and of 9. As shown above, for each T E 02 it follows 
that (T n ND(T1)) is a hyperplane of (T), which is the set of all elations 
corresponding to a hyperplane of ( Tl). Hence by (11.1.1) and the structure of 
L,(q) it follows that 
:(,Jj =q q”-l 
m+1 _ 1 
q-l +l’yy-l * 
Of course the same holds for 1 9 /. Suppose now G is another set of conjugates 
of T1 , satisfying 
(*) Each element of 2 is contained in exactly one element of 8. 
Then0Znd# o #9?nB.SupposeT,e~ednB,Tzf~~n~.ThenQ 
does not contain the (q” - l)/(q - 1) 1 e ements of 9 resp. 07, which have an 
element with T,” resp. Tzf in common. Since 1 6 j = (qm+l - l)/(q - l), it 
follows that d contains at most q”” elements of 9 and thus at least 
(4”” - l)/(q - 1) elements of 0X But then there are at least qm-l(q” - l)/(q - l), 
elements of -9 not contained in a, which have an element in common with 
one of the (q” - 1 )/(q - 1) elements of rC$!, a contradiction since by symmetry 
1 8 n 9 1 >, (q” - l)/(q - 1). Thus GI?and 9 are the only sets of conjugates 
of T1 satisfying (*). 
This implies / G: G, 1 = 2, a contradiction. 
HYPOTHESIS 11.3. Let Hypothesis (11.2) be satisfied and suppose T is 
not a TI set. Then m = 3 by (11.2.12) and (11.2.14). 
Notation 11.3.15. Let n/r, = n,“=lNG(Ti) n C,(EJ, where {T1 ,..., T,) 
is the set of lines through E(d). 
THEOREM 11.3.16. There are 4% + 1, n E N, lines through E(d). Moreover 
C,(EJ/md contains a normal subgroup isomorphic to L,(q”) acting sharply 
triply transitive on the lines through E(d). 
Proof. By (6.2.2) N,(T) = T u V and (Q/Z,(V) -L,(q) by (11.1.1) 
and (11.2.14). Let{T, ,.,., T,} be the lines through E(d), T1 = T. By (11.2.13) 
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there exist Ea. C T, , i = 2 ,..., 1 such that E”, + E, , [EU , E, ] =y I and 
all E(q) induce elations corresponding to the same hyperpiane ‘H on <T). 
Hence there exists an E, G V such that E(aJ E AEcz) for i = 2,..., 1. Let 
U = (E, , Eai ; i = 2,..., 1) and Q = O,(U). Then U/Q ‘v L,(q) and U fl D 
is a degenerate class of root involutions of U. Moreover E(a,) Q = E(uj) Q 
for 2 < i,j < 1. Thus we get Q = ((E(x)O) n Q)((E(@) n Q) and 
(E(x)Q) n (E(u2)P) = Z(Cr). Hence Q = Q/Z(u) is elementary and 
Ca(a,) = (E(aJQ) n Q = CO(E(a,)). Therefore (2.6) applies, for the 
representation of U/Q on Q. Hence there are q”, n EN, conjugates of E(uJ 
under Q. Since all E(q), 2 < i < Z, are conjugate to E(u,) under Q, (11.2.11) 
implies 1 = 4% + 1. This proves the first part of the theorem. 
Let now N = O,(N,(T)). Then M = NM,/Md is normal in C,(E,) n 
NG(T)/gd . As Q is transitive on the lines through E(d) different from T, 
the same holds for M. Hence Z(M) acts semiregularly on the lines through 
E(d) different from T. Therefore (11.2.11) and a theorem of Shult [24] 
imply C,(E,)/Md contains a normal subgroup X ~!&(2~), U,(2”), Sz(2*) 
acting doubly transitive on the lines through E(d). As QMdjMd 6 M ,< X 
and QMd/Md is elementary and regulary on the lines through E(d) different 
from T as shown above, it follows that X N L,(q”). 
Notation 11.3.17. We fix now n. 
LEMMA 11.3.18. liTd = (Dd> = ii&A, A = (A n 0) -L,(q). 
Proof. Obviously (IId) < M, and by (11.1.1), (11.2.14) (D&/Z,(D,> E 
L,(q). By (11.1.5) (Dd) = MdA, A = (Da> n C,(E,) for x E A, . Using 
(4.2.11) and (5.4.13) it is straightforward that A = (A n D). iVow for each 
line T through E(d), A induces the L,(q) on (T n Vz’,?. Hence O,(A) 
centralizes (T n VJ. As 0,(-g) < C,(E,), (4.2.14) implies O,(A) = 1. 
Hence A/Z(A) ‘v L,(q). A = <A n D> implies Z(A) = 1. Hence 
(Dd) = M,A, A = (A n D) ‘v L,(q). 
Assume now J$?d -3 (Dd). Then (11.15) implies JZd = M&, A = :iFd n 
C,(E,) and A (1 A. Now 2 normalizes (T n V,) for each line T through 
E(d) and (T n V,) is by (5.4.20) a projective line over F, . Assume an element 
h of 2 induces a field automorphism on A. Then h centralizes some 
aETn I/,, but does not centralize E(a). Yet (E, , Ed) is a projective line 
overF, and thus does not admit such an automorphism. Hence 2 = AC,(A). 
Let B = C,(A). 
As C,(M,) = 1 by (4.2.14), each element of B induces automorphisms 
corresponding to scalar-matrices on (T n V,) for some line T through E(d). 
Hence 1 B ) = l(2). Suppose C,(T) # 1. Then C,(T) centralizes 
(N,(T))/Z,(N,(T)). As 1 C,(T)1 = l(2), this implies C,(T) centralizes 
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M, , contradicting (4.2.14). Since B induces automorphisms corresponding 
to scalar-matrices on (T n V,), this implies 1 B / 14 - 1 and B is cyclic. 
(11.1.5) and (11.3.16) imply C,(E,) n C,(E,) contains as subgroup X 
such that X/A N La@) and X acts triply transitive on the lines through E(d). 
Hence obviously X centralizes B. Let B = (g) and (h) = (E, , Ed) n 
N,(E,) n NG(Ed). Then X centralizes (h). Hence (h) induces the full group 
of scalar-matrices on (T n V,). Therefore gh” centralizes T n V, for some 
n E N. As X centralizes gh”, ghn centralizes T n V, for each line T through 
E(d). As (T n V,) is a hyperplane in (Tj, this implies ghn E C,(MJ, 
contradicting gh” $ C,(E,). Therefore gh” = 1 and thus g = 1, since 
g E C,(EJ. Therefore A = A which proves the lemma. 
COROLLARY 11.3.19. C,(E,) contains a normal subgroup M,(A x B), 
MdA = (Dd), A N L,(q), and B ‘v L,(q”). Moreover B acts triply transitive 
on the Zincs through E(d). 
Proof. This is immediate from (11.1.5), (11.3.16), and (11.3.18). 
LEMMA 11.3.20. We have 
(1) I XE(d) I = (4” i- lKq2 + !I), 
(4 I VE(d) I = (q2 + 4)(4” + 1) qn+2, 
(3) I 4(d) I = 92n+5* 
Proof. By (11.2.14) I( T)I = q3. Hence there are q2 + q points on 
T different from E(d). Thus (11.2.11), (11.3.16) imply 1 XEcd) 1 = 
(4” + lk2 + 4). 
Let E, _C T. Then for each line Tl through E(d), C,,l,(b) is a hyperplane 
in (TJ. Thus there are exactly q2 points on Tl not centralizing EO . Hence 
(11.1.7) implies 1 VEcd) 1 = (q2 + q)(q” + 1) qn+2. 
To compute / AEcd) / we need by (11.1.7) 1 DEcd) n VEcb) I. Clearly 
I &cd) n VEcb) I = I XEtd) n VEM I + I YEW n vE(b) If Now each element 
of YEcd) n V&J lies in XEo for exactly one E, _C T -+ (Ed, Eb). As 
1((T) + <Ed, Eb)) n 2 I = q2, we get I YEcd) n VEcb) I = q2q”q = qnT3. By 
what we have shown above this implies 1 DEcd) n VEcb) / = qn+2(q + 1). 
Now / XEcd) n YEcb) j 1 XEfd) n VEcb) I = qn+1qR+2 = q2n+3. Hence (11.1.7) 
implies 
I Aa) I = q{q1L+2(qn -t l)(q2 + q> - qn+yq + I> - q2n+3j = q2n+5. 
LEMMA 11.3.21. n = 1 or n = 2. 
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Proof. By (11.2.14) n > 1. By (11.3.19) M,+ is anF& module, where 
X = ,4 x B and -4 N L,(q), B FL,@). Let L be a faithful irreducible 
compositionfactor of M,* as F,X module. Then 1 L I C< q2n+4 by (11.3.20). 
Now F,, @,YI L = Z @ Na, where H is an irreducible F,,,X module and u 
runs over an orbit of Gal(F,,,). Now F,, is a splitting field for A and B. Thus 
by [26] we get all F,,,A module by 
Ar, = @ VT, C C Gal(F,J, b- is the natural Fg,A module. 
7EC 
And all F,,,B module by 
N, == @I Rp , D 6 Gal(Fq,), R is the natural F,,B module. 
PED 
By [7] H = ATi @ Ea as F,,X module. Let : C / = c, D I = ct. Then 
/ AT, 1 = qn2’, 1 N, 1 = qn2”. Thus / H / = q”@. Let q =: 2”” and 
A --_ Gal(F,,). Then ! A ] = mn. Let B, =z- (u E A 1 CU = C and DO = Dj 
and b, = / B,, I. Hence by definition B, is the stabilizer of H in A. Thus 
j F,n @ L 1 == ) H 'w/b0 :~ 2hi?n"/bO)2"+" as under (2.5). 
Now by definition of B, , C == u B,,q , D = u B,/3, ; ui , pi E A. Hence 
c 3 b, , d > b, and c + d 3 2b, . On the other side 1 F,% @ L / < 2nl”n(2n-!+t), 
since ! L 1 < qzn-k4. This implies 
(n/b,) . 2c+-d < 2n + 4 or [2n/(c $- d)] . 2C’-d < 2n + 4. 
If  n ;> 3, this implies c + n < 2, which is not possible. Hence n < 2, which 
proves (11.3.21). 
Moreover, if n = 2, then c -1 d = 2. Hence c -.= 1 = d -=- b,, Thus 
1 F,, @L 1 == 24nr2n” and / L j = 24mn ~-- q5. This proves: 
COROLLARY 11.3.22. Suppose n = 2. Then Md* is an irreductble F,(A x B) 
module where A N L2(q), B N L,(q”). 
LEMMA 11.1.23. we haae for a, b E D 
(1) o(ab) = 2, i f f  / XEca) n XIEcb) / > 2, 
(2) o(ab) = 4, i f f  / XEcu) n XEcb) 1 := 1, 
(3) o(ab) = l(2), i f f  XEcn) n X r&) = 0. 
Proof. By (5.4.13) and (11.1.1) we only need to show o(ab) = 2 implies 
1 XEcu, n XEctl) 1 3 2. We may assume ab $ D. If  (Dd) is not D-maximal, 
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the result is a consequence of (4.2.16) and (6.2.2). AS u $ CD(Mti) by (11.1.3), 
there exists an E(c) E Xc,,) n XE(b) . Let E(x) E XPrc,) n F’,(,) and assume 
the statement is false. Then E(s) E DE((,) . Hence E(c”) E XEcrc) n AEcb) . 
12. THE GRAPH r(Z) 
HYPOTHESIS 12.1. Let G be isomorphic to D,(q), 2D71(q), F,(g), 2E,(q), 
E,(q), l&(q), or E,(q). Let Y be a long root of the “root system of G” and 
D = x,.(l)“. Let q = I E(d)I, de D. 
LEMMA 12.1.1. Let E(d) E z‘ and E(x), E(y) E AL.cd) such that 
ICE(x), E(y)>1 = q3. Then 4~~) n XEcz) n GM i: 0 0~ AEtd) n iyE~y) n 
DE(+) += E. 
Proof. I f  E(z) = [E(x), E(y)] E AEcd) , the lemma is obvious. Hence we 
may assume E(z) E VEcd) . It is trivial to show XEcz) n DEcu) C XEcs) n XEcz) 
and XE(+,) n DEcz) _C XEcu) n Xtcz) ((5.4.13)!). Let A = (XE(,) n DEtv)) and 
B = G&C,) n DE(,)). Let A = G&W n -GM>, B = (&M n G(i). 
Then obviously 1 A: A I :-- q and 1 B: B 1 = q since iZE(x) = 2. By (5.4.13) 
2 and B are elementary. 
Suppose now G i;“i 2D,(q), F4(q). Then Mz is special and @(Mz) = Z(MJ -= 
E(z). Moreover by the structure of Mz are 2 and B maximal abelian sub- 
groups of j,Zz . (For an explicite proof one needs to consider each type in 
particular.) Thus Mz = AB, since x n B = E(z). Hence ~ lWz : AB 1 = qz. 
Thus 1 C&4B)I = q3. As (E(x), E(y)) .< C,wz(AB), it follows that 
GW E(Y)? = G&W. 
Assume now the statement is false. Hence (A n D) u (B n D) _C D,,, by 
(5.4.13). AS ,4 = (A n D), B = (B n D), it follows E(dd”) < (E(x), E(y)), 
a contradiction, since each root subgroup in (E(x), E(y)) commutes either 
with E(x) or E(y). 
Let now G zF,(q) and E = Z(MJ. Then j E 1 = q’ and AE, BE 
are maximal abelian subgroups of Mz . By the same reason as above 
jJE:AEI =q, IBE:BEI =q and AEnBE=E. Thus IC,,z(AB)I = 
I E I q2. Hence CMS(AB) = (E, , E,) E. Arguing as above E(dd”) < 
(E, , EJ E. Hence E(dd*) commutes either with E(x) or E(y), a contradiction. 
Let finally G E 2D,g(q). Then in the notation of (11.3.20) ,4”, B+ are 
lines. Hence [A, B] # 1 as E(x) < CMZ(B) n d By (11.1.6) E(ddz) < C,,,z(B). 
Hence (11.2.13) implies E(d&) < C,(E,), a contradiction. 
LE&rnfA 12.1.2. Let E(d) E Z and E(x), E(y) E AEcd) satisfy&g 
[E(x), E(y)] = 1. Then XEcr) n Xkfy) n A,(,) f  o . 
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Proof. We may assume E(r) E YP;(I) As E(x) = @(M,,), :<X&c,, n 
ATE (d > ~-- L is elementary. By (11.1.5) (D,) =: I!/Tz V, I’ =- c:D,~ n 0,). 
Hence there is some E(y) E E(y)j’fx n (Dd n 0,). Assume first 
G E D,(q), 2D,(q). Then c’ :--- A x R, &3 -L,(q), R z D,_,(y) resp. 
2D,-2(p). Suppose first E(y)“‘= n A i i;l. Since N1,* =: N @ M as 
Fz(i2 x R)-module, where M is the natural F,R module and N the natural 
F,A module, R acts on L in the natural way. Hence L+ C D u (L n D)z. 
Since7 = y”l”‘“n; tii E Xz , i = l,..., n for some 7 E E( 7) it follows that: 
yT _; yy”‘(y”‘y”‘““) . (y~l’~~~i7L~.ly~l”‘~,‘) &7qx). 
Asjj$X,byyED,andyEA,wefind/I, yELsuchthatyj, =,6yXforsome 
x E E(x). Hence y/3 == 7 . y  . x = 01 E D, and satisfies { yol, j&> (7 X, . 
I f  E(Y)~‘~ n R f  ~j then ! L j z-: q4 and L” C D u (D n I,)z, since 
L L- L, @L, , Lis c D and A acts in the natural way on each Li , i =- 1, 2. 
Thus again there exists an 01 E: D, such that (ya,jjo1} c X, . 
Assume now G N E,(g), 2E,(q). Then ) L j = q6 and Cv(~)/020,,(~) ‘v 
D,(q), 2D,(q) and acts in the natural way on L. Thus L# C D u (L n D)2. 
If  G N E,(q) then C,(j$‘02Cv(~) cv D,(q) x L,(q). Moreover j L 1 = qs, 
L,(q) centralizes L and D,(q) acts in the natural way on L. Thus 
L# C D u (1; n D)2. Let finally G ‘v Es(p). Then C,( r)/O,C,( 3) N D,(q) 
and 1 L 1 --: q12. Moreover DC(q) acts in the natural way on L. Thus 
L~CDU(D~L)~. 
Hence, if G * F4(q), there exists an a E D, such that (ya, ~a} C X, . 
Suppose now the statement is false. Then XEtz) n XEcv) L VTEtdj . Thus 
y01 E V, and therefore a E A, . But, if G * F4(q), 7 E Dd and@ E D, a contra- 
diction. Hence G ‘v F,(q). Then iM, = B Y E, B is special of order qg and 
E is elementary of order q6. Moreover j L j = q5 and 1 L n E 1 = q, since V 
acts in the natural way on E . E(x)/E(x). Hence it is easy to show that 
L + (L n E) C D u (D n L)“. Arguing as above we may therefore assume 
39 e (L n E) . E(x). 
But then C,(y) = C,(y), which is, as one easily shows, not the case. 
HYPOTHESIS 12.2. Let G and G be two groups satisfying (11 .l). Use - 
notation for elements, subgroups, etc. of G. Suppose in G and G a complement 
of nil, in (Dd) (resp. M, in (Da) acts fixed point free on iWd* (resp. Md*)). 
Notation 12.2.3. Let F(Z) resp. f(z)) be the graph with vertex set .Z 
and 3 kinds of edges, defined by 
(1) (E(d), E(b)) is an edge of the first type, i f f  E(b) E XEcd) . 
(2) (E(d), E(h)) is an edge of the second type, i f f  E(b) E YE(d) . 
(3) E(d), E(b)) is an edge if the third type, i f f  E(b) t 17b(a~ . 
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LEMMA 12.2.4. Suppose r(Z) % r(Z’). Then f(Z) Y F(z). 
Proof. Obvious by (Il. 1.23). 
THEOREM 12.2.5. r(E) rv r(z) implies G ‘v G. 
Proof. Let A = /A(f(z)). Then G .< iiz. Let by (12.2.4) p be a fixed 
isomorphism y: f(z) + f(z). Then by 
(*) E(d)g := &rl(E(iJ))g); g E G, E(d) E /E 
G induces automorphisms on p(z). H ence we may identify G with a subgroup 
of A. 
Let d E D, E(a) be the image of E(d) under 91. Let d,,~:= (E(y) E 
2 I (-W), E(y)) and (-Wh E(Y)) are edges of the second type}; where (E(d), 
E(Z)) is not an edge in f(z). Then (11.1.5) and hypothesis (12.2) imply 
(**) I{E(Z) E 47 / A,,, = A& = q, and these are all conjugate under 
E(d). 
Now by definition of the action of G on F(z) it follows that d stabilizes 
all E(Z) such that (E(d), E(Z)) IS an edge of the first or second type. Hence 
&dd = 4, 
and thus there exists an d E E(a)# such that E(X)“’ = E(x). 
Let E(y) E 2 not connected with E(d) such that (E(Z), E(T) is an edge of 
the first type. Then again (d,~)~” = d,,, . On the other hand (E(s), Ed”) 
is an edge of the first type. Hence (**) implies E( #’ = E( 7). 
By (11.1.4) A,,,-, is connected. Thus, repeating the argument above, 
Ed’ = E(E) for all E(Z) E 2 such that (E(Z), E(Z) is not an edge. It is 
I_ 
now straightforward that dd stabilizes r(Z) pointwise. As d, LYE A; this 
implies d = It. Since this holds for each d E E(d)+, E(d) E .Z, this implies 
G = (D) = (D) = G, since both are subgroups of A. 
HYPOTHESIS 12.3. Suppose G satisfies (11.1) and G is isomorphic to 
one of the following groups: On(q), “D,(q), F,(q), 2&(q), E,(q), E,(q), or G&d; 
and B = q.(l)‘, r a long root of the root system of G. Use - notation for 
elements, root-subgroups, etc. of G. Suppose 
(*) DEcn) n DE(,) = DEcb) n DEcd) for E(a), E(b) E VEcd) if and only if 
LW), E(d)1 = C-W), W41. 
(By structure of G this holds in G too!). Suppose finally there exists an iso- 
morphism p satisfying 
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(i) cf’: CJE(d)) -P C; (1 C,(E(d)). 
(ii) gj: C,(d) w C,(d). 
(iii) There exist E(X) E A,.,) and E(x) E ;lL,,iJ such that 
cp: C,(E(d)) n C&E(s)) k+ li n C,@?(X)). 
(12.4) The aim of this section is to extend v  to an isomorphism from 
r(E) on r(X). 
Notation 12.3.6. We define now a map from p(z) on F(Z), which we 
denote by q*, since this map is an extension of the isomorphism q from 
(12.3). v* is defined by the following: 
(1) On the vertices connected with E(d) by an edge of the first or 
second type, v* is given by (12.3)(i). 
(2) Let E(x), E(S) be the elements of 2 resp. 2 which satisfy (12.3)(iii). 
Then v*(E(x)) = E(x); E(x), E(x) are now fixed. 
(3) Let E(y) E z not connected to E(J). Then by (I 1.1.5) there exists 
exactly one m E MJ satisfying E( 7) 1 E(x)*. Let v*(E( 7)) = E(x)@(?‘l). (On 
the vertices connected with E(a) by an edge of the third type we will define 
F* later.) 
LEMMA 12.3.7. v’* is a bijection from the set of vertices of z not connected 
with E(d) on the set of vertices of .Z not connected with E(d). 
Proof. Obvious by (11.1.5). 
LEMMA 12.3.8. Let E(b) E X,,,, n drEo, . Then 
dE(W = $+GW)) E &.w n b(x) . 
Proof. Let s(t) = <E(F), E(J)> for E(c) E AVE,,, . Let v  = C,(E(d) n 
CG(E(x)). Then B is transitive on {E(C) 1 E(Z) EX~,,-,). This implies 
E(b) =~= E(6) n XE,,, for some E(a) E r n 2. Hence 
q(E(&)) == &E(b)) n .XacEcu‘)) 
by hypothesis (12.3). As q(E(g)) E DE(,), it follows that y(E(6)) E JiEcd) n VEcz). 
LEMMA 12.3.9. Let E( 7) E A,,,-, and g e C,(E(d)). Then y*(E(y)“) = 
F*(E(y)p(!‘). 
Pyoof. Let h E CG(E(d)) n Cc(E(z)) for some E(Z) E AErzj . Let m E ~ITJ 
such that Ed = E(Z). Then h” E C,-(E(Z)). Thus by (12.3) q(h’ll) E Cc(E(x). 
Now q*(E(z)) = E(x)“(“-I) by definition of y*. Hence 
T(h) = ,(h’yJ~~’ ‘) c C,(qP(E(z))). 
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By (12.1.5) it is obvious that v*(E(@) = v*(E(J))~(Q), if g E Md. Let 
now g = mh, h E C,(E(IE)) n C&I(y)““). Then ~*(E(y)g) = p*(E(y)“) = 
~*(E($)rn(~~). On the other side v(h) E C’JV*(E(~)~) as shown above. Thus 
~*(qy))m’o’ = p,*(qj7))m(m)m(~~) = y*(jqp)“‘h’ = gyqjqy =x p*(qy)g). 
LEMMA 12.3.10. Let E(y) E AEczj . Then 
Proof. By (12.3.8) p*(XE,,-, n V,,,,) = XEca) n VQim’(E(fJ) . Conjugating 
this equation by p(m), where m E Mz such that E(g)” = E(y), the statement 
follows. 
LEMMA 12.3.11. Let E(y), E(z) E AEcdj such that (E(y), E(z)) is an edge 
of the Jirst type in p(z). Then (p’*(E(y)), cp*(E(n))) is an edge of the jirst type 
in p(Z) and vice versa. 
Proof. By (5.4.13) (E(y), E(Z)) is an edge of the first type, i f f  there exists an 
01 E X, n VJ such that Ed = E(z). By (12.3.10) v(E(a)) E XEca) n Vm*~E,9~~ 
and by (12.3.9) y*(E(%)) = v*(E(r))“(*). The same argument implies the 
other direction. 
LEMMA 12.3.12. Let E(y), E(z) E AE(dJ such that (E(y), E(%))is and edge 
of the second type. Then (v*(E(y)), p*(E(%))) is an edge of the second type 
in F(E). 
Proof. By (12.1.2) there exist 6, p E XJ such that E(y)@ = E(Z). Hence 
E(G), E(p) E V& . Thus by (12.3.9), (12.3.10) F*(E@)), v*(E@)) E Vm*(E(9n 
and rp*E(y))d”)WF% = y*(E(%)). As by (12.3.11) (p*(E(y)), ~*(E(E))) is not 
an edge of the first type, it is an edge of the second or third type. 
Now there exists an y  ED, such that E(y)? E (E(a), E(2)) n 2. Hence 
I?(# is conjugate to E(z) under E(d). Thus 
DEW n Dm’E(IH = %Q) n D,@(#) 
by (12.3.9) and v*(E(y)p) = v*(E(y)) - m(y) is conjugate to p*(E(%)) under E(d). 
Hence 
qJ*(E(y)y’ E G-W), ~*(+4)) n 2’. 
This implies there exist y  E p*(E($), d E I$ and x E~*(E(z)) such that 
Y m(g) = d” = z?. This shows (?*(I?($), v*(E(%))) is not an edge of the third 
type- 
LEMMA 12.3.13. Let E(y), E(S) E A,,,-, such that (E(y), E(g)) is an edge 
of the third type. Then (v*(E(y)), F*(E(%))) is an edge of the third type. 
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Proof. Suppose false. Then by (12.1.1) and (12.3.12) (y*@(y)), ~*(E(z))) 
is an edge of the second type. But then there exists an p(y) E D, such that 
v*(E(P))m’v” E <E(d), v*(m)’ x , n Z. Hence v*(E($) = ~*(E(y))m’~’ is con- 
jugate to q*(E(%)) under E(d). Thus Ed is conjugate to E(%)under E(d). 
Thus E(J)’ E (E(d), E(z)) n 2. Hence as under (12.3.12) (E(y), E(s)) 
cannot be an edge of the third type. 
LEMMA 12.3.14. Let E(y) E V,,,, . Then there exists an E(Z) E XEC4) n /tECd) 
such that (E(y), E(S)) is a projective line ozier F, with (E(y), E(Z)) n 2 as 
points and E(y) = (E(J), E(z)> n V,,,, . 
Moreoaer if (E(y), E(z)) is a projective line with (E(y), E(z)) n .?Y us 
points and E(y) E AEcd~ , then l(E(y), E(z)) n VEtd:(d) 1 = 1. 
Proof. Clearly there exists some E(s) E X,,,, n A,,,-, . Hence by (11.1. I) 
<E(y), E(z)) is a projective line with (E(y), E(g)) n 2 as points. All other 
statements are trivial. 
Notation 12.3.15. We now define y* on V,,,, . Let E(y) E V,,,-, and 
E(Y) E X,,,, n 4,,,-, . Let E(n) E (E(y), E(z)) n AECd) , E(u) # E(x). Then 
(E(p), E(z)) = (E(C), E(z)) is a projective line over F,. By (12.3.11) 
(~*(E(c)), ~*(E(z))) is again a projective line over F, . Let F*(E(~)) = 
(F*(W% V*(W))) n %) . 
Remark 12.5. We need to prove p* is well defined on ITE,,, and is a 
bijection from V,,,, on VEcd) . But it is obvious that each element of VEtrl) is 
an image under q*. Since 1 VEcd) 1 = 1 VEta, / by (11.1.7) and (12.3) it 
suffices to show y* is well defined, to show it is a bijection. 
LEMMA 12.3.17. Let E(Z) E V,,,, . Then 
and 
Proof. Let E(C), E(T) E A,,,-, such that E(T) = (E(u), E(y)) n LEca, . 
Let E(Z) E DECdI n DECz, . Then for each ZE E(Z) and CE E(C), 9 E I?($) 
such that ey E E(Z) follows uu --’ = 7~“. Hence (E(u), E(y), E(G)“, E($)” = 
(E(u), E(Q)“* E(z))# C D for each ZG E,- . So by definition of y* and (12.3.11), 
(5.4.13)(97*(E(z%)), v*(E(y)), q*(E(~))m’“‘, v*(E(y))“‘“‘)# C D. Hence (5.4.13) 
implies [y*(E(u)), F(Z)] = [v*(E(y)), T(Z)] for each a E E,- . Now ?*(I?(.%)) = 
<V*(W)), P*WW n vEtd) . Suppose p*(E(4) = Dm*(Ecajj n (DEW)), 
v*(E(y))) f  ?*(E(z)). Then q*(E(oi)) E AEcd~ . Hence (12.3.9) implies 
E(G) E D,,,, n A,,,-, . But E(G) E (E(G), E(y)) by definition of v*. Hence 
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E(8) centralizes (E(G), E(g)) = (E(u), B(y)>, since E(G) + E(z), a 
contradiction. 
Therefore q*(I),,,-, n DEciJ _C DEtd) n Dm*,E,B)J . The other direction is 
similar. By definition of y* the second part is trivial. 
LEMMA 12.3.17. v* is a bijection from zi on 2. 
Proof. By (12.3.7) and (12.5) we only need to show that v* is well defined 
on VE,,, . Let therefore E(y), E(s) E A,(,) and E(g), E(8) E A,,,-, such that 
(E(y), E(z)) n V,,,, = (E(u), E(e)) n V,,,, = E(w). Suppose 
(97*(E(3))), v*(E(%))~ n &cd) f  <V*(W)), P*WW n Gd) . 
Clearly [E(y), E(u)] = 1 or j(E(y), E(u))! = q3 and E(G) = [E(y), E(u)]. 
Let 
and 
Y~*(E(~) = (T*(W), P*(W))) n Gd) . 
By (12.3.16) and Hypothesis (12.3) ~~*(E(w))~ = v,*(E(w)) for some d E Ed. 
Hence (12.3.12) implies I(E(y), E(s))1 = q3. By (12.3.13) 
I<cp*Wy)), P*VWD = q3. 
Now there exist 7 E Ey , u E E, such that we get the relations 
and (JU)” E E, . Hence (7, I?, d) N (C, x C,) Z3 by [33, (3.1.2)]. 
Let & = (7~)” (PC)““. Then E(y) is conjugate to E(Z) under E(G). More- 
over we may choose 7, u such that J” E E(Z) and $ E E(B). Hence E(y) 
is conjugate to E(z) and E(G) is conjugate to E(U) under E(C) and 
E(w) = [E(y), E(E)] sXEta). Therefore by (12.3.9) and (12.3.16) F*(E(~)) 
is conjugate to ~*(E(z)) and F*(E(u)) is conjugate to ~*(E(c)) under 
v*(E(&)) and [F*(E(~)), F*(E(u))] E Xmt(E(eJ) . Hence v*(E(G)) normalizes 
(cp*(E(Y)), v*(E(W and R*VW) = b*(-WN, v*PW)l = v2*V3(% 
LEMMA 12.3.18. Let E(Z) E V,,,, and E(y) ED,,,, u A,,,-, such that 
(E(Z), E(y)) is an edge of the jirst type. Then (?*(E(%)), v*(E(y))) is an edge 
of the$rst type. 
Proof. I f  E(y) E&(J), the statement follows from (12.3.15). Thus we 
may assume E(y) E DE,,, . By (12.3.16) we may assume E(y) E I’,,,, and 
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(cp*(E(~)), p”(E(p))) is an edge of the second type. Let E(G), E(v) E A,,,-, 
such that E(s) = (E(u), E(Q)) n V,,J, by (12.3.14). Then we get the 
following possibilities: 
(1) E(y) centralizes (E(u), E(c)), 
(2) [E(u), E(Y)] = E(z) =II [E(v), E(J)]. 
In case (1) there exists an JI E X-, n X3 such that E(u)” = E(8). By (12.3.9) 
y*(E(u))+) = cp,“(E(v)) and v(E(&)) E XEtd) r\ XalEf9), . As obviously 
v*(E(z)) = (y*(E(Q)), ~J*(E(FJ))) n Xm(E(aJj , (5.4.13) implies q*(E(=) = 
wvw)~ 9,“uw)1 E G(g) . 
In case (2) E(Z) = [E(u), E(y)] implies the statement. 
LEMMA 12.3.19. Let E(y), E(z)t FEca, such that (E(y), E(z))“CD and 
(E(y),E(a)‘\* n Da = 5. Then A4,,J, n X,,,, n lYE,,, + ,a. 
Proof. Let E(E) = [E(y), E(d)]. Th en the hypothesis of the lemma is 
equivalent with E(G) $ XE,i, . Suppose the statement is false and e * 2D,(q). 
As shown under (12.1.1) E = (X,,,, n X,,,,) Z(MY) is a maximal abelian 
subgroup of MY . Hence E(c) n E = 1. By (11.1.6) XE,,, n VEca, C 
X,,,, n D,(,, . Hence (En D> = C&E(u)), contradicting E(u) n E = 1. 
If  e e 2D,(q), then (E(y), E(%))s is contained in a weak TI-set. Hence 
(6.2.2) implies the statement. 
THEOREM 12.3.20. Let E(y), E(z) E ,?? such that (E(f), E(S)) is an edge 
of the$vst type in f(z). Then (T*(E(J)), q*(E(%))) is an edge of the$first type 
in F(Z). 
Proof. By (12.3.11) and (12.3.18) we may assume E(Z), E(T) E VTEca,. 
Assume first 
<E(y), E(z)) n DE,,-, # o. 
Then (54.13) implies (E(J), E(Z), E(u))+ C D, where E(G) = [E(y), E(d)] = 
[E(Z), E(d)]. Hence (11 .1.2) implies there is an Cr E X, such that E(y)” = E(Z). 
Let E(U), E(a) E AE,dJ such that (E(G), E(U)) = (E(u), E(y)). Then 
E(Y) := iE(u), E(w)) n VEca, and E(S) = (E(u)” E(U)“) n V,,,, . By defi- 
nition of v* this implies v*(E(y)) L- (y*(E(u)), v*(E($)) n VEcd) and 
v*(E(x)) = <a,*(E(z?))“‘“‘, ~*(E(fi))~@)) n VEcd) . Hence 
y*(E(y))““’ = q*(E(z)) 
which implies the statement, since (12.3.10) implies q~(E(c)) E V~*~E~9~~ . 
Therefore we may assume (E(y), E(T)) n D,,,-, = a. By (12.3.19) there 
exists an E(p) E A,,,-, such that (E(y) E(z), E(b)>+ C D. Therefore 
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E(T) = (E(P), ~(j7y)) n VEta, and E(z) = (E@), EC@)) n VE,,) - Hence 
by definition of y*; 
and 
Since by (12.3.11) (v*(E($)), v*(E(%,,))) 1s an edge of the first type, (5.4.13) 
implies (v*(E(y)), ~*(E(z))) is an edge of the first type. 
COROLLARY 12.3.21. q~* is an isomorphism from I’(z) on I’(Z). Moreover 
G ‘v G. 
Proof. By (12.3.19) and (12.3.20) F* is a bijection from zon Zwhich maps 
edges of r(z) on edges of r(Z). By definition of p*, y* is a one to one map 
on the edges. Hypothesis (12.3) im pl ies the number of edges in r(z) is equal 
to the number of edges in r(Z). Hence v* is an isomorphism of r(C) on 
wJ* 
Now (12.2.5) implies G N G. 
Remark 12.6. We shall use (12.3.21) for the identification of D,(q), 
2&(q), F&d, 2-%(d, J%l)? Q7)~ E*(P). T o P rove that our minimal counter- 
example is isomorphic to one of these groups, we only need to show that 
hypothesis (12.3) is satisfied. That is, we have to find a local isomorphism of 
the “D-centralizers” which satisfies (12.3)(i)-(iii) and to check (12.3)(*). 
13. THE SYMPLECTIC AND ORTHOGONAL GROUPS 
PROPOSITION. 13.1. Let G N B,(q), D,(q) resp. 2D,(q) and D = ~,(l)~, 
where r is a long root of the corresponding Lie-Algebra. Let E(d) E Z: Then the 
following properties are satisfied: 
(1) C@(d)) = IMd(A x B), A -L,(q) and B = %-2(q), D&q) 
resp. 2Dn._2(q). I f  n 3 4 OY n 3 5 in case of 2D,(q), then C,(E(d)) = (D,x). 
(4 Let E(a) E XEW and E(y) E A n Z centralizing E(a). Set 
T = (Ed, E(d), E(y)). Then T is elementary. Moreover (N,(T)) = TR, 
R = B,-,(q), D,-,(q), 2D,-1(q) and N,(T) = TR(h), o(h) = 4 - 1, 
[R, h] = I. 
(3) Let G N B,(q). Then T is a 2n - 2 dimensional symplectic space 
over F, with the following labelling: 
(a) There exists a unique subgroup E in T such that T = E u E( T n 2) 
and j E 1 = q. 
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(fl) (h) acts like the multiplicative group of the field on T. 
(y) In the projective symplectic geometry the elements of T n Z are 
the points, and the subgroups U < T satisfying i U 1 = q2 and U n .Z is a 
partition of U are the isotropic lines. 
(6) tc is a degenerate class of root involutions of G for t E Eifi. 
(4) Let G = D,(q) resp. 2D,(q). Then T# C D U D2, (hj acts like the 
multiplicative group of the field on the elements of T n Z. Moreover T is a 
2n - 2 dimensional orthogonal space by the following labelling: 
(4 (h) = ((4 I h EF,*). 
(p) For E(x) E T n C we can write E(x) = {x(X) 1 h EF~} such that 
49 (u) = x(W) and x(h) x(p) = x(X + CL). 
(y) A symplectic scalar product( , ) is given by: (x(h), y(p)) = 0, 
if x(h) y(p) E D and (x(h), y(p)) = +, if x(X) y(p) $ D and extending this on T#‘. 
(6) A quadratic form Q is given by Q =0 on T n D and Q(x(h) y(p)) = 
(44, Y(P)). 
Proof. As No(E(d)) and No(T) are maximal parabolic subgroups, the 
result is fairly standard. (3)(a) may b e f  ound in [2]. Moreover Sections 13 
and 14 include a proof of (13.1) by induction on n. (Since this is the way 
we construct the symplectic and orthogonal groups.) 
HYPOTHESIS 13.2. Suppose hypothesis (11.1) issatisjed andq= 1 E(d)1 > 2. 
Fix E(x,) E Aecd) and assume (Dd) is D-maximal in G. 
LEMMA 13.2.1. (Dd) = M,V, V L-Z (Dd) n C,(E(x,)). Moreover 
V = (V n 2) and V = XL=, Ai, where the Ai are simple and Ai = (Ai n 2). 
Proof. By (11.1.5) (Dd) = M,V, V : (Ddj n C,(E(x,)). For each 
E(y) E YEcd) exists by (4.2.11) an E(x) E AEcd) n VEcr) . Hence some conjugate 
of E(y) under M, centralizes E(x). Therefore (11.1.5) implies E(y)“” E V. 
for some m E Md . 
By (4.1.5) and (5.4.13) V 0 D = ul=, Vi, where the Vi are conjugacy 
classes of root involutions in Ai = (Vi). Moreover by (4.1.6) y  E Vi implies 
E, C Vi and [Ai , AJ = 1. Thus V = Xl=, Ai . As q > 2, O(Ai) < Z(AJ 
by (4.1.7) and -izi = A,‘. Hence it only remains to prove O,(&) = Z(Ai) = 1. 
By (11.1.8) Z(V) stabilizes each element of XEcd) n VE(z.) . Let 
(Iz) = (E(d), E(x,)) n No(E(d)) n A;,(E(x,)). Then V centralizes (h). Let 
E(a) E XEcd) n VEtaO) . Then (E(d), E(a)) is a projective line over F, . I f  
g E (h) centralizes E(a), then g centralizes X, n V=, and thus g centralizes 
M, . Hence g =: 1 and (h) acts regularly on E(a). By (4.2.14) and the same 
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argument Z(V) acts fixedpointfree on E(a). Hence for each 2 E Z(V) exists 
an h” E (h) such that ghn centralizes E(a). As above this implies ch” = 1 
and thus Z(V) < (h). Thus Z(V) = 1. 
Let t E O,(V), t2 = 1 # t. Then there exists an E(c) E Y n ,Y such that 
E(c) # qq. 
T Moreover E(c) = Ed mod O,(V). Let E(a) E XEcd) n 
DEte) n VEt2,) and assume E(ct) $ DEca) . Let B(b) = [E(a), E(ct)]. Then 
(E(a), E(b)) n ,?Y_C XEtd) and E(b) E VE(~.) . Hence there exists by (11.1.1) 
an z E I/ n D such that E(u)” = E(b). Thus E(ct) E AEcz) by the action on 
(E(a), E(b)). Hence E(c) E &M , since E(c) = E(ct) mod O,(V). But this 
contradicts (E(a), E(b)> < C,(E(c)). 
Let now E(u) E XEcd) n VEcc) n VEcz,) . Assume E(b) = [E(c), E(a)] # 
[E(d), E(u)] = E(b*). As E(b*) E DEte) by what we have shown above, 
(54.13) implies L = (E(u), E(b), E(b*))#CX, n VxO. Hence (11.1.1) 
implies (6’ n D) induces the L,(q) on L. Thus E(b) # E(b*) implies 
AEcc) n V # AEcct) n V, a contradiction to E(c) E E(ct) mod O,(V). Thus 
E(b) = E(b*) and cct centralizes each element E(a) of XEcd) n VE~z,) , since 
it normalizes E(u) and (E(u), E(d)) is a projective line over F, . Hence 
cd E C&If,). As cct E C,(E(x,)), th is contradicts (4.2.14). Therefore 
Oz( V) == 1 which proves (12.2.1). 
Notution 13.2.2. Let XzcdJ = XEcd) n VEcz,) . Fix r, Ai , iTi , i = I,..., r 
and V of (10.2.1). 
LEMMA 13.2.3. For each E(y) E V n Z follows X,(,) n XE(y) C X&, . 
Let Vj be a degenerate class of root involutions of Aj and E(y) E Aj n 2, 
j < r. Then %A n Xi!,,, = XEcv) n &W . 
Proof. The first part is obvious. Hence in any case XEcU) n XEcd) C 
&M n -G,,, . Suppose now the second part is false. Let E(u) E YEcy) n Xi,,, . 
As Vi is degenerate, there exists an E(z) E AEc2/) n VEco) n A,. Let 
E(b) = [E(a), E(z)]. I f  E(y) < C@(b)), then E(y) < WE(a), E(b)) and 
thus E(z) < C&E(u), E(b)), a contradiction. As E(a) $ XEcV) , it follows 
that E(c) = [E(b), E(y)] $ (E(u), E(b)). Hence L = (E(u), E(b), E(c))# _C 
X, n VxO by (54.13). Thus (11.1.1) implies (Nvno(L)) induces the L,(g) 
on L, a contradiction, since Vj is a degenerate class of root involutions in Aj . 
LEMMA 13.2.4. V is transitive on XE*(&, . Assume r > 2 and let 
E(a) E X&I, . Then (E(u)A1) is elementary. Moreover ;f  XTEcz) n E(u)-+ If m 
for E(z) E XI=, rZ, n 2, then E(u)+ _C XEcz) . 
Proof. The first part is immediate by (11.1.8). By (13.2.1) and (5.4.13) 
we only need to show XEca) n (Xl=, Ai n Z) # 0, to prove the second 
part. But this is obvious by the first part and (13.2.3). 
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COROLLARY 13.2.5. Let E(a), E(b) E X&,, such that (E(a), E(b)) n Z !Z 
Xi,,, . Then there exists an x E I/ II D such that E(a)” = E(b). 
Proof. Obvious by (11.1.1) and (11.1.5). 
HYPOTHESIS 13.3. Let Hypothesis (13.2) be satisfied. Use notation of 
(13.2.2). Suppose Y > 2. 
THEOREM 13.3.6. Suppose A, % L2(q). Then Y = 2 and A, ‘v L,(q). 
Moreover C,(d) t ( Vl)Md = @II Ti , where (Ti) is elementary, 
i =z 1 ,.“> 4 + 1, Ti n Tj = E, for i # j and A, acts in the natural way on 
(Ti [ i = 1,. . . , q + l}. (Of course E, C Ti , if x E Ti , i = 1,. . , q + 1). 
Proof. Let E(u) E X&,, and L, = E(a)% By (13.2.4) (L,) is elementary. 
LetLi , i = l,..., m be the conjugates ofL, under c’. Then each Li is conjugate 
to L, under XL, Ai . As A, centralizes X1-a A, , A, acts on each L, in the 
same way. Moreover for each E(b) ELM follows Ebb = Li . We shall prove 
the theorem in several steps: 
(1) XEcO, n Li # $3 for i = 2 ,..., m. 
Let E(y) E A, n 2 n VE(a~ . Th en by (13.2.5) E(b) = [E(a), E(y)] is 
conjugate to E(a) under V, . Hence E(b) EL, . But this implies (1) is satisfied 
by (5.4.13), if [L, , LJ = 1. Suppose now (I) is false. Then [L, , Li] # 1. 
Now arguing as above (E(u), E(b)) n 2 CL, and I(E(u), E(b)) n Z / = q + 1. 
Let L, n (E(u), E(b)) = (E(uJ I i = l,..., q + l}. Then (5.4.13) implies 
Li C UT?: &(,r~ . 
For y  E E, we have (C; n X,) n (v, n X,,)u = 1;r n X, n X,‘J . Assume 
E, C V, n X, n X,, . Then (5.4.12) implies (E(x), E(u), E(b))* C D. Let 
E(c) E 4 n GE(~) . As DEcc) n (E(a), E(b)) = E(a) E L, , we get 
[E(c), E(x)] ELM n XEta) . But then the transitivity of A, on L, implies (1) 
holds. 
Hence VI n X, is a weak TI-set in V, . By (4.1.5) and (5.4.13) we get the 
following possibilities: 
(a) VI is a degenerate class of root involutions in A, . 
(p) VI is a nondegenerate class of root involutions in A, . 
Moreover A, n .Z satisfies (5.4.19(2) in any case. Assume first (a) holds. 
(13.2.3) then implies (C,I(x)) is elementary for x E VI n X0 and 
Cvl(~) = V, n X, . Hence by [2, I], A, N L2(q71), U,(q”), n EN. 
o(de) < q + 1 for all d, e E D by (5.4.19)(2) implies A, N L,(q) or U,(q). 
Hence A, ‘v US(q) by the hypothesis of the theorem. 
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Consider {DEcaj) n Li 1 j = l,..., 4 + I}. As shown above 
Li = tJ C&h,) W). 
j=l 
BY (13.2.3) &(u,) n DEcr,,) n Li = a. This implies the elements of V, 
permute {DEcajJ n Li 1 j = I,..., 4 + l}. Hence A, has a permutation 
representation of degree 9 + 1, a contradiction to A, N U,(q). 
Therefore (/3) holds. Let F, = I’, n X, . Let c EF, and x E I’r n V, . 
I f  o(ax) = 2, then {c, cZ} C F, and if o(ax) = 4, then {x, cc”) _C F,,, . Hence 
i(Fa) n Z: / 3 2, and F, is a weak TI-set different from E, , containing Ec . 
Therefore (54.18) implies (F,)# = F,, and F, is a maximal connected 
weak TI-set in V, . 
Let now E(f) E Li . Then [E(a), E(f)] = 1 implies by (5.4.13) F, C Cvl( f). 
I f  E(f) E VEca) , then F, n Cvl( f) = ~3, since V, n Xd = ia. Let now 
E(b) ELM n XEta) and h E Xi=, Ai such that Li = Llh. Set E(f) = E(b)h. 
Then Cr,l(b) = CVl(f). By (4.2.17) and what we have shown above 
CVl(b) = NV1(Fb). Hence F, _C NV1(Fb) or F, n iVYI = O, a contra- 
diction, since E(b) EL, n X,(,, implies there exists an z E Vi such that 
F,” = Fb . Therefore (1) holds. 
We get the following consequence. 
(2) Li = Lf for somefE V n D for each i = 2,..., m. 
As there is some E(b) ELM n XEca) by (l), (13.2.5) implies the statement. 
(3) Vi is a degenerate class of root involutions in Ai for i > 2. 
S uppose false. Then there exists an 2 < j < m such that Vj is 
nondegenerate class of root involutions in Aj . Clearly there exists an 
E(y) E Aj n XEca) . Suppose without loss of generality [L, , L,] # 1. Let 
by (1) E(b) EL, n XEca) . I f  E(y) E D,(,) , then E(y) centralizes (La). Hence 
E(y) E XEcd) by (5.4.13), since (L,) and (L,) do not centralize each other. 
Hence E(a) = [E(y), E(b)]. Let E(z) E Aj n XEcV) , which exists by 
assumptron. If  E(z) E VEco) , then [E(z), E(a)] = E(y) n n/r, = 1, a contra- 
diction. Assume now E(x) E DEca) . Then for each E(N) E (E(y), E(x)) n ,Z 
different from E(z) follows [E(b), E(a)] = E(a). Hence (54.13) implies 
E(z) E XEta) in this case. 
If  E(z) E VEcb) and [E(x), E(b)] < (E(a), E(b)), then E(x) E DEcn) implies 
[E(z), E(b)] = E(u). Thus E(z) E XEcaj . 
Assume finally E(z) E V&Q,) and E(c) = [E(z), E(b)] is not contained in 
(E(u),E(b)).Then<E(u),E(b),E(c)) n Z_CX,*o, and l@(a), E(b), E(c))/ = q3. 
Let L = (E(a), E(b), E(c)). Then for each 01 EL+ follows E(a) < L. Hence 
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(11.1.1) implies (N,,(L)) induces the L,(q) on L. But then there exists an 
E, E Aj n XEca) n DEcb) , a contradiction as above. 
Hence for each E(x) E A, n XE(,) follows E(z) E XE(a) . As dj n 2 is 
connected by (4.2.13) this implies Aj n Z C XEta) , a contradiction. 
(4) Let W = UL, Cvi . Then each E, C W normalizes exactly one Lj , 
1 < j < m. Moreover E(y) centralizes Lj . 
Let L, be normalized by E(y). Then obviously L, is centralized by E(y), 
since [A,, E(y)] = 1. Hence (3) and (13.2.3) imply L, C XE(,U) . Suppose 
L, is normalized by E(y) too. Then arguing as above Lj C XEcv) . Choose Li 
such that Li is not normalized by E(y). Let E(c) ELM and by (1) 
E(4 gL1 n XE.M , E(b) ELj n Xm . As E(Y) E &A) n -G(b) , (5.4.13) 
implies E(a) = [E(c), E(y)] m= E(b). Thus Lj = L, , which proves (4). 
(5) Y = 2 and -4, Y L,(q) or Lr3(q). 
Let E, C W such that XEcs) n L, + E. Then by (4) L, C XEcy) . Let 
XE WnD,. Then (4) implies x normalizes L, . Hence by (13.2.3) 
C,(y) = N,(L,) = C&L,) = W n X, for E(a) EL, . Hence (C,(y)) is 
elementary and C,(y) is a TI-set in W. Hence Y -_ 2 and W := V, . More- 
over by [2, I] A, ‘v L,(q”), U&J”). As o(de) < q + 1 for all d, e E D it 
follows that A, N L,(q), (j3(q). 
Suppose now A, N U,(q). Let E := E(a)% Then (13.2.4) implies (E) is 
elementary. Let E(b) E E n XE(,I) . As A, ‘v Us(q), there exists an 
E(y) E A, n ,Z such that (E(a), E(b))# C V, . Hence E(a) = [E(a), E(y)] # 
[E(b), E(y)] = S(p), since otherwise (E(u), E(b), E(a)) n ,Z C X,*,,, and 
thus by (11.1.1) d, would induce the L,(q) on (E(u), E(b), E(a)), contra- 
dicting (3). Now E(a), E(p) E E. B u on the other side E(a), E(P) ELM for t 
some fixed 1 < 2 .< m by (4). By (13.2.5) there exists an z E I/ n D such that 
E(a)” = E(P). By (4) z E V, . As E(a), E(P) GE, there exists an h E A, such 
that Ed = E(P). Hence E(P)* =m= E(,QZrtZ = E(a). Therefore h normalizes 
(E(a), E(P)) and h2 normalizes E(a) and E(P). This implies h normalizes 
some element of (E(u), E(,B)) n 2. As (E(a), E(p)> n Z L L, , the transitivity 
of A, on L, implies h normalizes E(a), contradicting E(ol) # E(P). Thus 
A, - -Uz). 
Now (4) implies A, acts sharply triply transitive on the (L; 1 i : I,..., m} 
and m = p + 1. By (13.2.4) (E(a), E(d)) n L; r;i’ m for each E(a) E XLicd) 
and some i. Setting T, = t{Li , E, , E,) n D, where E, C lJZ centralizing 
Li , the other parts of (13.3.6) are now obvious. 
Let E, C Ti n X,i and E, C vZ + D, . Let E(b) = [(a), E(y)]. Then 
/(E(a), E(b))] =: q2 and -4, normalizes (E(u), E(b)). Hence we get the 
following: 
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COROLLARY 13.3.7. (Ti , I;> = MdA, for 1 < i, j < q + 1 and i # j. 
Moreover 
Q+l 
( Vl) wci u Xd u d L n N,( TJ 
2=1 
and x, u d = y,i (Ti n (X, u d)). 
i=l 
Proof. The first part was shown already. Part (4) of the proof of (13.3.6) 
implies [E(y), E(b)]+ C TI or [E(y), E(b)] = 1 for E, C TI n V, and Eb C X, . 
Hence X, _C ntz:ND(Ti). By (13.3.6) this proves (13.3.7). 
THEOREM 13.3.8. 17 = A, x A, OY A, x A, >: A,, where in the jirst 
case A, e L,(q) and A, N L,(q) and in the second case Ai ‘V L,(q), i = 1, 2, 3. 
Moreover C,(d) = (Jzzi Ti w (Yd n nfl: N,(T,)), where the (Ti) are 
elementary an Ti n Tj = Ed . Finally 
(Ti, Tj) = (Ti ] i = I,..., q + 1) = ,%&A, 
andA,actsinthenaturalwayon{Ti / i = l,...,q + l}. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then the hypothesis of (13.3.6) is not satisfied. 
Hence Ai --L,(q) for i = l,..., Y and V = XI=, Ai . Let E(a) E Xi,,, such 
that XEca) n A, # a. Then (E(a)+) = (E(a), E(b)) and (E(a), E(b))+ C D. 
Let x E Var\ Vs and E(c) = [E(a), E(z)]. By (13.2.5) there exists an 01 E V n D 
such that E(a)” = E(c). Hence <E(z), a) = A,, since (E(z), CX) EL,(q) ‘v A,. 
Thus (E(a), E(c)) = (E(a)“s) an by (11.1.6) follows [E(b), E(c)] = 1. Hence 
arguing as above (E(b)Aa) = (E(b), E(e)) and L = {E(a), E(b), E(c), E(e)) 
is elementary. Moreover E(a)(Alxa3) CL n A’. Thus taking for-L, = E(a)(AlXAz) 
the proof of (13.3.6) applies. This implies Y = 3 and V = (A, x AS) x A, 
and A, acts in the natural way on the conjugates Li , i = I,..., q + 1, of L, 
under V. Setting again Ti = (E(d), Li , E(y)} n D, where E, C V, n C,(T,), 
the Ti satisfy the same properties as under (13.3.6). Now (13.3.8) is obvious. 
HYPOTHESIS 13.4. Let Hypothesis (11.3) be satisfied. Fix again 
E(x,) E &cd) and let X&) = -&cd) n T/EL-Q .
LEMMA 13.4.9. G,(E(d)) contains a normal subgroup Md(A x B), 
A N L,(q), B N L,(q) or L,(q2) and (Dd) = M,A. Moreover A x B < 
C,(E(x,)) and C,(d) = Ui’: T, , where the <Ti> are elementary and 
Ti n Tj = Ed for i # j. Fnally M,B < nfzi N,(T,) and (Ti , Tj> = 
(Ti j i = I,..., q + 1) = (Dd). 
PYOO~. The first part is a consequence of (11.3.19) and (11.3.21). By 
(11.3.16) M,(A >< B) is transitive on XEca). By (11.1.5) we may assume 
A x B < C,(E(x,)). Hence A ?< B is transitive on XzCd) . Let E(y) E A n .Z 
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and JW E Xi!,,, nGy) . Set Tl = (E(d), Ed, E(y)) n D.As E(u)” _C X&(W)) 
(Tl) is elementary by (5.4.13). Let {Ti j i = l,..., 2 + l} be the set of 
conjugates of Tl under A. As (Ed) = (E(a), E(b)), (E(a), E(b))* C D, 
it follows (Ti , Tj> = (Dd). Ti n Tj = Ed for i $- j is obvious. As A x B 
IS transitive on X&, , we get C,(d) = Uy’: Ti . The same argument as 
under (13.3.7) implies &Id < N,(T,) for i = I,..., 4 + 1. Putting the pieces 
together, this proves the statement. 
HYPOTHESIS 13.5. Let Hypothesis (13.3) or (13.4) be satisfied. Let T 
be one of the Ti of (13.3.8) or (13.4.9). T is now fixed. 
LEMMA 13.5.10. (ND(T)) is transitive on (T\ n Z. If  (D,) is D-maximal, 
then (N,(T)) is primitive on (T) n Z. Moreover NG( T) n C&E,) is transitive 
J 
on (Tj n XEcd) and ( f) n YEcdJ .
Proof. The last part is a consequence of (13.3.8) and (13.4.9). 
Let by (13.3.8) or (13.4.9) Tl be conjugate to T such that T n Tl - E, . 
Then (T, TJ = M,A, A -L,(q). Let E(y) E (T) n A n 2. Let 
E(u) E(T) n XEcd) . Then (13.2.3) implies / XEcI) n <E(u), E(d)) n (T)l = 1. 
Thus I(T): M, n (Tjl = 4 and T satisfies the same properties in C,(E,) 
as in C,(E,). Hence by the part shown already it follows that NG(T) is 
transitive on (T) n Z. This implies Mz < (N,(T)) for each z E T. There- 
fore (N,(T)) is transitive on (T) n Z. 
Suppose now (D,) is D-maximal and let E C (T) n 2 be a set of imprimi- 
tivity under (N,(T)). Suppose first E n XEtd) # fl and E n YEcd) + o . 
Then we may assume E(y) E E. As En XEca) # O, the action of 
(C,(d)) n (N,(T)) on T implies by (13.3.8) En XEcd) = X,&) n (T), 
where E(y) < C,(E(x,)). Hence the same argument applied on <C,(y)) n 
(N,(T)) implies XEcU) n (T) C E. But then (13.3.8) implies E = (T) n 2’. 
Hence E _C (Tj n (XEtd) u E(d)) or E C (T) n YEcd) for each d E T. 
But then (13.2.3) implies E =: E(x) for some x E T. 
LEMMA 13.5.11. Suppose (Drl) is not D-maximal. Then /(Tj n ZT ; = 
(q + l)(n” + 1) or (q + l)(q3 + 1) depending, if B *L,(q) or L,(q”), where 
B is us in (13.4.9). 
Proof. Let (E(u), E(b))# C T. Then (13.2.3) implies each E(a) E (T,, n 2’ 
lies in X’,(,) for some E(x) E (E(u), E(b)) n Z. By (13.4.9) it follows that 
X E(n) n XEcb) n (T) C (E(a), E(b)> n 2. By (11.3.16) and (11.3.21) there 
are 4 + 1 or q2 + 1 lines through E(u) in the notation of (11.2.10). By 
(11.2.14) and (13.4.9) we have 1 L n (T) n .Z / = 4 + 1 for a fixed line 
L through E(u). Thus a trivial counting argument shows i(T) n 2 I ::= 
4% + 1) + (Q + 1) or q3(4 + 1) -I- (q + 1). 
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LEMMA 13.5.12. Suppose (Dd) is not D-maximal. Then 
WD’)W,<ND(T)> e C,(q) 0~ “WI). 
Proof. By (11.3.20) there exists a 2-Sylowsubgroup S of G such 
that E(d) Q S and S n D _C N,(T) n C,(d). Hence (13.4.9) implies 
(S n D)(T)/(T) is elementary. Therefore by (4.1.5) No(T)(T)/{ T) is a 
degenerate set of root involutions of (N,(T))/(T). As q > 2, (4.1.5) and 
(4.1.7) imply ~~VdW/Z~<NdT)) . 1s a direct product of simple groups. 
Since for x E N,(T) + T, we have Xx n T = (E, , Eb)# for some a, b E T, 
it follows that (N,(T))/Z,(N,(T)j is simple. So by q > 2 and [2] 
<ND(TDIZIWD(T)) is of type C&h 24d. 
By (13.4.9) we have S n D = N,(T) n C,(d). Hence the normalizer of 
(S n D) Z,(N,( T))/Z,(N,( T)) in (No( T))/Z,(N,( T)) stabilizes E(d). 
Thus ((No(T)) n NG(Ed)) Z,(N,( T))/Z,(N,( T)) is a parabolic subgroup 
in C,(q) resp. 2An(q). Checking the list of parabolic subgroups, (13.5.10) 
implies (ND(T))/Z,(N,(T)j ‘v C,(q) resp. 2A3(q) ‘v 2D,(q), depending if 
l(T) n 2 I = (q + l)(q2 + 1) or (q i l)(q3 + 1). 
LEMMA 13.5.13. The following properties hold: 
(1) C,(T) = I’. 
(2) (N,(T)) is D-maximal in G. 
(3) If  x E T and (E, , Eb)# C T, then X, n (E, , Eb)+ f  Q. 
(4) If  (Dd) is D-maximal, then N,(T)(T)/(T) is a nondegenerate 
class of root involutions of (N,(T))/(T). 
(5) If a E D such that o(ad) = 2 or 4 for each d E T, then a E N,(T). 
Proof. (1) is immediate from (13.3.8) and (13.4.9). (3) is a consequence 
of (13.2.3), (13.3.Q and (13.4.9). Suppose (5) is false. As IlIz < (N,(T)) 
by (13.3.8) (13.4.9), T and T” normalize each other. Hence by (I) and 
T2 n D C T follows T n Ta == E, for some x E D. Hence (T, Taj = LVzA, 
A -L2(q), a contradiction, since T and Ta normalize each other. By (13.3.8) 
and (1) N,(T)(T)/(T) is a nondegenerate set of root involutions in 
(N,(T))/(T). (13.5.10) implies N,( T)( T\/(Tl is a conjugacy class in 
(N,(T))/(T). This proves (4). 
Hence only (2) remains to prove. 
Let D 1 D, 3 N,(T), D, = (D,) n D. Then D, = urcl Vi u W by 
(4.1.5). By (13.5.10) we may assume T _C VI or T C W. But if T C W, (5) 
implies D, C N,(T). Hence T 2 VI and (Jb, V, u WC N,(T) by (5). 
Hence T2 n D C T implies D, = V, by (1). As X, C N,(T) C V, by 
(13.3.8) and (13.4.9) for each d E T, it follows that X, C S’r for each x E VI . 
But this contradicts (4.2.14). 
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LEMMA 13.5.14. Let Tl be conjugate to T containing E, . Then 
(T) n ( Tl> = E(d). 
Boof. Suppose false. Then Z = (T) n (Tl> < Z(M,) by (13.3.8) 
and (13.4.9). Let 7 t Z + E(d). Then 7 = n,“;, 01~ , 01~ E T. Assume 
7 $ Z(D,). Let a ED, t CG(7). Then Z < Z(7;, T2) and (13.3.8) implies 
a E N,(T) n h’,(T,). By (13.3.8) and (13.510) S, r\ T = (I$, I$,)#. Now 
we get 7 TO := nb, aiaia E (X, n T) n Z. If  7 #;- 70, it follows 
TTa.dlanZ=~ ,~.ThusT=+andZ~<Z(D,>. 
Suppose now (Dd) is D-maximal. Then C,(y) = 1 for each y  E D -1 C,(d). 
Now for each a E T it follows that i(T): (T> n M, j = q by (13.3.8) and 
(13.5.10). Let now x E Y, n T. Then I Z I > q implies M, n Z + 1. As 
@(M,) = E(x) by (5.4.13), there is any E X;. + T centralizing some element 
of M, n Z, contradicting y  $ D, by (13.38). Hence I Z j == p and thus 
z = E(d). 
Suppose now (Dd) is not D-maximal. Then (13.4.9) implies Z < fi:‘i (T,), 
where the Ti are the conjugates of T containing Ed . So, using the notation 
of (13.4.9), d x B normalizes Z. But then (11.3.22) implies B N L,(q) and 
there are exactly q + 1 lines through E(d) in the notation of (11.2.10). 
Hence (11.1.5) and (11.3.20) imply ~ M, I = q’. As 1 Z j > q, Md = 
(CT) n M,&(T,> n A&) by (13.4.9) . rm pl ies /(T)/ > q5. Hence by (13.5.11), 
(13.5.12), and the structure of C,(q), i(C,(d)>l, > q8. But by (13.4.9) 
(Dd) L--T M,J and thus i(C,(d)>i, :: q*, a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 13.5.15. Let Tl be conjugate to T such that T n Tl = E, . 
Then Cc,l,(T) = E(d). 
Proof. By (13.3.8) and (13.4.9) there is some a t T such that 
Tl n Tla = E 
C~Tld4 = E($ 
Hence (13.5.14) implies (TJ n (T,“) = E(d). Thus 
LEMMA 13.5.16. Z,(N,(T)j stabilizes all elements of (T) n LT. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then by definition of Z, , O,(N,(T)j permutes 
the elements of (7’) n 2‘. Hence there exists a chief-factor K/H of (N,(T)) 
such that 
(1) K < O,W,(W, 
(2) H stabilizes all elements of (T; , 
(3) K acts nontrivial on (T) n 2:. 
Hence (13.5.10), (13.5.11), and (13.5.12) imply K/H acts regulary on 
(T) n 2. Let E(a), E(b) E (T) n 2 such that (E, , Eh)# C T, and t E K 
such that E(a)t = E(b). As t2 E H, E(b)l = E(a). Hence t normalizes an 
element of <E,, , E,J n 2, contradicting the regularity of K/H on (T> n 2’. 
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LEMMA 13.5.17. Z,((N,(T))/( T)) = Z((N,(T))/(Tj). 
Proof. (13.3.8), (13.4.9), and (135.15) imply Z,(N,(T)) n Md = (T>. 
Suppose the lemma is false. Let N = Z,((N,(T))/( T)) and x E X, + T. 
Thus x $ C,(N). But [N, x] < Md by (13.5.16) and thus [N, x] < CT), 
where m is the coimage of N in (N,(T)). Hence .x E C,(N), a contradiction. 
LEMMA 13.5.18. Let (TQ) be conjugate to (T). Then (T) n (To) := 1 
or E(x) for some x E D. 
Proof. Suppose (T) n (P) contains some x E D. Then (13.3.8), (13.4.9) 
and (13.5.14) imply (T) n (TQ = E(x) Assume X = (T) n (T)g and 
X n D = D. By (13.5.13) there is an E, C T, E, C Tg such that 
(E, , E,) ‘v L2(q). Hence we may assume o(zy) = 3. This implies 
(X, xv) < (T)Y and (X, y”> < (Tg)“. As x1J = yx the part shown already 
implies (T)” = (To)“. Now there exists an E, C Ty n Xv n A, . Thus 
(Ez , Ez) II L,(q) by and we may choose z E E, such that o(x.z) = 3. Arguing 
as above this shows (Tgj” = ( T)‘J = (T)“. Hence yx E ND(T) n T”. 
Now X,, n T = (E,, E,)# by (13.3.8), (13.4.9), and (13.5.13)(3). 
Moreover /<Em, E,) n JY 1 = q + 1. Let by (13.3.8) and (13.4.9) T,, 
i = I,..., q + 1, be the conjugates of T containing ye. Then 
U+l 
X,,uyzC u Ti. 
i=l 
Hence (13.5.14) implies T, n T = EO for some p E (E, , E,)*. As Tg = Ti 
foral <j < q -/- 1, this contradicts T” n T = o . 
COROLLARY 13.5.19. <Tj acts semiregulary on (TY 1 <Tj n (To) = 11. 
Proof. Arguing as under (13.5.18) last paragraph, T n ND( Ts) = a. Let 
x E (T) n NG( To). Then x E N,(E,) f  or some a E To, since i(To) n 2 / = l(2) 
by (13.3.8) and (13.5.11). Hence XE C,(a*) for some a* E E;, . Thus by 
(13.5.18) a* E V,(T), contradicting Tg n ND(T) = JS. 
THEOREM 13.5.20. Suppose (Dd> is D-maximal. Let Z be the maximal 
coimage of Z((N,( T))/( T)) and TI be a conjugate of T containing Ed. Then 
one of the following holds: 
(1) <~~,(TD/Z = 4(q)> 
(2) (<ND( T))/Z satisfies Hypothesis (I 3.4), 
(3) <VD(T))/Z satisjies (13.3) and (13.5) with (TI n N,(T))Z/Z and 
<N,( T))/Z in place of T and G. 
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Proof. By (4.1.7) U == (N,(T))/2 is simple. Let E = ND(T) and denote 
by - the nat. homomorphism from (N,(T)’ on U. Then li = (U n E) and 
by (13.513) E is a nondegenerate class of root involutions of U. Let 
E, _C (T1 n E) i T. Then X, n T -: (E, , E,)# for a, b E T by (13.3.8) 
and (13.4.9). Of course Ed C (E,, E,)“. Let T2 ,..., Y’*+r be the other 
conjugates of T containing E, . As X, u x c lJ:I: Ti , (13.5.14) implies 
each (Ti> contains exactly one element of {E, , E,) n 2. Let Tix = T, n E, 
i = I,..., q + 1. As TI n X, =/c TI n X,, there exist by (13.3.8) and (13.4.9) 
an E, C TI*, Ez C T,” such that .4 -m: (E, , Ez> -L,(q). Moreover 
M,A = (TI, I;\ = (T, ~ i =: I,..., q -I- I>. Let VE C,(Z), but z’$ D,. 
Then O(ZIX) = 4 and (zc)” E T n X, = (E, , &)+. In fact [Ev , E,] E 
(E, , Eb) n Z. As E, C TI n E = TI n (X, v  d), it follows [EC, E.J = E(d). 
Let by (13.38) and (13.4.9) T@) be the conjugate of T containing E, and E, . 
Then T@) n E = T,* mod(T>. This implies CE(%) z= C,(x). Hence we 
get i? n X* = UT:: I’<* n X, . 
Moreover by (13.3.8) and (13.4.9) 
C@) : (5’ T,*) u i’i; N&*)j. 
i=l , i&l 
Therefore we get the cases 
It is obvious that in case (i) CE(X) O,(CE(~))/O,(CE(~)) is not a conjugacy 
class in (C,(X)>/O,(C,(X)). By (13.5.13)(4), (11.9), and (11.2.18) this implies 
U satisfies Hypothesis (13.3). The choice of T,* shows that T,* has the same 
meaning in view of (13.3.8) as T in G. Hence in this case the theorem holds. 
In case (ii) as shown above (CE(x)) -_ (Mz n 77) 2. Let E5’ C X, n E. 
Then L = (E, , EyA)# C E and 1 L 1 = q3 - 1. Hence CE(x) _C N& 
implies by (11.1.1) 1 is a weak T1-set. Of course 7 E z implies Ey C J?. 
Hence by (5.4.18) L is a maximal connected weak TI-set in E. As 
1 i; / = q3 - I, (4.2.16) implies U satisfies Hypothesis (11.2). I f  L is a TI-set, 
(11.2.9) implies U N A,(q). I f  L is not a Tl-set, zi satisfies Hypothesis 
(13.4). So in any case (13.5.20) is proved. 
LEMMA 13.5.21. Let Z be the maximal coimage of Z((N,(T)j/(T)). 
Then N,(T) contains en element h of order q - 1 centralizing (ND( T))/Z and 
acting regularly on each E(a)#, where E(a) E (T) n 2. 
Proof. By- (11.1.5) C,(E,) = M,R, R = C,(E,) n C,(E& Let by 
(13.3.8), (13.4.9) T = TI , T, ,..., T,,, be the conjugates of T containing Ed . 
Then (T, , T,;? n R := -4 ‘v L,(q) and M,-4 -= (Ti 1 i =~; 1 ,..., q f  1). Let 
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by (13.3.8), (13.4.9) Y = (Y n D) <R such that [Y, A] = 1 and 
(D, n D,,) = A x Y if (Dd) is D-maximal or Y FL,(~) resp. L,(q2) if 
(Dd) is not D-maximal. Then Y < fi:z: No(TJ and Y is by (13.2.4) and 
(135.12) transitive on (Ti) n X&,, . 
Let h E NA( Tr) n NA( T,) of order 4 - 1. Then there exists an 01 E A n D 
such that T,a = T, , ha = h-r. Thus if g E (h) centralizes an element of 
<G> n G,,, , it centralizes Tl n ri, and T, n X, , by the transitivity 
of Y. Thus g E C,(iWJ. Hence g = 1 by (4.2.14), since g E C,(x,). 
This implies (h) acts regulary on each E(a) E (T) n X,$,, , E(b) E 
<G> n G,,, . Let now (h*) = (Ed, E,,) n NG(Ed) n IVo(E,,). Then 
[h*, R] = 1. Arguing as above, this implies (h*) acts regulary on each 
E(u) E (Tl) n X&, , E(b) E (T,) n X,*,,, . Hence h = F/z* centralizes 
some element in E(b)+ and thus E(b) for some s E N. As [Y, Jz] = 1 it follows 
that h centralizes (T,) n Xz(,, . 
On the other hand o(h) = 4 - 1 and arguing as above (h) acts regularly 
on each E(a) E (T,) n X& . Moreover (h) acts regulary on E(d) and 
E(y) = (TJ A A, since the action of h on these groups is given by h* resp. 
hs. Since each element of (T,) n XEcd) is conjugate to an element of 
<G> n Xi!,,, by ((T,) n X&J, and ((T,) n X,*,,,) is transitive on 
(TJ n YE(d) , it follows that (h) acts regulary on each element of (T) n 27. 
As (N,(T))/2 acts faithful on (T) n z this implies (13.5.21). 
COROLLARY 13.5.22. I(T)1 = q”. M oreover (T) may be considered as 
vector space over F, , with (h) acting like scalar matrices and (N,(T))/2 
respecting the vectorspace structure. 
Proof. By (13.5.21), (13.5.10) the elements of (T) n 2 are equivalent 
F,(h) modules. Thus we may write (T) = @I=, E(a,), where the E(a,) may 
be considered as l-dimensional vectorspaces over F, with (h) acting like 
F,*, since h = hsh*, &E C,(E,) and h* E (Ed, ExO) -L&q) by the proof of 
(13.5.21). Now all other statements are obvious. 
COROLLARY 13.5.23. Let Tl be conjugate to T containing E, . Then 
I(Tl n N,(T))Z/Z 1 = qn-?-, where q” = I(T)/ and Z as in (13.5.21). 
Proof. By (13.3.8), (13.4.9), and (13.5.22) l(T, n N,(T))/ = qn-l. By 
(13.5.15) Ccr,)( T) = E(d). This implies ( Tl) n Z = E(d), which proves 
the statement. 
14. IDENTIFICATION OF THE SYMPLECTIC AND ORTHOGONAL GROUPS 
HYPOTHESIS 14.1. Let G be a group of minimal order such that (13.5) 
is satisfied, but G % B,(q), D,(q) or 2D,(q); q = 2”. 
481/35/1-3-26 
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THEOREM 14.1.1. Let l(Tjl = qzn+l, n E N. Then n 3 2 and 
G ‘v PQ(2n + 2, q) N B,+l(q). 
Proof. By (13.5.12) and (13.5.13) n ,> 2. Let Z be the maximal coimage 
of Z((ni’,)>/(T)) and C = (N,(T)). Suppose first (Dd) is not D-maximal. 
Then (13.5.12) implies U/Z ‘v C,(q) resp. 2D,(q). I f  U/Z ‘v 2D,(q), (13.5.23) 
implies i(T) 1 == q6, a contradiction. Thus U/Z Eli C,(q) and I(T)1 = 45. 
Suppose now by (13.5.20) U/Z satisfies Hypothesis (13.4) or U/Z N 
L,(q) ‘v D3(q). The minimality of G then implies U/Z ‘v D,(q), ?D,(q), 
or B,(q). Again by (13.5.23) and the structure of these groups we get 
U/Z ‘v B,(q) and 1 (Tj [ == q7. 
Suppose finally U/Z satisfies hypothesis (13.3) and (13.5). Then (13.5.23), 
(13.5.20) and the minimality of G imply U/Z E B,(q) and l(T)/ = q2n+1. 
Thus we have in any case U/Z N B,(q) and I( T)l = qPn+l. 
Now (13.5.13) implies 17 is generated by a class of root involutions. 
q > 2 implies U = U’. Thus U/(T) is a perfect central extension of B,(q). 
Hence [14] and [26] imply Z = (T). 
We count now I(T) n 2 I. By (13.5.11) j(T) n Z i = (q + l)(q2 + I), 
if (Dd) is not D-maximal. Hence we may assume (Dd) is D-maximal. 
Let {E, , Ed)+ C T and E(ai), i = I,..., q + 1, be the root-subgroups 
contained in (E, , Ed\ n 2. Then (13.5.13)(3) implies <CT) n 2 = 
ii:fT) n XE(az)). By (13.5.10) the E(aJ are conjugate under (IV,(T)). 
I(T) n 2 I = (‘I + 1) CT? n &M I - q j CT) nq; &ad) 1 
i=l 
-q(s+1)-1-qfl, 
where q -t 1 stands for the E(a,) and -q(q + 1) for the q root-subgroups 
in (E, , E,) different from E(d). 
Let Tr be conjugate to T containing E, and T1 = (T1 n N,(T)) Z/Z. 
Denote by 2 = (Zn (N,(T))) Z/Z. Then (13.1) implies \(TIj n2-l = 
(q2”-2 - l)/(q - 1). As TI n N,(T) = TI n (X, u d), this implies 
i(TI) n XEtd) / = q(q2+” - l)/(q -- I), since (Ez , Ed) contains q root- 
subgroups different from E(d) f  or each E, C TI + Ed. Let E(5) = E(z) Z/Z. 
Then i(T,) n TEcz, I == q(q2n-4 - l)/(q - 1), since by (13.1) an element 
E(y) of ( T1) n Z lies in XEcz,, i f f  (E(z), E(J)) is a totally isotropic line. Now 
we get immediately I(T) n fl:l: XEtnz) [ = q2(q21L-4 - l)/(q - 1). Therefore 
2n-2 -1 
lKT)n~I -(q+l)q qqel -q3 ' 
2~1-4 _ 1 
q-1 
- (q2 - 1) 
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We count now j ,Z I. By /(T)j = qzn+l (13.3.8) and (13.4.9) imply 
j Md 1 = q4+l. Hence 1 Attd) 1 = q4n-1 by (11.1.5), Since I(T) n XEcd) 1 = 
4(q2”-2 - 1)/h - 1) as shown above, we get 
I XE(rl) I = P(4 + 1)(92”-2 - 1)/G? - 1). 
Let &, C Yd n (-$L: N,(T,), where the Ti are the conjugates of T containing 
Ed. Then E(y) E XE(2~ for some x E T by (13.5.13). Hence (13.3.8), (13.4.9), 
and (13.5.10) imply 1 E(Y)(~) ) = q2. As Md = (Tn M,)(T, n Md), it 
follows / E(Y)M” / = pa. supp ose (Dd) is D-maximal. As U N B,(q), it 
follows that (Dd) = Md(A x B), B e B,_,(q), MdA = ( Ti 1 i = l,..., q + 1) 
and A -L,(q). I f  (Dd) is not D-maximal, then (Dd) = MdA by (13.4.9). 
Therefore we get in any case by (13.1) 
, DE(d)j = q W-l - l)(q + 1) 
P-1 
I q4 y--2 - l)(q2”-4 - 1) 
(!I2 - 1)(!7 - 1) ’ 
since 
(q + 1) q;r,i _ (q + 1) = q (q2+l ;-)fl + 1,. 
Let E(b) E(T) n XEcd) . We need to count 1 XEcd) n VEtb) I. By (13.3.8) 
and (13.4.9) there exists an E, C T2 such that (Eb , E,)# C X, and 
I(Ti) n (E, , E,) f~ ,Z / = 1 for i = l,..., q + 1. (The T, are the conjugates 
of T containing E, .) Let E(aJ = (Ti) n (Eb , E,) n Z. By (54.13) it is 
straightforward that an element of (T?) n XEtd) lies in VEcb) , i f f  it does not 
lie in XEcrr,) , 2 < i < q + 1. Hence by what we have shown above 
for 2 < i < q + 1, where -q stands for the q root-subgroups in (E(d), E(&) 
different from E(d). Hence 1 XEcd) n VE(h) ) = qqzne2 = q2”-l. Therefore 
(11.1.7) implies j VEcd) 1 = q2n(q + l)(qzne2 - l)/(q - 1). Adding up the 
numbers we get 
12 ) = 1 + q4n--1 + q2?‘(q + 1) Y;-l; l /. q (q2rz-1 ,3’1” + ‘> 
+ q4 . (q”+2 - l)(q2fl-4 - 1) __~_____ 
k2 - l)(P - 1) 
(q2%t2 - l)(q2” - 1) =- -__-_ 
@z2 - l)(q - 1) . 
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As /(T) n Z / = (qzr” - l)/(q - 1) and each element of .Z is contained in 
exactly q + 1 conjugates of (T), this implies 
/ TG/ zz 
(q2nk* - l)(qZ’” - l)(q + l)(g - 1) ~ q2n+a - 1 -- 
W” - l)b12 - l)(q - 1) g-l . 
By (13.3.8) and (13.4.9) there are q(q2n - l)/(q - 1) conjugates Tg of T 
such that T n Tg = E, for some x E T. Hence by (13.5.18) there are exactly 
q2ni-2 _ 1 4 2n - 1 
q-l -4 q-l 
~- __ 1 = q2n+1 
conjugates TY such that (T) n (T)Q = 1 and (T) acts by (13.519) regulary 
on these. Therefore we have (N,(T)) = (T) U*, U* = (U* n II> N B,(q). 
Hence we may assume I( Tl n U*)] --= q2+l. (13.1) implies there is a sub- 
group E in (Tl n U*> of order q such that (Tl n U*> t EC Tl u T12, 
but no element of E# lies in ( Tl n U*) u ( Tl n U*)2. As Tl n U* c X, and 
by (I 3.5.13) there exists an E, C T, n Y, such that 
(Tl) = (E,, E,j 1 (T, n U*j. 
(Where 1 means “direct sum” and for each x E Tl n U* follows 
xEX,nXJ.LetE,CTnA,and 
B =-- (N,(T)) n Ai,, n C,(E,) n C,(E,). 
Then (13.3.8) and (13.4.9) imply B ‘v B,-r(q). Moreover by the structure 
of U*, B acts transitively on ((T, n M,J/EE(d))# and centralizes E. Hence 
there is no B-invariant complement N to EE(d) in (Tl n Md), since other- 
wise hT+ CD. Let F be the conjugate of E under <E, , E,) contained in (T). 
Then, by the above, there is no B-invariant complement to FE(d) in 
(T n Md,>. Let e E E+. Then i(T) n M, : C,,,(e)1 = q, whence 
(T) n M, = (C,,,(e)“> :< C&e). 
But then ll’r, < C,(E) and similar M, <, C,(E). Hence 
<lV,(T,)) = (Mci > M, , B) < C,(E). 
This implies F is U*-invariant and ! FG ; x j T” / =: (q2n*2 - l)/(q - 1). 
Let Tg be conjugate to T such that T n To f  i?. Then it is obvious that 
[F, Fg] = 1. Moreover in U* exist conjugates Fh, Fg of F such that 
(F, FQ ‘v L,(q) by (13.1). As (T) acts regulary on (Tg 1 T n TQ =-- a}, this 
implies [Fg, Fh] = 1 or (Fg F”) ‘v L,(q) for h, g E G. Therefore Aschbacher’s 
characterization of groups generated by “odd-transpositions” [2] implies 
G N C,(q) resp. a&(q), m E N. By I PC I = (q2”+2 - l)/(p - 1) we conclude 
G N G&J) - B,,,(q) ‘v P5+(2n + 2, 9). 
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THEOREM 14.1.2. Let i( T)[ = qzn, n E N. Then n > 3 and G E D,+l(q) 
rev 2Dn+l(q). 
Proof. By (13.5.12), (13.5.13), and (13.5.23) n > 3. Let 
z = Z((NDmI(n) and U = (N,(T)). 
Suppose first (Dd) is not D-maximal. Then (13.5.12) and the argument in 
the first part of (14.1.1) imply U/Z ‘v 2D,(q) and I( T)l = q6. 
Suppose now by (13.5.20) U/Z satisfies (13.4) or U/Z N D,(q). Then the 
minimality of G and (13.5.23) imply U/Z N D,(q) resp. 2D,(q) and I( T)l = q6 
resp. /(T)I = q8. 
Suppose finally U/Z satisfies hypothesis (13.3) and (13.5). Then (13.5.20), 
(13.5.23) and the minimality of G imply U/Z ‘v D,(q) resp. 2D,(q) and 
I(T)/ = qzn. Thus in any case U/Z ‘v D,(q) resp. 2D,(q), where I(T)1 = q2”. 
Now (135.13) implies U is generated by a class of root involutions. q > 2 
implies U = U’. Hence U/(T) is a perfect central extension of D,(q) resp. 
2Dn(q). Thus [14] and [26] imply Z = (T). 
We show now U/Z N D,(q) implies G N D,+l(q) and U/Z ‘u “DJq) 
implies G ‘v 2D,+,(q). We will refer to U/Z P D,(q) as case (a) and to 
U/Z ‘v 2D,(q) as case (/3). As the arguments in case (/3) are the same as in 
case (a), they will be omitted and we state only the results. 
We first count l(T) n ,I7 j. Let (E, , Ed)+ C T and E(ai) be the q + 1 
root-subgroups contained in (E, , Ed), i = I,..., p + 1. As under (14.1.1) 
we have 
l(T) n ‘Y I = (4 + 1) l(T) n Xm I - 4 ) CT) nq; XE(~J j - k2 - 1). 
i=l 
Let Tl be conjugate to T containing Ed and TI = (Tl n N,(T)) Z/Z. 
Denote by 2 = (,Y n (N,(T))) Z/Z. Then (13.1) implies 
i(Tl) n 2 / = (q”pl - l)(q”-2 + I)/(q - 1) in case (a) 
l(TJ n 2 I = (q”pl + l)(q”p2 - l)/(p - 1) in case (/I). 
This implies immediately 
I(T) n XE(d) I = q(P - 1 )(qn-2 + 1 )/(q - 1) in case (a), 
j(T) n XEcd) / = q(p-l - l)(g”p2 - I)/(q - 1) in case @). 
Let E(z) < (Fr). Then by (13.1) E(6) < ( Tl) lies in XE,i,, i f f  (E(z), E(G)) 
is a totally isotropic line in (T,). Thus 
;(T,) n XEti, j = q(p2 - l)(p3 + l)/(q - 1) in case (a), and 
I(T,) n XEcij / = q(qn-2 + l)(g”-3 - l)/(q - 1) in case (p). 
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This shows immediately 
/ (T) n *; XE(~J / = q2 . (qqLmz - l)(qne3 $ l)/(q - 1) in case (a), 
2= 1 
4+1 
2) n n -ri,catj = q2 . (qn-2 + l)(q7L-3 - l)/(q - 1) in case (/3). 
i=l 
Thus we get 
_ q3 . wz - l)(T3 t 1) ____ 
q--l 
- @I2 - 1) 
= (” - l)(q”-l + l> in caSe (~) 
q--l 
and 
;(T; n 2 j y  ((I n + ’ )(9”-l - I > 
q-1 
in case (p) 
We now compute 122 j. By (13.3.8), (13.4.9) / M, ( = q47r-3. Hence (11.1.5) 
implies 1 AEca) j = g4nP3. Let (Dd) be D-maximal. Then by (13.3.8) 
(Du) = Md(A x B), B N DaMI resp. 2D,-1(q) and M,A = (T, Tl) = 
(Ti 1 i = O,..., q), T = To ; where the Ti are the conjugates of T containing 
E, , since U/Z N D,(q) resp. 2Dn(q). Moreover B < n:=, NG( Ti). Similar 
as under (14.1.1) we get j E(y)“d / = q4 for E(y) E 2 n B. Hence in case (a) 
1 DE(d) ; = (4 + lkl (q2n--2 + qn-l - q"-2 - 1) q  _ 1 
-t- q4 . <q-l - l)(q2”-4 - l)(qtip3 + 1) ___- 
(q2 - lk/ - 1) ’ 
since I(T) n Z + E(d)j = [q/(q - l)](q”“-” + q”-l - qne2 - 1). Now 
I XEcd) I = [q(q i- 1)/k - 1)] . (q”-l - l)(qne2 + l), since I Xm n <T)I = 
[q/(4 - l)](qTL-l - l)(qn-2 - 1). Let E(c) E CT2 n XN , W) E(T) n XW . 
Then as under (14.1.1) E(m) E ( Tl) n XEtd) lies in VEctr) , i f f  it does not lie 
in XEcC, . Hence by what we computed above I(Tl) n XEcrl) n V,(,) 1 = q2n-3. 
Therefore j XEtd) n VEcb) ( = q2n-2 and 
I b(d) I = N4 + l)/(q - 111 q2n-1w-1 - lk”-2 + 1) 
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by (11.1.7). Adding up the numbers we get in case (a) 
1 jy 1 _ 1 + p-3 + 5 p-ygn-1 - l)(P2 + 1) 
+q q+l (p-2 + q-1 - p-2 - 1) 4 _ * 
+ 44 (q-l - l)(q2,1-4 - l)(g”-3 + 1) 
w - l)k - 1) 
(q”+l - I)(tp - l)(q-r + 1) = 
@I2 - l)(!l - 1) * 
Similar in case (/3) 
(q”+l + l)(q2” - I)@“-1 - 1) 
IZj= -- 
(cl2 - lk - 1) - * 
As l(T) n Z 1 = (p” - I)@“-l + l)/(g - 1) in case (a) and each element of 
.Z is by (13.3.8) and (13.4.9) contained in exactly q + 1 conjugates of (T), 
we get in case (a) 
) TGj = (!7”+l - 1 )(Q2n - l)(q”-l - 1x4 - I)(4 + 1) 
kn - 1 )(P + 1w - l)(cz - 1) 
(4 n+l - l)(q” + 1) =- 
q-1 * 
Similar in case (B) / TG / = (q n+l + I)(q” - I)/(q - 1). By what we have 
shown above there are in case (a) q(q” - l)(q”-r + l)/(q - 1) conjugates 
To of T such that T n Tg = E, for some x E T. Hence by (13.5.18) there are 
exactly 
(4 lz+l - l)(q” + 1) _ d!?” -;ly + 1) 
9-l 
- 1 = p 
conjugates Tg of T such that (T) n (TQ) = 1. A similar computation shows 
that the same holds in case (p). Hence (13.5.19) implies (T) acts in any case 
regulary on these. 
This shows (N,(T)) = (T) . U*, U* = (lJ* n D) = (N,(T) CI N,(Tg)) 
for some T* satisfying (T) n (TV) = 1. Moreover U* ‘v D,(p) resp. 2D,(q) 
and we may assume (T, n U*) E(d) = ( Tl n N,(T)), taking the “right” 
conjugate Tr of T containing Ed . 
Let E, C Tl n Yd and Tg be conjugate to T such that Tg n Tl = E, . 
Then we may choose U* < N,(Tg). This implies Tl n U* = TX n Xd n X, . 
Let by (13.5.22) h E N,(T,) such that ( Tl) is a vectorspace over F, and (h) 
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acts like P,*. Then [h, N,(T,)] < (Tr) and thus [h, N&T1 n U*)] < 
(Tl A U*). NOW by (13.1) (Tr n U*) IS an orthogonal vector space over 
F, with the notation of (13.1) and by (13.5.22) (h) acts like F,* on this 
vector space. Moreover we may write 
(4 C5 = (Tl n u*> i <E, , Ed), 
since Tl n U* = Tl n X, n X, . 
We have to extend the symplectic scalar product ( , ) and the quadratic 
form Q defined by (13.1) on (Tr n U*) to (T,). Set as under (13.1) 
(h) = ((X) ) X EF~*}. Use for E(x) < ( Tl n U*) the notation of (13.1). 
Let x(l), y(X) E Tl n U*, X E F, such that (x(l), y(X)) = h. Then 
(E,, E,)# C Tl and (l&, E,)#C Tl . Hence by (13.5.13)(3) and (13.5.22) 
we may write E(a) = {a(h) 1 h E F,} E(d) = {d(h) 1 h E F,} such that 
x(1) y(h) a(1) d(h) E Tl for all h EF, , and a(h) a(p) = a(x + CL), a(X)(u) = 
a(p2X) and the same holds for the d(h). (Th’ ’ p 1s 1s ossible by choosing u(l), d( 1) 
accordingly!) Now x( 1) d(h), h E F,* runs over all root subgroups in (Ez , Ed) 
different from E(x), E(d) and the same holds for (E, , E,) and u(l) y(h), 
h E F,*. Hence by (5.4.12) this implies x(h) y(p) u(v) d(p) E Tl if /\p + vp = 0. 
Again by (5.4.12) these are all elements of (E, , E, , E, , Ed) n Tl , since 
otherwise (E, , E, , E, , Ed)” C Tl. 
Let now X(X), &I%) E Tr n U* such that Q(%((x)~(p)) = & = @. Since 
N&T, n U*) is transitive on the nonisotropic points of (Tl n U*> there 
exists a g E NG( Tl) n C&E, , E,) satisfying (X(X) y(,iI))Q = X(X) y(p). This 
implies 
(**) x(h)y(p) u(v) d(p) E Tl i f f  hp + VP = 0 for all x(X), y(p) E Tl n U* 
such that (x(h), y(p)) # 0. 
We now extend ( , ) to (Tl) by (a(v), d(p)) = vp and (01, /3) = 0 for all 
a: 6 ( Tl n U*>, /3 E (E, , Ed). Define Q on (E, , Eb) by Q(u(v)) = Q(d(p)) = 0 
and Q(44 4~)) = w Extend Q to (Tl> by Q(+‘) = Q(a) + Q(P) + (01, PI 
for all 01 E (TX n U*), /3 E (E, , E,). Then it is straightforward that Q is a 
quadratic form over F, on (Tl) and (TJ by Q a nondegenerate orthogonal 
space over F, . Moreover by (**) Q(a) = 0 for 01 E (T,)# if and only if o! E Tl . 
Hence by (13.5.22) (ND(Tl)) acts on (Tl) as a subgroup of GL(2n, 4) 
mapping isotropic points (with respect to Q) on isotropic points. Since the 
same holds for the action of U* on (T), [8] implies U” N D,(q) resp. 
2D,(q) acts in the natural way on (T). (Of course (T) is of Witt-index + 1 
i f f  (Tl n U*) is of Witt-index +I by (*)). This determines completely the 
structure of (N,(T)) = 2 . U*, 2 n U* = 1. Moreover the complements 
to 2 in No(y)* are all conjugate, since each centralizes exactly one group (h) 
of order 4 - 1, acting like scalar matrices on Z. 
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Now C,(E,) contains a normal subgroup I%!~(B x A); B N D,-,(q) 
resp. zD,-,(q) and A N L,(p). Moreover MdB = (T n Xd) C&E,). This 
determines completely the structure of MdB. 
Let now G = D,+,(p) resp. 2D,+,(g) and D be the class of nondegenerate 
root involutions of G. Use - notation for elements, subgroup etc. of G. Then 
C&E,) = ilil,-(B x A), B ‘v D,-,(g) resp. 2D,-,(y) and 2 -L,(q). Hence 
by what we have shown above, there exists an isomorphism p: MJB -+ MdB 
such that q(B) = B. (All complements of ( Tl n U*) in C,,(d), are conjugate!) 
Consider the group M&(B x p(A)) as a subgroup of the holomorph H 
of iWd , where the action of ~J(A) on IlId is given by 
W’“’ = p(p)-‘(m)“); a E 2, ?nEMd. 
By [18] and (13.3.8) Md* is as F,A and F&A) module the direct sum of 
natural modules. Let N* be one of the natural F,A modules contained in 
Md* and N its coimage in Md . Then N# C D, N = (I?, , Nb , Ed) and 
1 N 1 = q3. Moreover we may choose a, b such that X, n (A n D) # o 
and X,, n (A n D) # a. Thus by (5.4.13) M = (E, , E,,) is A invariant. 
Now by (13.3.8) N is ~(2) invariant, since if we choose E, C T, then 
N = (X, n Ti / i = 0,. . . , q, T = T,,), where the Ti are the conjugates of 
T containing Ed . Hence M is v(A) invariant by the same reason as above. 
Now both A and ~(2) act on Z n M and M is by this partition a projective 
line over F, . Thus there exists an isomorphism u: A -+ ~(2) such that 
a-la(a) centralizes M and therefore N for all a E A. Now by (13.3.8) 
(NE> = Md and [B, a-la(a)] = 1, since we may assume B x A < H and 
B x ~(2) < H. Hence ma = mu(a) for all m E iVld , a E A. Define a map 
4: MJB x A) -+ Md(B x q(A)) by #: m(b x a) -+ m(b x o(a)). Then 4 
is an isomorphism. Hence #-lp, is an isomorphism from C,(a) on Md(B x A), 
which satisfies (12.3) (i)...(iii). Thus by (12.6) we only need to verify (12.3)(c) 
to prove G N D,+,(q) resp. 2D,+l(q). 
Let therefore E(a) E VEcd) and E(b) = [E(d), E(a)]. Then D, n X, 2 
X, n X, and (X, n X,) = (D, n X,> E(d) = E by (5.4.13). Suppose 
(D,J is D-maximal. Then by (13.3.8) E. IS a maximal abelian subgroup of Md . 
Hence 1 E / = q2+l and ( Md n N,(E,)I = q2n--2, since E is self-centralizing. 
This implies 
j Md n C,(E,): Md n NG(EG)I = p2, 
since 1 MS n C,(E,)j = q4n-4 by @(n/r,) = E(d). Since 1 XEcb) n VEcd) 1 = 
2n-2, as shown above, this implies Md n C,(E,) is already transitive on 
pX,b) n GM . Each element of Md which centralizes D, n X, lies in E. 
Hence for E(c) IZ VEcd) n XEtb) follows XEca) n DEte) = XEcd) n DEta) , i f f  
E(c) is conjugate to E(a) under E(d). But it is obvious that this suffices to 
prove (12.3)(*). 
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Suppose now (Dd) is not D-maximal. Then 1 ill, i = q7 and (A x B) Y 
L,(q) x La($). Moreover there are exactly q2 + 1 weak TI-sets Li such that 
(L,j# = Li , L, A Lj -= E, and (Li) is a 3-dimensional projective space 
over F, by (11.1.1). Consider M, . (11.2.13) implies 
DE(d) n &(<I) n XEW =; -?a) n DE(f) n &xi,) > 
i f f  E(a) is conjugate to E(f) under E(d). This suffices to prove (12.3)(*) 
in case (Dd) is not D-maximal. 
Hence in any case hypothesis (11.3) is satisfied and (11.6) implies 
G = D,+dd rev. 2Dn+l(d. 
We summarize the results reached so far. 
THEOREM 14.2. Let G be generated by a nondegenerate class D of root 
involutions. Suppose G is a minimal counterexample to the main theorem. Then 
the following holds: 
(1) G is simple and (Dd) is D-maximal. 
(2) DdMJMd is a class of root involutions in (Dd)lMd and (D,>jMd 
is simple. 
(3) 2 satisfies (5.4.19)(2). 
Proof. By (4.2.9) it is obvious that G is simple. By part I 2 satisfies 
(5.4.19)(2) and by [34] we may assume q > 2. If  (Dd) is not D-maximal, 
G satisfies by (11.2.9) hypothesis (13.5). The same holds by (13.2.1), if 
DdMd/Md is not a conjugacy class in (Dd)/Md . But then (13.5.22), (14.1.1), 
and (14.1.2) imply G is not a counterexample. As q > 2 and DdMJMd 
is a conjugacy class in (Dd)/Md . (13.2.1) implies (Dd)/Md is simple and 
D,M,/M, is a conjugacy class of root involutions in (D,)jM, . 
15. CHARACTERIZATION OF I, 
HYPOTHESIS 15.1. Let G be a simple group generated by a nondegenerate 
class D of root-involutions. Let E(x,) E AEcd) and V = (Dd) n C,(E(x,)). 
Suppose (10.1) holds. Then V == (E), where E = P’n D by (13.2.1). 
Suppose (D,) is D-maximal and E is a conjugacy class in V. Let z = 2‘ n V, 
q = I E(d)1 > 2 and X&,, = Xm n VEt2,) . 
LEMMA 15.1.1. V is simple. E is a class of root involutions in V and 2 
satisfies (5.4.19)(2). 
Proof. This is immediate by (13.2.1) and (15.1). 
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LEMMA 15.1.2. Let E(c) E Z: E(a) E AEce) and E(b) E AEtc) n VEca) such 
that E(f) = [E(a), E(b)] E AEtc) . Let U = (E(a), E(b), E(c)) and suppose 
U/2*( TJ) N L,(q). Then U is a factorgroup of SL,(q). 
Proof. Suppose false. Let U be a subgroup of minimal order of G 
satisfying the above conditions for which the statement is false. Let 
N = O,(U) and S = (E(a), E(b)). Then S is special of order q3 and 
N n S = 1, since N n E(a) = 1. Let N/M be a chief factor of U and denote 
by - the nat. homomorphism of U on U/M. Then Gaschiitz’s theorem 
implies 0 = m . 8*, mnn u* = 1 and n* is a factorgroup of SL,(q). 
Let U* be the maximal coimage of 8*. We will show UC = (U* n 2). 
Let Y = (E(c), E(f)) and X = NY n U. Then Y N X N L,(q). We 
consider m as F,Y module. Let e = C&y) and h be an element of odd 
order in y. Then h’ = k1 for some t E Y n D. Let UE C,(h). Then iiis the 
image of an element u E C,,(h) under -. Hence [u; t] = [n, t] E E, since 
[n, t] is centralized by h and E(t) and thus by Y. -- 
This implies each element of odd order in Y acts fixedpointfree on N/L. 
Thus by [18] N/L is the direct sum of natural F,P modules. Hence for each 
involution ? E X we have ?z = & for some F E YN n D. (All involutions of 
NY .\. N are conjugate mod L!). But then 7 = Z for some r E X, FE YN n D 
since q > 2. This implies e E TM for coimages e, 7 of F, ?; e E YN n D, 
7 E X. Since M < X it follows that X = (X n D) and thus U* = (U* n 0). 
But then lJ* = <U* n A’>. 
Next we show there exists a group R < U satisfying: S < R, m n R = 1 -- 
and NR = n. 
Without loss E(a) < U*. Suppose first N n 2 = ia. Let F = D n U. -- -- 
Then CF(k?) _C C,[N, E(a)]. Hence Cs(E(a)) n [N, E(c)] = 1 by (4.2.14). 
But I[N, z]l = ) m: C&)1 = I x: C,r&E(a))J. Thus Cfl(E(a)) . [n, c] =fl 
and [N, (E(c)] = [N, c]. This implies fl = [m, a] . [N, b] . [R, F]. As 
above C,(f) 3 [n, a] . [N, b]. Hence C,(f) = [n, a] . [N, 61. 
Now by the structure of L,(q) it follows that U = (CR(a), C,(b)). Hence 
[m, h] n [n, 61 = 1. Thus 1 m 1 = 23T if l[fl, a]] = 2’. This shows imme- 
diately / CR(a): CR(a) n CR(&)1 = 2r. Hence Ed = E(b)CR’“‘. Therefore 
there is a 2~ C’G(a) such that m < u*. Hence S < U*g-1 = R for a 
coimage g-l of g-r. -- 
Suppose now N n Z # D’. Then [N, Z] = (N n X,). This implies ______ 
[N, a; U n X,] = [N n Xi, , U n X,] < n n E(a) = 1. Since (C,(z))> = -- 
(U n XJ it follows CF(a) C CF([N, E(a)]). But then the same argument as 
above implies there is a conjugate R of U* containing S. 
NOW Ed < R for some h E N. The minimality of 1 U 1 implies 
X = (E(a), E(b), Ed) is isomorphic to a factorgroup of SL,(q). By (11.1 S) 
there exists an s E Mf such that E(c)hs = E(c). Since E(f) < 5’ we have 
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s E Nc(S). Thus X” = (S, I?(@>” = (9, Ebb) = (S, E(c)) = U which 
proves the Lemma. 
HYPOTHESIS 15.2. Let hypothesis (15.1) be satisfied. Suppose U/Z,(U) ‘v 
L,(q) for U = (E(a), E(b), E(x,)) < G, where E(a), E(b) E X,*,,, , E(b) E VEcn) .
LEMMA 15.2.3. Let E(a) t Xi,d,, E(b) E Vecu) n X&,, . Suppose 
C&E(a), E(b) # 1. Then (E(a), E(b), E(x,)) is a factorgroup of SL,(q). 
Proof. Let U = (E(u), E(b), E(x,)). By hypothesis C,(U) # 1. Hence 
by (15.2) U/Z,(U) = L3(q). Let E(a) E E(u) . E(d) n AE(a,) , E(b) E 
E(b) E(d) n AEcz,) . Then U = (E(a) E(6), E(x,)). Hence (15.1.2) implies 
the result. 
HYPOTHESIS 15.3. Let (15.2) be satisfied. Suppose C&E(u), E(b)) # 1 
for all E(u) E X,*,,, , E(b) E X,*,,, n VEco) . Let (h) = (E(d), E(x,)) n 
%W n DDE,). 
LEMMA 15.3.4. Let E(u) E X&, , E(b) E X,*,,, n VEca) . Then there exists 
an isomorphism q~ mapping (E(u), E(b), h) on 
u,b,dEF,,kEF,” and <h) on {(“l,-dl~ 
Proof. By (15.2.3) (E(a), E(b), E(x,)) zs isomorphic to a factorgroup of 
SL,(q). Hence ((a), E(b), h) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
k,k,k, = 1, a, d, b, k, , ha , k, EF, 
Since [h, V] = 1 it follows that (h) acts in the same way on E(u) and E(b). 
This implies the result. 
Notation 15.3.5. Let for E(a) E X,*,,, denote E(a)* = E(u) E(d)/E(d). 
Choose E(u,)* such that M,* = @L, E(a,J*, Y EN. Choose x(l) E E, and 
put (h) = {(A) 1 X EF,*}. Define zc(A2) = ~(1)‘~). By (15.3.4) (hj acts 
regulary on each E(aJ*. Fix in E(a,)* some a,*(l) and define ai* by 
[ur(l), ai( = x(l), else fix u,(l). Set a,*(A) = ai*( i = l,..., r. 
Define on each pair E(u,)*, E(uj)* a scalar product over P’q by 
(u,*(X), aj*(p)) = 0, if [E(a,), E(uj)] = 1 and (q*(A), q*(p)) = v, if 
[ai( u,(p)] = Z(V) and extend ( , ) on M,“. 
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Define finally a quadratic form Q on Md* by: 
For y  E IlId let y* := yE(d)/E(d). Then Q(y*) = ;\, i f f  yz = x(h). 
LEMMA 15.3.6. With the notation of (153.5) Md* is an orthogonal vector 
space over F, . Moreover V acts like a group of F, linear orthogonal trans- 
formations on Md*. 
Proof. By (15.3.4) on proves as under (9.1.9) the multiplication laws: 
(1) 44 44 = xv + PL), 
(2) a,*(A) ai* = a,*(A + CL), i = l,..., r, 
(3) If [ai(l), 4l)l = +J, then M4,&41 = ~(bd, (40) = 1). 
Hence each E(a,*) is a l-dimensional vector space over F, and thus Md* is 
a vector space over F, . Since [h, V] = 1, V acts like F, linear transformations. 
(1) and (3) imply ( , ) is a skew-symmetric scalar product over F, . As 
@(n/r,) = E(d) by (5.4.13), we have for 
x*, Y* E M,x*, Q(x*Y*) = Q(x*) + Q(Y*) -t- (x*, Y*). 
The proof of Q(y*o)) = h2Q(y*) is exactly the same as under (9.1.11). 
LEMMA 15.3.7. Suppose Z(M,) = E(d) and Md* is considered as orthogonal 
vectorspace over F, of Witt-index + 1. Then Md is isomorphic to the central 
product of groups 
Proof. Z(MJ = E(d) implies by (15.3.6) Md* is a nondegenerate 
orthogonal vector space over F, of Witt-index +l. Hence wa may write 
Md* in the form (x~*(~J,Y~*(P~)) I ... L <~,*(UY,*(P~)), s = r/2 
and Xi , pi E F, , i = I,..., s, where J- denotes “orthogonal sum” and 
<xi*(U, Ye*, i = l,..., s, are hyperbolic planes over F, . Moreover 
Q(xi*(Ai)) = 0 = Q(yi*(pi)), i = l,..., s. 
But it is obvious that the coimage of (xi*(hi),yj*(pi)) in iL2, is a group 
Hence the definition of ( , ) in (I 5.3.5) implies the statement. 
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LEMMA 15.3.8. Suppose E is a degenerate class of root involutions in V. 
Then 6’ N C,(q) or 2A,(q). 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Q > 2, (15.1.1) and Aschbacher’s 
characterization of groups generated by “odd-transpositions” [2]. 
TI~EOREM 15.3.9. Suppose L? is nondegenerate or V e 2A,(q). Then Mel 
is special. 
Proof. Suppose false. Let 2 = Z(A!fd) and T =-: E(xJZ. Then 1’ is a set 
of imprimitivity under (Dd). Suppose first V centralizes 2. Then V centralizes 
U = (E(d), T). Let F =: E(d)U. Then F is a class of root-subgroups in L’. 
As V centralizes U, (11.1.8) implies there are no E(a), E(b) EF such that 
[E(a), E(b)] := 1. Hence U/Z(U) -L,(q) resp. US(q) by [2]. Z 3 E(d) 
implies U/Z(U) N U,(q). By (11 .l.S) Z acts regulary on F + E(d). But U,(q) 
does not admit an abelian group of automorphisms of order q3, a contra- 
diction. 
Thus V acts nontrivial on Z. Hence I/ does not stabilize T pointwise. 
Let z E E and E(y) E T n T/Ecz) . Then E(y), E(y”) E T, since V < C,(E(x,)). 
But by (15.1) E(y) and E( y”) are conjugate by an element of Xd , contradicting 
(11.1.5). Especially there is no z E (ZV r\ D) n VzO . Hence the “root- 
structure theorem” implies E is degenerate. 
Hence I; N 2A,(q). By (153.6) z = Z/E(d) is a vectorspace over F, and 
V acts like a group of F, linear transformations on Z. By [21] the elements of 
E do not induce transvections on Z. Hence ][a, 211 > q for a E E. Moreover 
obviously a. [a, Z] C D. As shown above a . [a, Z] n Vr, = O. Hence 
(11. I .5) implies {a . [a, Z] + u) C A,. . Now a counting argument implies 
there is an x0 g E(x,)* and x1 , x2 E [a, Z]; x1 #= x2 such that o(%Oax,) = 3 = 
o(%Oax,), since Z: satisfies (5.4.19)(2). Th is implies o(%~+YJ = 4 and thus 
a.r,x, E It. , a contradiction. This proves (15.3.9). 
By the proof of (15.3.9) we obtain the following: 
COROLLARY 15.3.10. Suppose V ‘v C,(q) and Z(M,)/E(d). Then the 
elements of E induce transvections (over F,) on Z(M,)/E(d). 
HYPOTHESIS 15.4. Let hypothesis (15.2) be satisfied and suppose E is a 
degenerate class of root involutions of V. Let& = XEcn) n 2 for E(a) E X,*,,, . 
LEamA 15.4.11. L, := DE-((<) n 2 and L, is a maximal set of commuting 
elements of z'. Moreover N,(L,) = i\i,(E(a)) is a parabolic subgroup in V and 
there exists a 1 - I -cowespondence between the conjugates of L, in V and the 
elemenfs of S&, . 
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Proof. (13.2.3) implies L, := DEcrr) n z. As Fe is transitive on zX&i) 
by (13.2.4), it is straightforward that L,, is a maximal set of commuting 
elements of 2, Let S be a 2-Sylowsubgroup of V containing (L,). Then 
NV(S) < N,(L,). Hence (15.3.8) implies N,(L,,) is a parabolic subgroup of v. 
Obviously dV,,(E(a)) < N,(L,). Let g E N,(L,) + Nr,(E(a) and 
E(b) = E(a)“. Then L, == L,, and thus [E(a), E(b)] = 1. If  E(b) E XEca) , 
then (11.1 .l) implies there is an .x E E such that E(a)” = E(b). But then 
x E N,(L,,) and hence the maximality of L, implies E(x) EL, , a contradiction. 
Thus E(b) E YEta) . Let E(c) E X:(d) n XEcd) . Then T = (E(c), E(a), E(d))” 
is not a weak TI-set and T C D. Moreover by (11.1.1) and (15.4) T is maximal 
satisfying T = (T)# C D. Hence L, n L, # D. As L, = L, , this implies 
[E(c), E(b)] = 1. But then (13.2.3) implies (E(c), E(u)) n XEcb) # 0. 
Assume without loss of generality E(c) E XEcb) . As L, = L, , it follows by 
(11.1.1) L, _C Ci;(E(c)). Thus L, = L, = L, , a contradiction, since 
E(c) E %a) . 
Therefore N,(L,) === N,(E(a)). The transitivity of I7 on X:(d) implies 
there is a 1 - l-correspondence between the elements of Xgcd, and the 
conjugates of L, in V. 
LEMnfA 15.4.12. Let E(u), E(b) E Xztdj . Then 1 L,, A L, j > 2, i# 
E(4 E xm . 
Proof. Suppose first E(u) E XEtb) . Then A = (E, , E, , Ed)+ C D. 
Moreover A is a maximal with A = (A)# C D By (15.4.1 I) applied on (D,) 
there is some c E X, n D, n V, . By (12.2.3) there is an e E X, n X, n Xc . 
Hence (11.1.1) implies there exist y, z E D satisfying by = e, ez == c. Thus 
AYz C X, u a, but [A, Ay”] + 1, since c E vd . Therefore [Au, A”] # 1. 
The maximality of A then implies {bz, by} C X, n X, n Yd and E(b”) # E(b’J). 
By [E(&), bz] = 1 we get for each 01 E E(b”), p E E(b’J), [E(G), $31 = 
[E(&), /?] = E(u). Hence E(bz) + E(bv) mod &Zd and (E(b*), E(by)} _C 
XEca) n XEfb) . Therefore (Dd)/Md N V implies 1 L, n L, / 3 2. 
Let now E(y), E(z) EL, n Lh . Then there exists by (15.3.8) an 
E(a) E AEcv) n DEcz) n 2. Let E(c) = [E(u), E(a)]. Then E(c) E Xzcdj n X,(,) 
and B = (E(u), E(c), E(z))+ C D. Of course [E(a), E(b)] = I, but E(b) $ XEca) . 
I f  [E(c), E(b)] # 1, then (5.4.13) implies [E(c), E(b)] = E(x), a contradiction. 
Thus E(b) centralizes B. Hence (13.2.3) implies (E(u), E(c)) n XEcb) # 0. 
Let E(e) E <E(a), E(c)) n XE(,) . As E(y) E DEca) , it follows that E(y) E V,,,) . 
Hence [E(y), E(e)] = E(u). But then (5.4.13) implies E(u) E XEcD) , which 
is to prove. 
LEMMA 15.4.13. Let j L, n Lb / > 2 and E(c) E Xg(,, such that 
1 L, n L, n L, 1 > 2. Then E(c) < (E(a), E(b)). 
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Proof. Suppose false. Then (15.4.12) implies A = (E,, , E, , E, , E,J* C D 
and ( A 1 -= q4 - 1. But this contradicts (15.4) by (11.1.1). 
COROLLARY 154.14. Let 1 L, n L, 1 > 2. Then there exist exactly q + 1 
L i = l,..., q + 1 satisfying L,, flL,,j = L, nL,% I= Lac nL, for i +j 
a;d’L, , L, E{L,~ 1 i = l,..., q + 1): 
Proof. As i(E, , Eb) n Z / =z q +- 1, this is immediate from (15.4.13) 
LEMMA 15.4.15. N,(L,) is transitive on {L, 1 /L, n L,, 1 > 2). 
Proof. By (15.3.8) and the structure of 2A,(q), C,(q) (see [2]) N,(L,) is 
at least doubly transitive on I,, . Choose L, , L, such that 1 L, n L, 1 > 2, 
1 L, nL, / > 2. Then we may assume 1 L, nL, nLc 1 > 2. Thus 
E(c) < (E,, Eh) by (15.4.13). Hence (11.1.1) implies E(c) is conjugate to 
E(b) under (L,). 
LEMMA 15.4.16. Let E(a), E(b) E Xecd) . Then 
(i) E(a) E XEch) , $f j L, n L, 1 == n > 2. Moreover n is ajixed number 
in this case and there exists some z E E such that La2 = L, . 
(ii) E(a)EYE(b),z$flLnnLbI = 1.M oreover in this case L, is conjugate 
to L, under E2 but not under E. 
(iii) E(a) E VEcb) , zfl L, n L, = B. Moreover in this case L, does not 
fuse to L, under E v  E2, but there exist u, v, w E E such that LE”‘” = L, . 
Proof. 15.4.13) (15.4.16), and (11.1.1) imply (i). Since E(a)E V,Q~) 
implies L, n L, = G by (15.4.1 l), it suffices to prove (ii). 
By (i) IL,nL,,j = 1 implies E(a) E YEtb) . (13.2.3) implies XEca) n 
%A) n X&j # O. Hence E(a) is conjugate to E(b) under E2 by (1). Thus 
we only need to show E(a) E DE(,) implies L, n Lb # O. 
Assume E(a) E YEcb) . Let E(c) E XEce) n XEcb) n X&) and E(e) E XE(,) n 
X E(IL) n YEcd) . (E(e) exists!) As E(b) E YE(&) , we may by (13.2.3) choose 
E(e) E XEtb) . Hence E(e) E YE(,) n XEca) n Xk.cb) . This implies /L, n L, 1 = 1. 
THEOREM 15.4.17. V ‘v C,(q) or 2A5(q). 
Proof. By (151.8) I/ ‘v C,(q), %4,(q). L = L, is a maximal set of com- 
muting elements of zi and N,(L) is a parabolic subgroup. So by [36] N,(L) is 
the stabilizer of a maximal totally isotropic subspace of the symplectic or 
unitary geometry of V. By (15.4.16) there are exactly 2 types of nontrivial 
intersections of L with conjugates. This implies V ‘v C,(q), 2A5(q) or 2A,(q). 
But if C; Y 24,(q), there are exactly q” $ 1 conjugates L, , i = I ,..., @ + 1, 
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of L satisfying Li n Lj - L,& n L, for i f  j, n +: m, 1 < i, j, n, m -< q” -+ 1 
and j L, f~ Lj 1 > 2, contradicting (15.4.14). 
COROLLARY 154.18. If  G satisjLies (15.4), then G satis@ (15.3). 
Proof. By the structure of C,(q), “-4,(q); (L) acts regulary on 
(Lg 1 g E V, L n LS = @}. Hence by (15.4.11) C&E’, , Eb; f  1 for each 
pair E(a) 6 X&, > E(b) E VE(~) n X&, . But up to notation this is Hypothesis 
(15.3). 
THEOREM 15.4.19. If  I/ E C,(q), then G cx F,(q). 
Proof. Let L = L, . The structure of C:<(q) implies N,(L) = (L) X(h), 
X ‘v SL,(q) and o(h) = q - 1. Hence 
I LV j =y (93 + l)(q2 + l)(q3 - l)/(q - 1) = (93 t l)(q2 $- l)(q + 1). 
MoreoverILI -qz+q+ l.N OWL corresponds in the symplectic geometry 
of C,(q) with the points of a maximal totally isotropic subspace. Hence 
( L n Lo 1 = q + 1, g E V, i f f  the corresponding subspaces have a line in 
common. Simple counting arguments show: 
(1) Thereareq(q2+q+1)LgsuchthatILnL~I ==q+l. 
(2) There are q3(q2 + q + 1) Lg such that 1 L n LY / = 1. 
(3) There are q6Lg such that L n LS = B. 
Hence by (15.4.11) and (15.4.16) we have 
(0’) ~ &(d) 1 = 4k3 + l)(q2 + lh + 1). 
(1’) I XEcd) n XEcn) 1 = q2(q2 + q + 1) + (q - l), whereq - 1 stands 
for ((Ed. E,J n 2’) +- (E(d), E(a)}. 
(2’) I -G(d n YE(,) I = 4W + 4 + 1). 
(3’) I %d n Gd I == 97. 
(11.1.7) implies 1 VEcd) I = qt(q3 + l)(q2 + l)(q + 1). Now each element of z 
lies in exactly (q2 + I)(q + 1) conjugates of L. Hence (15.4.11) implies an 
element of YEcd) lies in X,&J for exatcly (q2 + I)(q + 1) different E(b)‘s 
in XEtd) . Therefore 
I %(d I = I &(d I I -J&b) n YE(d l/W -t- W2 + 1) 
= q5(q3 + l)(q2 + q + 1). 
AS / z i == (q” + l)(q2 + q + I), for E(c) E YEca) we have I E(c)h’d 1 = q5. 
To compute 1 AEcd) j we need 
I %(d n bkd I = I &(d n %) I + I YE(,) n %d !. 
481/35/I-3-27 
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Kow 
Hence (11.1.7) implies 
&(d) z-7 ytqyq3 + I)(q2 + l)(q + 1) - q9(q2 + q + 1) 
- ‘Is - qyq -+ q 4 1)) = yl”. 
Thus : ;ll,l == y’j by (1 1.1.5). 
We need the structure of Md . Let E(a) E Xg,,, and E(c) t XE(,,) n 2?. Let 
El = .iSE(,l) ~‘i XE(,)\. B!; what we have shown above 
El n z 1 = (y’ + l)(q +- 1) = (q” - 1)&q - 1). 
By (5.4.13) Er is elementary. As &r’ g D since E is a degenerate class of 
root involutions in V, (15.3.6) implies 1 El ) > q5. Consider C,(E(c)) =-=FX<hb. 
S Y C?(q), F elementary of order q5 and o(h) = q -- I. By the nature of the 
representation of X on F it follows thatli contains no X-invariant complement 
to E(c). Thus Z(s) < D(s) and / Z(s)’ = q2 for a 2-Sylow subgroup 8 
C,@(c)). 
Let novv E(x) E z’ n AqEtc~ centralizing -X. Consider ,,D,.:; -= :lfc,li;, where 
i= m= \‘D, n DC . Then S :< F. Suppose now F $ &‘~ . Then 
and F z li;F n MC := F,‘,!?(c) as ---module, since S acts irreducible on 
F/E(c). Hence P is isomorphic to the natural F,X module. ThereforepX ( r 
and j FX i == 48. Moreover if S” is a 2Sylowsubgroup of Ei_y, then 
j Z(P) = q by the action of S on F. Let now S be a 2-Sylowsubgroup of 
7 “Y C,(q) containing S”. Then 1 Z(S)1 =~: q2 and Z(S) < Q(S). But by 
1 Z(S’“); = q and i S I == qg, I S* / = q* we have S := S*Z(S), contra- 
dicting Z(S) :< Q(S). 
This implies F f  121, . Now E1 < MC by definition. If  [F, Er] f  I, then 
[E, El] < E(c) by (5.4.13), contradicting El < M, , F :< C,(E,). Hence 
FE1 is elementary of order at least qio. Since &‘(,* is by (15.3.6) an orthogonal 
vector sapce over F, of dimension 14, which contains a totally isotropic 
subspace of dimension 9, it follows by (1.5.3.10) 1 Z(Mc)i >, q’. 
Suppose now Z(MJ <FE,. Then E(d) E YEtc) centralizes Z(MJ, contra- 
dicting (15.3.10). Hence B = 2(&Q FE, is elementary of order at least q’l. 
Let MC- = TV @ R(Mc*) as orthogonal space, where R(Mc*) is the radical 
(zero-space). I f  1 R(M,*)’ = qi, then 1 IV 1 = q7 and W is degenerate as 
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symplectic space over F,, by (15.3.5) a contradiction to (15.3.10). I f  
j R(IM,*)I > @, then dimrAW) < 6. But II’* = &‘c*/R(n/r,*) is an orthogonal 
space over F, satisfying 1 W* j = 1 W 1, on which v  N C,(q) acts nontrivial, 
a contradiction. 
Hence j R(n/r,*)I = $ and Z(MJ is elementary of order 4’. Thus 
ilfc = m x E, where mis the coimage of Win iv0 and E elementary of order @. 
Since B/E(c) is a lo-dimensional totally isotropic subspace of Aft*, W is 
an g-dimensional orthogonal space of Witt-index + 1 over F, . Hence as 
under (15.3.7) it follows that m is the central product of groups 
This determines the structure of A& and thus of iwd . 
We need to determine the action of I; on fi1,*. sow 2 = Z(M,)/E(d) is 
a 6 dimensional F,V module and thus isomorphic to the natural F,V module. 
Let M = J!ld*/Z. Then, as shown above, M is a nondegenerate 8 dimensional 
orthogonal space of Witt Index +I over F, and I7 acts like a subgroup of 
0+(8, q) on M. Let E(Z)* be the image of an E(a) E X&,, in AZ. Hence 
Npr(E(Z)*) = :V,(L,) and thus 
I(W)*Y’ I = I -WV I = (q4 - l)(q3 + l)l(p - 11, 
which is the number of isotropic points in 1M. Hence V acts irreducibly on AT 
and transitively on the isotropic points of M. It is easy to show, that this 
determines I’ uniquely, up to conjugacy, as subgroup of O+(S, 4). (Show 
first Nv(E(a”)*) is determined up to conjugacy. Then show that two subgroups 
of 0+(8, a) isomorphic to C,(q), having NV(E(ii)*) in common and acting 
both transitively on the isotropic points of &r, coincide). 
Suppose now there is a I’ invariant complement M* to 2 in Air,*. Then 
NV(&) normalizes M*E(a)* I? 2, where E(a)* is the image of E(a) in AJd*. 
But N&J does not normalize a 1 dimensional subspace of 2. Hence flgd* 
is an indecomposable F,V module. 
Let now G = F,(q), d = x,(l), Y a long root and D = x,( 1)‘. Use notation 
for elements, subgroups ect. of G. Then G satisfies Hypothesis (15.4). 
Hence C,(E,) = Mdi’, p = C,(E,) n C,=(E(Q). Moreover ilZl* is an 
orthogonal vector space over F, by the labelling of (15.3.5) and all results 
derived so far for G holds for G too. Hence by what we have shown above, 
there exists an isomorphism y: V -+ r and F, linear mappings: U: 2 --f z, 
x: M -+ n/3 satisfying 
cT(z”) = c+y”) x(m’;) = X(m)m(l’), and Q(m) = !2(x(4)~ 
2E.z; ??leM; VEV 
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for some fixed 01 E A(F,), where g denotes the quadratic form given on JU,*; 
since the action of Vresp. vis already determined up to conjugacy in 0+(8, 4). 
Let Xd :== (X,) E(d)/E(d) and X2 = (X2) E(ct)/E(d). We define now a map 
#: Md * - qj* by 
(1) # =: 4 on Z, 
(2) If  a E Xa then #(u) = X(&Z) n Xd, 
(3) I f  m eMdr + Z then m = za for z E Z and unique a E 2, . 
Define 4(m) -== 4(z) #(a). 
Then $ is a bijection of M,* on 1142”, since as shown above, there are no 
a, b E XII such that ab E Z. By definition 4 jz = o and IJ lM = x. Direct 
calculation shows 4 is F, linear and +(mv) = #(rn)“t8), m G Md*, u E V. 
Moreover, since I/J Jn, = x it follows that 
O(m) = QMm)P, m E Md*. 
Hence the map p: fvd *C’ ---f Md*Y defined by p(mv) = +h(m) v(n); m E M,*, 
2, E P’ is an isomorphism from Md*V on M,*v, such that p lMd* is an F, 
semilinear orthogonal transformation. 
Now as shown above we can write M,* in the form 
(al*((U a2*(U i ..’ i (~7*(4*(4), GYM I Z; 
where the ai* E X, , hi EF, and the (ai*( a,Y;,(h,,)) are hyperbolic 
planes. Hence similar as under I (10.1.3) one can extend p to an isomorphism 
from M,I,- on M,F, which maps v  on r. Thus we only need to check 
if (12.3)(*) is verified, to prove G N F,(q). 
Let therefore E(b) E V,Q~) and E(a) = [E(b), E(d)]. We may assume without 
loss of generality E(x,) E XEch) . Since for each E(y) E L,, follows 
[E(y), E(b)] = E(a) or 1, (11.1.5) implies L, c De(*) . Now 
D E(h) n &(d C &M n DE(d and &(d n h) C %CO n &(d . 
Let E,, m: :v, n M, . The structure of Md implies / E, / = 4s and 
and F. == E, n Z(n/ilJ has order 4”. (We may wompute this in F,(q).) 
Since [E(q), E(a)] == E(b) it follows that N,(L,) < C&E,). Hence 
(D?, n D,!‘\ E(d) = E,,(L,). 
We show now N,d(E(b)) < E,, . It is obvious that N,d(E(b)) == N 
centralizes EU Thus N < E,Z(M,). S’ mce V acts in the natural way on 
Z(M,)/E(d) and (L,) normalizes F. , it follows CZcMd)((La)) -= F, . Let 
Let nr(, =: N n Z(Md) and suppose V,, :< F, . The action of I’ on Z(Jf,) 
implies Z(M,J has no I/-invariant complement to E(d). (Again we may 
compute this in FJq), since <Dd) ‘v C,(a).) Hence Gaschiitz’s theorem and 
the action of Vi,(L,) implies Z(&ZJ has no <L&invariant complement to E(d). 
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By what we have shown aboveF, = C,JE(b)) E(d) and j C,o(E(b))1 = q3. As 
Z(MJ has no (&)-invariant complement to E(d), it follows [Z(M,), (L,)] $ 
CFO(E(b)). Hence by the action of N,(L,) on Z(M,) it follows [(L,), N,] 4 
C,o(E(b)), if N0 z& F0 , a contradiction. 
Thus Nb <F,, and N,E(d) = F. . Since N < (N n E,) Z(M,) by 
I& = (E, n N) E(d) it follows that N = (N n E,,)(N n Z(M,)). This 
implies N < E, and thus 1 N 1 = q7. Hence / CMd(E,): N / = q7 and 
CMd(EO) is transitive on VEcd) n XEca) by what we have shown above. But 
the argumentation above shows all elements of CMd(Eo) which stabilize all 
elements of DEcb) n L&j lie in E,, . By EO = NE(d) this suffices to prove 
(12.3)(*). Hence (12.6) implies G N F,(q). 
16. CHARACTERIZATION OF 2E,(q) AND E,(q) 
HYPOTHESIS 16.1. Let hypothesis (15.2) be satisfied. Suppose E is a 
nondegenerate class of root involutions of V. Let L, = z n X,g,) for 
E(4 E X&u . 
LEMMA 16.1.1. (L,) is elementary. IMoreover L, , L, are conjugate in V 
for E(a), E(b) E X&) . 
Proof. Let E(x), E(y) EL, such that 1 # E(x) == [E(x), E(y)]. Then 
(5.4.13) and the definition ofL, implies E(z) = E(a), a contradiction. 
The second part is immediate by (13.2.4). 
LEMMA 16.1.2. C&L.,> = CL,,> n E = (x E E, 1 E(x) EL,]. 
Proof. Suppose fase. By (16.1.1) C,(L,) C C,(E(a)). Let x E C,(L,) + 
((L,) n E). Then there exists some JJ E (En A,) i C,(E(a)). Hence 
(E(a), I?(&), E(a”“))# C D by (5.4.13). Therefore (11.1 .l) implies there is 
an E(z) EL, such that [E(x), E(ay)] = 1 and [E(z), E(av”)] L- E(a). Hence 
E(avz) # E(avzz) = E(agZz) = E(au”) for z E E, , a contradiction. 
(L,,) n E = {X E E, 1 E(r) EL,) is immediate by (5.4.13). 
LEMMA 16.1.3. N,(L,) == C@(a)). Moreover ;f E(x) EL, , then 
XEc,) n 2 C N?(L,). 
Proof. Of course C,(E(a)) C NE(L,J. As /L, / = 1 Lb / for E(a), E(b) E Xzcd, 
by (16.1.1) N&L,) C C,(E(a)). 
The second part is now immediate by (5.4.13). 
LEMM.4 16.1.4. (n’,(L,)) is transitive on L, 
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Proof. By (161.3) we only need to show L, is connected. Let E(x) EL, 
and E(y) EL, n YE(=) . By (I 1.1.3) there exists an E(z) E XEcz) n VEtl/) . 
Hence by (16.1.3) E(u) = [E(x), E(y)] EL, n XEcz) n XEtg) . Thus L, is 
connected. 
LEMMA 16.1.5. L,Q = L(,,) for g E V. Let E(a), E(6) E X,*,,, such that 
[E(a), E(b)] --_ 1. Then XEcu) n XEcb) n X& f 0. 
Proof. The first part is obvious. Suppose the second part is false. Then 
E(a) E YE.(*) . Let P be a complement to Ma in (D,) containing E(b) and 
L, = I/n XEcd) . Then E(b) E & . It is obvious that (&)# is not a weak 
T1-set in P. Hence by (16.1.4) there exists an ZJ E F n D such that 
Eb E Ld n Euv # Ed . Hence E(&) E XEcd) n XEca) n XEca) . Therefore an 
element of (E(d), E(@)) n ,Z lies in XEcn) n XEtb) n X,*,,, . 
LEMMA 16.1.6. N,(L,) = AJV(E(a)). Let S be a 2-Sylow subgroup of I/- 
containing (L,). Then (L,)v n S = L, . 
Proof. Of course N,(E(a)) < N,(L,). Let g E I\I’,(L,) $- JV~,(E(U)). Then 
[E(a), E(ag)] = 1. Hence by (16.1.5) there exists an E(b) E X,*,,, n 
-hd n &(d . We may assume E(a) E YEcas) by (16.1.3). By (11.1.1) 
there exists an E(x) EL, n TfE(b) . As E(x) EL,, , we get by (5.4.13) 
E(a) = [E(b), E(x)] = E(a”), a contradiction tog $ N,(E(a)). 
Suppose now the second part is false. Let Lab C S, Lab # L, . Assume 
(L,) 4 IV,(L,~). Let E(x) EL, +- C,(E(ah)). Let E(c) = [E(ah), E(x)]. 
Then (E(ah), E(c))+ C D. But by (11.1.1) there exists an E(y) E Lab such 
that [E(y), E(c)] = E(ah). Hence (E(y), E(x)) ru L,(q), contradicting 
G” > Lab> < s* 
Therefore by symmetry (L,) < Nv(Lah) and (L,‘“) < Nv(L,). Hence by 
(16.1.2) L, n Lab # izr . Thus [E(a), E(ah)] = 1. Suppose (E(a), E(ah))# C D. 
Then (11.1.1) implies there exists an E(y) E Lab such that [E(a), E(y)] = E(ah), 
contradicting the part proved already. Hence E(ah) E YEca) . Let by (16.1.5) 
E(b) E XS,,, n -ha) n &W . By (11.1.1) there exists an EEL, such 
that [E(b), E(z)] = E(a). As E(z) < C,(E(ah)), (5.4.13) implies E(ah) E XE(,, , 
contradicting E(a”) E YEtO) . 
LEMMA 16.1.7. (N,(L,)) is E-maximal in F. 
Proof. Let E,, = (E,,) n E& N,(L,,) and E,, # E. Then E, = uL1 Vi U W, 
where the Vi and W have the same meaning as in (4.1.5). As (W) is a 2-group, 
we may by (16.1.4) and (16.1.6) assume (L,) n E C V,. By (4.1.6) and 
(16.1.3) X, n E C V, for x E (L,) n E. As I’, is a conjugacy class in (Vi>, 
it follows X-, n E C V, for z E V, . Hence (4.2.13) implies (V,) = V. 
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HYPOTHESIS 16.2. Let G, G be two groups both satisfying (16.1) and 
(15.3) or (15.4) and (15.3). 11 re use for both groups the notation introduced 
in Sections 15 and 16 and - notation for elements, subgroups ect. of G. 
Suppose G, G *F,(q) and (N,(L,)) is transitive on {Lb j L, n Lb = @}. 
Suppose there exists a group X and isomorphisms D, , D, satisfying: 
(*) D, : A+ V, D, : X -+ r such that, if Dl( U) = N,(L,) for some 
-f-%4 (5 J%, and U ,< X, then there exists an E(a) E Xg(,-, such that 
D4(U) = NB(Lz). 
Put (h, = {(X) I x E F,, - 1 - (I;) and let T be the unique class of root 
involutions of X. 
THEOREM 16.2.8. There exist an F, semilinear mapping u: Md” --f Mz* 
with companion automorphism 01, such that 
(1) ,O(m)a = Q(ma), m E Md* 
(& is the quadratic form on Ail,-*) 
(2) (mDlfl”)) u = (nz~)~~(~), m E iUr,*, s i5 X. 
Proof. For each E(a) E X& , E(Z) E X&, (15.3.4) and (15.3.5) imply 
E(a) and E(a) are equivalent F,{(A)} modules. Let now by (15.3.6) XzCdI = 
(ai i = l,..., s, hi EF,J. Then s =I X: LT ( and we mav set 
where D,( Uy) = Np(L,-,) if and only if Dl( 179) = I%‘Y(La,); g E X. As shown 
under (2.7) there exists an 01 E A(F,) such that ai --f ~?&(h~“) is F, semilinear 
with companion automorphism a. Let W = @$=, (ai(/\,)\ and W = 
e:=, (z~(;\~)?. Define on Wand W scalar products by 
(1) (4A a,(Aj)) = 0 i f f  E(a,), E(ai) are conjugate by an element of 
Dl( T) u Dl( T)?. 
(2) Let E(a,) be the first element of X&I such that (a,(h), a&) # 0. 
Put then (al(X), al(p)) = Xp. (1 < T, Y as in (15.3.5).) 
(3) Extend the definition in (2) by conjugation with elements D,(g), 
g E x. 
Since (NE(Ln),> is transitive on {Lb /L, n Lb I= a> by hypothesis, ( , ) 
is defined on E(aJ @ E(aj) for 1 < i, j < s. Moreover by (15.3.4) it coincides 
on these pairs with the scalar product defined on Md*. Extend now ( , ) 
linear on W. Define by the same procedure a scalarproduct on m. By (16.2) 
and the way we ennumerated X&a,, it follows that (ai( aj(A,)) = 0 i f f  
(&(&), 8j(/\j)) = 0. Define now on W a quadratic form Q by ,O(a&)) = 0 
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and extending Q by ( , ). In the same way define Q on v. Finally we define 
an action of X on W resp. w by 
a&i,) 0 D&) = ui(hip), iqXi) ‘2 D,(x) =: (IL(xpz)) s t x 
and extending this on W resp. Ii? 
Let R( IV) resp. R(m) be the zerospace of W resp. IV. Then .Zui(hJ t J?( IV) 
if and only if Zz,(h,) = 0 in M,* by (15.3.9) and since (cz~(X,), &zi(Xi)) =; 
Zi(aj(hj), ui(XJ); and the same holds for W and &Id*. Hence we may identify 
M,* with W/R(W) as orthogonal space over F, and similar W/R(W) with 
iWJ*. Moreover bv definition of the action of X on W resp. m, W/R(W) and 
Md* resp. W/R(W) and Mz* are equivalent F,X modules. 
Let now CT*: W - W defined by a*(Cui(hJ) = ,Z&(hio-). Then U* is F, 
semilinear with companion automorphism 01 satisfying Q(zuu*) = Q(w)“, 
w E W. Define now an action of X on w by ti 0 Or(x) = u* (U*-‘(W) 0 Or(x)); 
w E m, x E X. Then by definition Or(X) respects Q and acts like F, linear 
transformations. Moreover by the choice of the E(a+); 
E(cq 0 Q(x) I&(x-l) = E’@J ) XEX. 
Suppose now Or(x) &(x-l) centralizes E(&). Then by definition of Q, 
D,(x) &(x-r) centralizes all E(z~) which are not conjugate to E(sJ by 
D,(T) U De( T)2. (I.e., it centralizes in X,*,,, all E(it,), which do not centralize 
E(sJ.). Repeating this argument (11.1.1) implies D,(x) &(.~--l) centralizes W. 
Hence Dl(e) &(e) centralizes W for each e E T. This implies (U&(X)) (r* = 
(wu*) &(x); w E W, .2: E X. But then 0 --: u* iWIRcW) is a map satisfying (1) 
and (2) of (16.2.8), since we already identified W/R(W) with M,* and 
w/R(W) with Ma*. 
THEOREM 16.2.9. Suppose IW~* is of Witt Index +l. Then there exists 
an isomorphism+: lvdV ---f Mzv, such that q5: V + 8. 
Proof. It suffices to extend CJ of (16.2.8) to an isomorphism CT*: M, ---f iYr, 
satisfying u*(m)Dz(z) = ~*(m~l(“)); m E Al, , x E X. By hypothesis and (16.2.8) 
we may write 
Jf,* = (&), G4) 1_ ... 1. (4&J, bdd); Ai a pi EF~ and 
JfJ* = <a;(4), &L,)) i ... _I (G&), any, 
where a: ai - z~(&~); b&J ---) bi(@) and the (u,(AJ, b&)j are hyperbolic 
planes. By (15.3.9) we may identify M, with 
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such that the natural homomorphism q from Md on Md* maps 
Similar identify Md with 
and let P, be the natural homomorphism from Mz on Md*. 
Now define CT* by 
where the product in Md resp. Md is defined by: 
Then CT* is an isomorphism from Md on Mz , since each element of Md can be 
expressed uniquely in the above way. Moreover u*q = rpa. Hence u*(~~)Dz(z) 
and o*(wz~~(“)) lie in the same coset of E(J) for all m E n/r, , x E X. 
Let a E X, and suppose 
Then there exists an a* E (E(a) E(d))+- of the form: 
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Now 
and 0 = i?(da*)) = 0 (gl 44) Q4) 
Hence direct matrix calculation shows that a ( *(,I)} U 1 is a ((X)j-invariant 
subgroup. But by (15.3.4) E(a) E(d) n VEtz.) is the only ((A)} invariant sub- 
group in (E(a) E(d) n Z) + E(d). This implies E(a*) = (u*cn)j u 1 E X2CE,. 
This argument shows, that each b E E(b) E X&,, is of the form 
and the same holds for X,$, Hence u*: X$, -* Xi,,, But then a*(~)~“‘“) = 
u*(aDICz)) for all a E E(a) E X&dj , x E X. Hence this equation holds for all 
a E X, and thus for all m E rYr, . 
HYPOTHESIS 16.3. Let hypothesis (15.4) be satiesfied. Then (15.4.18) 
implies (15.3) is satiesfied. 
'I'HEORERI 16.3.10. If  V P sd,(q), then G TV_ 2E6(q). 
F~oof Let L = L, for some E(u) E -I?,*,,, . Then ;Vr,(I,) -= ‘L‘a aY<fll , 
X N SL,(q2) and o(h) = q? - 1 by the structure of 2Ag(q) _= PSU(6, q). 
As 3 1 q2 - 1, if 3 1 q + 1, we get I Lv I = (q” $- l)(q3 + l)(g + 1). Moreover 
/L j = (q” - l)/(q2 - 1) = q4 + q2 + 1. Now by [36] N,(L) corresponds 
in the unitary geometry to the stabilizer of a maximal totally isotropic subspace 
and L to the points of this subspace. Hence we have 1 L n Lg / = q2 + 1, if 
the corresponding subspaces have a line in common and ! L n LO ~ = 1, 
if they have only one point in common. Now simple counting arguments 
show the following: 
(1) There are q(q4 -t q2 + 1) L” such that I L n IY i = q” + I. 
(2) There are q4(q4 + q2 + 1) LQ such that L n Lo j = 1. 
(3) There are ps LB such that L n L” = F . 
Moreover, as one easily shows, (L) acts regulary on [LO / L n Lg == a]. 
Hence by (15.4.11) and (15.4.16) we get the following: 
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(0’) I &(I) I = 4(? + lW + l)(q 3 1). 
(1’) I XEtd) n X.W / = q2(q4 + q2 + 1) + (q - l), where q - 1 stands 
for (<Ed, E,) n 2) + {E(d), E(4). 
(2’) I -G(d) n YE(a) I = 45(44 + q2 + 1). 
(3’) I &(dE) n G(a) I = PIO. 
(11.1.7) implies 1 VEcd) / = q11(q5 + l)(q3 + l)(q + 1). Now it is straight- 
forward to show that each element of 2 lies in exactly (q3 + l)(q + 1) 
conjugates of L. Hence (154.11) im pl ies an element of YEcd) lies in XEtb) 
for exactly (q3 + l)(q + 1) different E(b)‘s in XEtd) . Therefore 
1 YE(d) 1 1 -&(I) 1 1 XEb) n yE(d) 1 = 
(q3 + l)(q + 1) 
= q6(q5 + 1)(q4 f q2 + 1). 
As izZ] =(q5+ l)(q4” q2 + 1), it follows for each E(c) E Y& , 
j E(c)= ) = q6. 
To compute / AEtU) / we need 
for E(b) gXEcaJ . As /L j = q4 + q2 + 1, we have I YEcd) n DEcb) I = 
qe(q4 + q2 + 1). Thus 
I yE(d n GIE(H I = I K3d I - I k) n Jh) I = 4Y44 + q2 + 1). 
Hence (11.1.7) implies 
I &(d) I = Pw1(45 + 1 )(q3 + l)(q + 1) - ct2(q4 + q2 + 1) 
- q’l - qyq4 + q2 + 1)} = q21. 
Hence / n/r 1 = q21 by (11.1.5). Now l(L)] = qg by the structure of 2A5(q). 
(154.11) implies L = L, _C XEca) . Hence j(L) E(a) E(d)/ = qll and 
(L)E(a) E(d) < M, is elementary. Hence (16.3.9) and (15.3.7) imply Md 
is the central product of 10 groups 
This determines Md uniquely. 
Let now G = 2E6(q) and B = x,(l)‘, Y a long root. Then the pair G, G 
with isomorphisms DI : 2A5(q) --f V, D, : 2A5(q) -+ v  satisfies (16.2). Hence 
by (16.2.9) and (12.6) we only need to check, if (12.3)(*) is satisfied to prove 
G CT+ G. 
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Let therefore E(a) E V,(,) and E(b) = [E(d), E(a)]. Then XEcd, n DE.ca) !Z 
XEtdE) n XEcb) . Let F = (XEcd) n XLcb)). Then 1 F 1 == q” and thus F is a 
maximal abelian subgroup of M, . (W e may compute this in 2E,(q), since 
(Dd) N C,(d)). Now F :- (Xt.cd) n D,(,,) E(d) by (5.4.13). As F is self- 
centralizing, it follows N,&E,) == (XEtd) n D,(,)). Hence 
and thus CIMd(Eb) is transitive on XEcb) n VEcd) by what we computed above. 
As F is self-centralizing, this implies XEca) n DEtn) = XEcd) n DE(,), i f f  
E(a) is conjugate to E(c) under E(d). But this suffices to prove (12.3)(*). 
Hence (12.6) implies G ‘v 2E,(p). 
HYPOTHESIS 16.4. Let hypothesis (16.1) be satiesfied and suppose F is 
isomorphic to one of the groups listed under Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 16.4.11. N,(L,) is a maximal parabolic subgroup of I’. 
Pvoof. This is a consequence of (16.1.6) and (16.1.7). 
LEMMA 16.4.12. Let E(a), E(b) E Xi,,, such that [E(a), E(b)] = 1. 2%~ 
L,nL, f a. 
Proof. I f  (E, , E,,)# C D, the statement is obvious. Hence E(a) E YEca) ,
if the statement is false. Moreover XEta) n XE(,,) C XEcd) , since 
-GM n &M C Grl) by (11.1.1). Let E(c) E J&M n Vera) . I f  E(c) E %) , 
7 then E(b) EX~(~) , since E(a) = [E(c), E(d)]. Hence E(c) E VE(,) . Let 
E(e) = [E(b), E(c)]. Then E(e) E Xhco) n Xecb) n DEcd) by (11.1.6). Hence 
E(e) E XElrl) . As [E(c), E(d)] = E(a), it follows that E(a) E XEcD) . 
LEMMA 16.4.13. V is not isomorphic to G,(q), 3D4(q), B,(q), or 2D,(q). 
Proof. I f  V E G,(q), “D,(q), then (16.1.2) implies CL,‘)+ is a weak T1-set 
in V. But this contradicts (16.4.12). 
I f  I’ ‘v B,(q), 2D,(q) the same argument implies IV,(L,,) = (L,> X(h,,, 
where X z C,(q) or 2D,(q) and o(h) : m= 9 -- I. But then by the proof of 
(14.1. l), (14.1.2) P has rank 3 on (L,)v, a contradiction, since there are at least 
4 suborbits corresponding to E(a), XEco) n Xztdj , Y,ga) n XiIdJ , and 
kd n X&, . 
LEMMA 164.14. If  I- -L,(q), then 17 Y L,(q) = A,(q). 
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Proof. By (16.4.1 I) Ny(La) is a maximal parabolic subgroup. Arguing 
as under (16.4.13) (L,‘Y is not a weak Z’I-set. Hence 
NV&,) = ww) x uM.hh N = O,N,(L,), o(h) = (q - l)d 
and r+s=n, 7 # 1 + s, d=(n,q- 1). 
Let A C X, u d be of maximal cardinality such that A = (A)#. Then 
(5.4.15) and (11 .l.l) imply (A) is a vectorspace over F, with Z n (A) as 
l-dimensional subspaces. Let m == dimFcl(A). Let now B -CL,)# n E be 
of maximal cardinality such that (B)” == B. Then (11.1.1) and (16.1.2) 
imply (B> is a vectorspace over F, and m 3 dimFq((B)) > m - 2. Let T 
be a TI-subset of E containing B. Then by what we have shown above 
1 < dim, (Tj - dim, (B) < 2. 
Assum: first dim;(T) = dim, (B) + 1. Then (16.4.11) implies 
NV(&) = ((B) x (B*;)(SL,-,(q) x*L,(q))(h), where B* is conjugate to B 
under L,(q). Let T* be the TI-set containing B*. Then T* n N&C,) = B* 
and NE(T) contains an element x such that (L,) n (L,)” = (B). Hence 
(16.1.3) implies L,” _C Nz(L,). But there is an Eu C B* such that 
(E(y), E(y”)) ‘v L,(q), a contradiction. 
Therefore dim%(T) = dimFq(B) + 2 and 
~V,(-kz) = (GO x (4) x @,))(SL-,((I) x &(q))(h)> 
where B, and B, are conjugate to B under L,(q). By [36] N,(L,) corresponds 
to the flag-complex of a subspace W of codimension 3 of a n-dimensional 
vectorspace over F, . Moreover (L,) n E consists of all transvections 
centralizing Wand corresponding to elements of Wand N,(L,) of all elements 
of E normalizing W. If n > 6, then W n Wzrz # 0 for all x, y, z E E, since 
the elements of E are transvections. Let E(b) E XzCdE) n VEca, . By (16.4.11) 
there exist x, y, z E E such that E(u)~Y~ = E(b). As W n Wzuz # 0, it 
follows L, n *VE(L,) # o , contradicting (16.1.6). 
Therefore n < 6. If  n = 5, then N,(L,) := (L,)(SL,(q) x L,(q))(h) which 
leads to a contradiction as above. Obviously n < 4. Hence n = 6. 
Directly from the proof of (16.4.14) we conclude: 
COROLLARY 16.4.15. If V N L,(q), then N,(L,) = (L,)(SL,(q) Y 
SL,(q))(h), where o(h) = (q - 1)/d. M oreover N,(L,) is the stabilizer of a 
subspace W of dimension 3 of a 6-dimensional vector space over F, and L, = 
O,N,(L,) n 2 consists of all elations centralizing Wand corresponding to points 
of w. 
THEOREM 16.4.16. If  I; N L6(q), then G N E,(q). 
Proof. LetL =L,, . By (16.4.15) jLV 1 =: (q3 + l)(q2 -t l)(q5 - l)/(p - I). 
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Let U be a 6-dimensional vector space over F, and W a 3-dimensional 
subspace corresponding to N,(L). Then it is straightforward to compute, that 
there are 
(1) M + 4 t 1Y 3-dimensional subspaces W’ such that 
dim(W n IV’) = 2. 
(2) q4(q2 + q + 1)2 3-dimensional subspaces W’ such that 
dim(W n W’) : 1. 
(3) q” 3-dimensional subspaces W’ satisfying W CI W’ = 0. 
Hence by (16.4.15) there are 
(1’) q(q2+q+ 1)2/L,ySUchthatIL,nL,,sj =[(q4-1)&q- l)l(q+l). 
Moreover in this case L,Q = L,” for some x E E. 
(2’) q4(q2 + q + 1)2/L,0 such that I L, n Lag 1 = 1. 
(3’) qs/L,F satisfying L, n Lcf = G . 
The definition of L, and (16.4.11) imply 
(0”) j xE(d) 1 = q(q3 $- 1 w t 1m5 - 1Mn - 111. 
(1”) / XEta) n XEc,, i = q2(q2 + q + 1)” + (q - l), where q - 1 
stands for ((Ed, E,) n 2) f (E(d),E(a)}. 
(2”) I &cd) n YE(d I = qYq2 + 4 -t 1)". 
(3”) I &(d n G/E(~) I = P. 
Thus (11.1.7) implies / VEcd) / = q11(q3 $ l)(q2 + l)[(q” - l)/(q - l)]. By 
(16.1.3) it is straightforward that j L j = (q2 + q + 1)2. Let E(x) EL. Then 
by (1’) and (2’) there are 1 + q(q + 1)2 + q4 = (q2 + l)(q2 + q + 1) 
conjugates of L containing E(x). Th is implies each E(x) E YEtd) is contained 
in XE(,,) for exactly (q2 + l)(q2 + q + 1) different II(b in X,(,) . Hence 
I YE(d) I = I -hd I I &d n Gd ~ 
(q2+l)(q2+q+1) 
- = qyq3 + I)(q” + q + 1) .cL 
q-1 
6. cl6 - l)(q5 - 1) 
(4 - II2 . 
As 1 z / = (q6 - l)(g5 - l)/(q - l)“, we get for each E(x) E YEtI) , 
j E(@'+ 1 = q6. 
By the proof of (16.4.14)it is obvious that (L,) =N @N as S’L,(q) x SL,(q) 
module, where N the natural SL,(q) module. Hence by (16.4.15) and what 
have shown above 
Ih’,(L)nzi =W+q+ 1)2+WW+q+ l)(q+ 1) 
= (42 $- q im 1)(2q4 + 2q3 + q2 + q -I- 1). 
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Hence we get 
_ qG 1w - l)(q5 - 1) 
(4 - 1Y __ - cq2 f q  r 1pg4 I zq3 -+ q2 + q +- 1); 
= q1yq2 A. q + 1)‘. 
As I &cd) n bk(,) 1 = I 4~ n vE(,,) i f  j YEtd) n VEca) I, it follows that 
1 DEcd) n VE(,) 1 = qlO{q(qz + q + 1)2 + lf. By (11.1.7) we have now all 
parameters to compute j AEcI1) I. We get 
I h(d) ’ = q(P(q3 + l)(q” + l)(Q” - 1)/k - 1) - P[q(q2 + 4 + 1)” + 11 
- qlj(q2 + q + 1)2). = q”‘. 
Hence (1 I. 1.5) implies / IMd 1 = q”‘. 
Now (L) is regulary on {D /L n L” = g}. This implies C,(E, , Eb) #l 
for E(a) E X&~II and E(b) E X&) n VE(,) . Hence G satisfies Hypothesis 
(15.3). Hence (15.3.9) implies Z(MJ = E(d). As I( = qg and 
E,, = <E, , E,,~>(L,) < &I, and E, is elementary of order qll, M&* is with 
the labelling of (15.3.5) a 20-dimensional orthogonal vector space over F, 
with Witt-index + 1. Thus (15.3.7) ’ rm pl ies &Id is the central product of 
10 groups 
This determines Md completely. 
Let G = E,(q) and Ct a 2 -central involution in G. Then as under (16.3.10) 
the pair G, G satisfies (16.2). Hence by (16.2.9) we only need to verify 
(12.3)(r) to prove G ‘V E,(q). 
Let therefore E(b) E VEcd) and E(a) = [E(b), E(d)]. Then /7iEtd) n Dticb) C 
&M n xE(,,) . Let F = <&M n &C,,,i~ Then / F 1 == qll by the structure 
of Md (we may compute this in E,(q)) and r 4 is a maximal abelian subgroup 
of &Id. Moreover F = (XEcd) n DEtb)j E(d). As F is self-centralizing in 
AId, it follows AVM,(XE(d, n DEcb)) < F. Hence NMd(E(b) < F and 
I N&-W)1 I= qlO. This implies 1 C,b,d(E(a)): NAfd(E(b))I = qlO. Hence 
C,*(E(n)) is transitive on VEcd) n XEcn) . But this shows 
if f  E(b) is conjugate to E(c) under E(d) by IV,,~(X~(~) n DEcb)) ,< F. This 
proves (12.3)(c). Hence (12.6) implies G N E,(q). 
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17. CHARACTERIZATION OF E,(q) AND E,(q) 
HYPOTHESIS 17.1. Let Hypothesis (16.4) be satiesfied and suppose I/ is 
not isomorphic to A,(q), G,(q), “u4(q), B3(q), 2o4(q). 
THEOREM 17.1.1. N&,)(L,)/(L,,: is a nondegenerate class of root 
imolutions in (N&,))/(L,,). 
Proof. By (4.1.5) N&L,,) = U%r v’;i u W’ in the notation of (4.1.5). 
By (16.1.2) and (16.1.3) W == (L,,) n E. Let F = ub, Vi and E,c V,, 
E, CF. Then we show 
(*) XEcT, n L,, =: (Xficrj n L,)@, - and IkE~lJ) n.5, = (XE(l,) n L,)(Vl). 
Let E(c) E Xh(,. n L,, and lz E (F;. Then E(d’) t Xhczh) n I,, . By (4.1.6) 
(F) centralizes ( VI> mod(L,). Hence E(x) = E(d’) mod(L,;. Thus there 
exists an g E <La> satisfying E(xh) ~7 E(9). As (L,) is elementary it follows 
that E(c) E XEcZh) . Hence E(ch) E XEcz) n L, . The second part of (e) may 
be proved in the same way. 
Let E(c) CL,, and C = E(c) cvl). Then C C_ L, . Assume C = L, . Then F 
centralizes (L,), since each element of F centralizes some element of L, 
and [F, VI] < (L,). This contradicts (16.1.2). Hence C # L, . 
Let now A C (C)* n E satisfying (A‘ * :~ i2 and 1 A 1 is maximal with 
these properties. Assume (A) f  (C\. By (11.1.1) (A) is a vectorspace over 
F, with (A) n 2 as points. As (A) # (C), there exists some v  E F; such 
that A # A”. Hence the maximalitp of 1 A 1 and (5.4.13) imply 
I(A): (A> n (AC)1 > q2. Hence there are E(c), E(b) E (A) n ci such that 
(E(c), E(b”))# $ E. Of course (E(b), E(@)>+ C E. (16.1.3) implies there is 
an E, C VI such that [Eb , E,] = E(c). Hence [E(@), E(u)] = E(e) # 1. 
Therefore {E(c), E)} C XEcI() n C and (E, , E,)# L E by (54.13). 
Let now z E F .\; NE(C). Since C is a set of imprimitivity under /N,(L,)), 
it follows E(c”) $ C. By (*) E(P) E X,t,, . Hence (E(c*), E(c), E(e))# C E. 
Thus by (ll.l.l), (16.1.2), and (16.1.3) there is an HEN, n C,(E(e)) 
satisfying E(ca) = E(c”), a contradiction, since C is a set of imprimitivity. 
Hence (A) = (C) and (C) is a projective space over F, with the elements 
of C as points. 
Let now B = C u (E(x) 1 x EF n Xc for each c E (C)#l. We will show 
(B) n D is a weak TI-set in E, contradicting (17.1). (The groups excluded 
for V are by (4.2.16) the only groups satisfying q > 2 and admitting a weak 
TI-set.) 
The definition of B implies B C XEte) for each E(c) E C. Let now E(c,) E C 
be fixed. (17.1) and (4.2.16) imply <C,(E(c,))) is E-maximal in l’. Hence 
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(11.1.8) implies there is an x E Yc, n E such that B f  B”. As B” C XEceO) n z’, 
(16.1.3) implies Bx _C Nz(L,). Let E(b) E C. Then XE(bz~ n C > {E(c,), E(b)}. 
Hence [(C), (P)] = 1 by (11.1 .l). Arguing as above C” n L, _C C, since C 
is a set of imprimitivity. Clearly (C”) n VI = 0. Hence Cz _C C u (F). 
Thus the transitivity of ( V,) on C and (*) imply C” _C B. 
Let now E(y) E B f  C. Suppose [E(y”), E(b)] # 1 for some E(b) E C. 
Then (11.1.1) implies [E(y”), E(b)] = E(y), contradicting E(b) EL, , 
E(Y) $L, . Hence E(y”) E C,(C). Let E(x) = [E(y), x]. Then E(y) or 
B(z) < (F), since (E, , E.J# n Vr = a. Hence (5.4.13), (*) and the 
transitivity of (Vr) on C imply C _C XEcyz) . Thus arguing as above 
E(y”) < (F) and E(y”) E B. Th is implies B = B”, a contradiction. 
This shows F = o and N,(L,) = ((L,) n E) u VI. 
Suppose now V,(L,)/(L,) is a degenerate class of root involutions in 
(NE(L,))/(L,). Then (17.1), [5] and the part proved so far imply V N B,(q), 
2D,(q) or F,(q) and (V,)/O,( V,) ‘v L,(q). But then (Vi) is doubly transitive 
on L, and thus (L,)# C E, contradicting (16.1.2). 
COROLLARY 17.1.2. N,(L,) is a maximal parabolic subgroup, the Weyl- 
groups of which has a connected diagram. 
Proof. Suppose false. By (16.4.11) and [5] N,(L,) = N()(~=, A,)(h), 
where o(h) = q - 1, N = O,N,(L,). By [5, Section 91 and (17.1) Ny(La) 
is primitive on L, . Thus N < C,(L,). By (17.1.1) we may assume 
<N,(L,)) < N/l, . Hence A, is transitive on L, and thus )(Lz A, centralizes 
L, . N,(L,,) C N/l, implies there are roots of different length in the root- 
system corresponding to V. Thus V has a root-system of type B, or F4 . 
(16.4.11) and (17.1.1) imply in any case Y = 2 and A, =Lg(q). 
I f  V has a root-system of type F4 or B, , then A, ‘v A,(q) and A, acts 
doubly transitive on L, , contradicting (16.1.2). Hence I’ has a root-system 
of type B, , n 3 5 and IT N B,(q) rcsp. 2D,+,(q). Moreover A, N A,-,(q). 
By [36] N,(L,) is in the symplectic or orthogonal geometry corresponding 
to V the stabilizer of Wl where W is a totally isotropic subspace of dimension 
n - 1. Hence dim W-’ = n + 1 and A, acts on W and A, interchanges the 
hyperplanes of Wl containing IV. Since the elements of 2 correspond to the 
totally isotorpic lines of the symplectic or orthogonal geometry of I’, it follows 
that (N n 2) is nonabelian, contradicting (17.1.1). 
LEMMA 17.1.3. Suppose V N C,(q), DJq) or *IIll( Then V /v C,(q), 
Q(d or 2w). 
Proof. By (17.1.2) N,(L,) is a maximal parabolic subgroup which Weyl- 
group has a connected diagram. By [5] we get the following possibilities for 
N&a) : 
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(I) -V,(L,,) is an extension of C,,_l(q), D,-,(q), 3D,_,(q) by its vector 
space. 
(2) A’&,,) is an extension of -4,,-,(q) or A&q) in case of aD,(q) by 
a 2-group. 
If  (1) holds, then the representation of Ti on (L,,)v has rank 3 by (14.1.1) and 
(14.1.2), a contradiction, since there must be at least 4 suborbits according 
to E(a), X&) n -GM , Xi?,,, n YEta) , and Xi!,,, n VE(a) . 
Hence (2) holds. Let W be a 2n-dimensional symplectic or orthogonal 
space over F, on which TJ is represented in the natural way. Then by [36] 
X,(&J is the stabilizer of a maximal totally isotropic subspace U. Moreover 
the elements of L,, correspond to the lines of U, since the elements of z 
correspond to the totally isotropic lines of W. 
Suppose n > 8 resp. 12 3 9 in case of 2D,(q). Then for all X, y, z E E we 
have dim(Wn WzgZ) > 2. Hence L, n Lfjyz =i; a. But by (16.1.5) there 
exist E(a) E S&, and E(6) E &&, n VEtn) such that E(a)zgr = E(b), a 
contradiction. Hence n < 7 resp. n < 8 in case of 2D,(q). 
I f  n ::= 7 or n = 8 in case of 2D,(q), then dim(W n W’x”z) == 1. Since 
NF(L,) consists of all elements of 2’ stabilizing W, it is straightforward that 
in this case L, n Nz(LE”‘) =t i”, a contradiction as above. 
Thusn < 6resp.n :g 7 in case of 2D,(q). I f  II < 5 resp. n 2s 6, then there 
exist X, y  E E such that L,, n Lz” = o . But trivially E(&u) E X&, n DEca) ,
a contradiction to (16.4.12). Thus n r= 6 resp. n = 7 in case of 2D,(q). 
As a consequence of the proof we get the following: 
C~~I~I.L.~RY 17.1.4 Suppose I~- N_ C,(q), D,(q) resp. ?&(q). Then 
N,(L,) -= (L,) A,(q)@; o(h) = q - 1. M oreocer N,(L,) is in the natural 
representation of V the stabilizer of a maximal totally isotropic subspace. 
LEMR?IA 17.1.5. If  tiT 21 C,(g), D,(q) or 2D,(q), then I/ N D,(q). 
Proof. Suppose false. Then (17. I .3) implies V ‘v C,(q) or 2D,(q). Suppose 
first I’ ‘v C,(g). Let W be a 12-dimensional symplectic space on which V 
acts in the natural way. Let by (17.1.4) U be the maximal totally isotropic 
subspace of W stabilized by N,(L,) and 7 E I’ be a symplectic transvection. 
Then dim(U n UT) = 5. Hence 1 L, n La7 1 = (4” - l)(q2 + l), since the 
elements of L, correspond to the lines of U. Therefore E(aT) E DEta) . Hence 
E(a) and E(aT) are by (16.15) conjugate by an element of E U E2. But this 
implies dim(U n U) = 2 or 4, a contradiction. 
Let now I/ N 20,(q) and W be a 14-dimensional orthogonal space on which 
V acts in the natural way. Let U be as above. Then W contains a 12-dimen- 
sional symplectic space m containing U. Moreover I/ contains by [2] a 
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subgroup v  ‘u C,(q) acting in the natural way on i?? Taking a T E r which 
induces a symplectic transvection on W, we get a contradiction as above. 
COROLLARY 17.1.6. Suppose V e C,(q), D,(q) OY 2Dn(q). Then V N D,(q) 
andV,(L,) = (L,) A,(q)(h), o(h) = q - 1.1c1 orvouey in the natural represen- 
tation of V, lV,(L,) is the stabilizer of a maximal totally isotropic subspace 0’ 
and the elements of L, corresponds to the lines of U. 
Proof. Immediate by (17.1.4) and (17.1.5). 
THEOREM 17.1.7. If  V N D,(q), then G ‘v ET(q). 
Proof. Let L, = L. Then 1 Lv / = & (qi f  1) by (17.1.6). Moreover 
IL I = (cl6 - 1)(45 - 1)/k” - l)(q - 117 since this is the number of lines 
in U. LetxEE+N,(L,)and Ubeasin(17.1.6).Thenfor U* = U~I U”, 
dim,* U* = 4. Moreover U + Ux = U” J- R where R is a nondegenerate 
4-dimensional orthogonal space over F, of Witt-index + 1. 
Now the number of isotropic lines in R is q + 1 (with respect to the 
quadric). Hence there are exactly q 6-dimensional totally isotropic subspaces 
different from U which have exactly U* with U in common. Since the number 
of 4-dimensional subspaces of U is (q6 - l)(q5 - l)/(q2 - l)(q - l), there 
are 
(1) q[(q6 - l)(q5 - 1)/(q2 - l)(q - l)] subspaces Ug, g E V such that 
dim( U n UQ) = 4. Moreover in this case UQ = Ux for some x E E. 
Let x, 3’ E E such that dim(U n Gzu) = 2. Let L?* = U n Uxv. Then 
U + lP = U* 1 R where R is a nondegenerate &dimensional orthogonal 
space over F, of Witt-index + 1. Now dim( U n R) 1 4. It is straightforward 
to compute that there are exactly q6 4-dimensional totally isotropic subspaces 
I%’ of R such that I@ n (U n R) = 0. Hence there are exactly q6 conjugates 
i?, g E V, of U such that U n Ug = U*. Since the number of lines in U is 
(q” - l)(q5 - l)/(q2 - I)(q - 1), this implies there are 
(2) q6 . (q” - l)(q5 - l)/(q2 - l)(q - 1) conjugates Lr” such that 
dim( U n UQ) = 2. By (17.1.6), (1) and (2) imply 
(1’) There are exactly q[(q6 - I)(q” - l)/(q2 - I)(q - I)] conjugates 
Lx, x E E such that 1 L n Lz / = (q” + l)(q2 + q + 1). 
(2’) There are exactly q6 . (46 - l)(q5 - l)/(q” - l)(q - 1) conjugates 
Lg,gEVsuchthatILnLg1 = 1. 
(3’) There are exactly q15 L”, g E V such that L n Lg x 0, since 
IL”1 =fi(q’+l) 
i=l 
:; 1 -I- qr5 + q[(qG - l)(q” - l)/(q? - l)(q - l)](q” + 1). 
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Hence (I 6.4.12) and the definition of L, imply the following: 
(0”) ~ &(,) 1 = q nf=, (qi $- 1). 
(1”) &W n Xk.(d I -L 9” (q6 - l)(q” - l)/(q2 - l)(q - 1) + (q - 1), 
where q - 1 stands for ((E,, , Ed\ n Z) + {E(a), E(d)}. 
(2”) I J&W n h) ~ = q’ . (q” - l)(q5 - l)/(q2 - l)(q - I). 
(3”) j XEcd) n LTEc,, : = q16. 
,- Hence (11.1.7) implies I Pscd) , = ql’ n;=, (qi + I). Now 
izi z= (46 - lWO - 1w + 1w - l)(q - 1) 
by ((13.1). Hence each element of 2 is contained in 1 Lv j / L i/i 2 / = 
(q3 + 1)(q2 + l)(q + 1) conjugates of L under V. By definition of L, this 
implies each element of YEtd) is contained in XEcb) for (q3 + l)(q2 + I)(q + 1) 
different E(b) E Xkcd) . Hence 
I YEAS) i = I &d) I I &w n y7~(,) l/k3 + lk2 +- lh + 1) 
= q8 . (q6 - l)(qlO - l)(q4 f  l)/(q” - l)(q - 1) = q8 Izi I. 
Therefore for E(y) E YEcd) follows 1 E(y)“d / = q*. 
Let E’(x) EL. Then the strucutre of C,(E(x)) (see proof of (14.1.2)) implies 
l(L) n (XEcrn) n 2’>1 ==- 99. Hence by the proof of (14.1.2) there exists an 
E(y) E Nz(L) such that I E(Y)(~) 1 == q”. Therefore (17.1 .l) implies this 
holds for each E(y) E AVz(L) e-L. Thus 
/ N%(L) t-L / = qd . (46 - l)(q5 - l)/(q - 1)2, 
since (q” - l)(q5 - l)/(q - 1)a is the number of root-subgroups in A,(q). 
Hence by (16.1.3) 
I cd@))l = (q4(4 + 1) + 1w - 1)(q5 - l)l(q” - l)(P - 1). 
Thus 
! G(d n kd I = @(I 2 I - I WWN 
= qlS . (46 - l)(q5 - l)/(q2 - l)(q - 1). 
Hence by (11.1.7) we have all parameters to compute 1 AEtd) 1, since 
I &cd) n vEta) I = I &W n vEcu) I + I &cd) n VW 1. Therefore 
1 
5 
I b(d) I = 4 P . I-I (si + 1) 
i=l 
- q18[(q” - l)(q5 - 1);(q2 - I)(q - I)](qS + 1) - q17 
i 
= q33. 
Hence (11.1.5) implies / M, 1 = q33. 
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Now it is straightforward to show that(L) acts regulary on (Lg /L n Lg = ~1. 
This implies C&E, , Eb) # 1 for E(a) E X,*,,, , E(b) E X&,, n VEw . Hence 
G satisfies hypothesis (15.3). Thus by (15.3.9) Z(fifJ = E(d). As I(L)1 = p15 
and E,, =: (L> E(a) E(d) < Ma, Al,* is with the labelling of (15.35) a 
32-dimensional orthogonal space of Witt-index + 1 over F, . Hence (I 5.3.7) 
implies ll$ is the central product of 16 groups 
This determines &rd completely. 
Let G = E;(q) and a a 2-central involution in G. Then the pair G, G 
satisfies (16.2). Thus by (16.2.9) there exists an isomorphism 9 from Cc(a) 
on (Dd) satisfying (12.3)(i)-(iii). H ence we only need to verify (12.3.)(*) 
to prove G N ET(q). 
Let therefore E(b) E VEcd) and E(a) = [E(d), E(b)]. Then XEcd) n DE(,) C 
XEcd) n XEtn) . Let F = (XEca) n XEcd)). Then 1 F 1 = q17 by the structure 
of iVId (we may compute this in ET(q)). Since (XEcd) n DEcb))) E(d) = F 
and F is a maximal abelian subgroup of iVd , as under (16.4.16) it follows 
that GW n %) = &M n kc) , i f f  E(b) is conjugate to E(c) under 
E(d). Hence (12.3)(*) holds and (16.6) implies G E E,(q). 
LEMMA 17.1.8. V is not isomorphic to F,(q) OY 2E,(q). 
Proof. Suppose false. Assume first V N F,(q). Then (17.1.2) implies 
N,(L,) is the extension of C,(q) by a 2-subgroup. Now F,(q) contains exactly 
2 conjugacy classes of maximal parabolic subgroups of this type. By (15.4.19) 
one class consists of the normalizers of elements of z. Hence by (16.1.2) 
N,(L,) is no element of this class. By [25] F,(q) admits an outer automorphism 
interchanging the two classes. Hence N,(L,) ‘v N,(E(x)), E(x) E z. Moreover 
N&J = N,(A), where A is a root subgroup. As AV and 2 are interchanged 
by an outer automorphism, the proof of (15.4.19) implies (O,N,(L,) n E) 
is nonabelian, contradicting (17.1.2). (Th ere is no V invariant complement 
to Z(MJ/E(d) in n/r,* in F&q)!). 
Suppose now V e 2E,(q). Then V has a root-system of type F4. Hence 
N,(L,) is the extension of 2&(q) or zD,(q) by a 2-group. In the first case 
N,(L,) = N,(E(x)) for some E(x) E 2 by (16.3.1 l), a contradiction. 
Hence NJL,) = NX{h), o(h) = q - 1, X Y 2D,(q) and N = O,N,(L,). 
Let E(x) EL, . Then N,(L,) n N,(E(x)) is by [5] a parabolic subgroup which 
is the extension of “Q(q) by a 2-group. Hence 1 L, / = (q* + l)(q2 + q + 1) 
and X has rank 3 on L, . Moreover by the structure of C,(E(x)) and (15.4.11) 
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there is an y  E C,@(x)) such that L, n L,'J = E(x). Hence there exists an 
z E E such that L, n Lz,” = o , contradicting (164.12). 
LEMMA 17.1.9. b7 is not isomorphic to E’,(q). 
Proof. Suppose false. Then (17.1.2) implies we get for N,(L,,) the 
following possibilities: 
(1) Extension of A,(q) by a 2-group. 
(2) Extension of D,(q) by a 2-group. 
(iSote that there are 2 conjugacy classes of the second type, interchanged 
by an outer automorphism of I&(q)). (1) cannot happen, since in this case 
N,(L,) = N,(E(x)) for E(x) ~2 by (16.4.16). 
Hence N, (L,) = (L,) X(h), o(h) = q - 1 and X N D,(q). Let E(x) EL, 
and set M, = (X, n E). Let z E A, n E and V = (D, n D, n E). Then -- 
C,(x) = M,V and B N A,(q) by (16.4.16). By [5] Y = N,(E(x)) n N,(L,) 
is a parabolic subgroup which is the extension of A,(q) by a 2-group. Hence 
1 L, / = nt=, (qi + 1). Let B = (L,) n mz . As mr is special of order 
q21, j B / < qll. We may choose v  such that (L,) = BA, A = (L,) n v. 
Hence Np(L,) = AR, R N A,(q)(h), o(h) = q - 1 and ii!i,JB < Y. 
Hence by the structure of A,(q), 1 A 1 = q5, and A# C E. Thus j B j = qll. 
Now we may choose X such that N,(E(x)) = FR, F elementary of order - 
qlO. Moreover F n ,Z C XEo.. . Then %, = BF and 
Hz/E(x) = B/E(x) @ FE(x)/E(x). 
The structure of C,(E(x)) implies B/E(x) y  FE(x)/E(x) as F,R module. The 
action of R on F implies C,(E(y))/O,C,(E(y)) z L3(q) x L,(q) for 
E(y) E B n 2: Moreover N,(E(y)) is a parabolic subgroup in R and if 
X E(y) n A # 0, then L,(q) acts nontrivial on A n XEcy) . (All by 
[5, Section 91.) 
Let now C be a hyperplane of iz and T = {E(x) E B n 2 1 XEo n A _C C 
and XEtz) n A # a}. Then by what we have shown NR(C) acts doubly 
transitive on T n zi. Thus (T)# C E and I(T) j = q4. 
Let now 01 E v  n E + NV(A) such that O(OLTI) = l(2) for all ZI E A + C. 
(Exist if we choose 01 E v  n E such that li, n iz = 0.) Then E(y)” = E(y) 
or E(y)“$L, for E(y)+sL, by (16.1.3). Hence (L,) n (L,)a = E(x)(T). 
Since E(x)( T)nZic YE(,) for E(v) E (A n 2) f  C, there exists an /~EC,(E(V)) 
such that L, n L”,’ = D . This contradicts (16.4.12). 
LEMMA 17.1.10. If V-ET(q), then N,(L,) = (L,) R(h) dweR=E&q) 
undo(h) = q - 1. 
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Proof. By (17.1.2) we get the following possibilities for NV&): 
(1) Extension of D,(q) by a 2-group. 
(2) Extension of A,(q) by a 2-group. 
(3) Extension of I&(q) by a 2-group. 
If  (1) holds, then NV(&) =: iV,(E(x)) for some E(x) E 2 by (17.1.7), contra- 
dicting (17.1.1). 
Suppose (2) holds. Let E(x) EL,. Then N,(L,) n N,(E(x)) is a parabolic 
subgroup which is the extension of As(q) by a 2-group. Hence N,(L,) is 
doubly transitive on L, and thus (L,)# C E, a contradiction to (16.1.2). 
Therefore (3) holds. But then O,N,(L,) is elementary of order qzT and 
I&(q) acts irreducibly on O,N,(L,). This proves (17.1.10). 
THEOREM 17.1.11. If V ? E,(q), then G N E,(q). 
Proof. Let L = L, . Then (17.1.10) implies 
IL JJ j = (45 -t l)(q9 + l)(qi4 - l)/(q - 1). 
Let E(x) EL. Then N,(L,) n N,(E(x)) is a parabolic subgroup and 
W&h) n W4WWO,(N,(L,~) n WW)) = Qh)Wh) x K4 
o(hJ == q - 1. 
This implies 1 L / = (q8 + q4 + l)(qs - l)/(q - 1). 
Now I’ contains a maximal parabolic subgroup R such that 
and 
R/O,(R) ‘v P,(q) x J%M~), o(h) = q - 1 
W4L) n WWWL) n 4 = ~ddW4) x @A o(lzJ = q - 1. 
Moreover N,(L) n R # N,(L) n N,(E(x)) for each E(x) EL. Let 
F = J&(2(0,(R))). Since (L) n O,(R) has index q in (L) by what we have 
shown above, it follows (F n E) < (L) by the action of N,(L) on L. As E is 
a class of 2-central involutions in V, F n E # D. Hence F n 2 # iz and 
N,(L) acts on F* = (F n 2) = (L n F). Therefore /F* 1 3 ql”. 
As (L) < R and R < Nc(F*), the action of L,(q) on O,(R) implies there 
are exactly q conjugates Lg different from L such that (L n Ls) = F*. 
Moreover these are all conjugate by elements of E, since R is an E-subgroup 
of V. 
NOW N,(L) n R = N+(,,(F*). AS 
I NV(L): N,(L) n R I = W + q4 + l)W - 1)/b - 11, 
there are at least q[(q” + q4 + l)(qg - l)/(q - 1) conjugates LY of L, y E E, 
such that (L n Lv) N F*. 
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Consider N,(E(x)) = J?Jzr(‘(h), I’@~ = (X, n E), g = (D, f~ 0,) for 
some z E A, n E and o(h) = p - 1. We may choose P such that 
(L) = ((~5) n I@,J((L) n a). Since fiz is special of order q33 it follows 
I(L) n ill, 1 ,< p. By [S, Section 91 N&,)/O,Np(L) N D,(q)(h), 
o(h) = q - 1 and NV(L) is parabolic in P. Hence l(L) n p / = $0 and thus 
i(L) n I’@~ 1 = q17 by l(L)1 = qz7. 
Choose g E g such that (L) n (Ls) n 17 = 1. Then 
((L) n V, (Lg) n 8) == B and (L) n V 
acts regulary on {(Lh) n p 1 h E p and (L) n (Lh) n P = 1) by the proof 
of (14.1.2). As g acts irreducible on a,JE(x), it follows L n LS = E(x). 
Hence there are at least q10 conjugates Lh such that L n Lh = E(x) by 
j(L) n p 1 = qlO. As 
I WO NV(L) n W4Wl = tq8 + q4 + l)(qg - Uk - 1 h 
there are at least ql” . (q8 + q4 + l)(qg - l)/(q - 1) conjugates Lh of L, 
h E V, such that L n Lh = E(z) for some E(z) E 2. 
Let L” be conjugate to L such that L n Lg = E(x). Then by what we have 
shown so far there exists an 01 E E such that La n Lg = ,B. Hence 
L n Lga = m . We will show that (L) acts semiregularly on (Lg j LQ n L = a}. 
Consider G = E,(q). Let E(d) be a root-subgroup in G. Then 
C,(E(d)) = M& h w ereD = ;E”and v  = (Dan D,)forsomesEAd.Let 
E(a) E XEca, .Then N,(E(a)) = NH . (h), H N E,(q), o(h) = q - 1, and 
N = (LYE(dr n V). Let i; = XE,,, n V and g E F such e n Lg -= GT. 
Then (16.4.12) implies E(@) E V,,,, . Suppose T E Ns n N&Q). 
Then 7 E C&E(a)) n C,-(E(@) by (16.1.6). Moreover 7 E Ms. iVow 
E(d) = [E(a), E(@)J. But C,z(E(~)) < Mz n MJ, as one easily shows, 
a contradiction to T $ ilIz. Thus N&Es) n N = 1. Hence N acts fixedpoint- 
free on {Ls / L n Lo = @I. 
Since E7(q) contains only one conjugacy class of parabolic subgroups which 
are extension of E,(q) by a 2-group, (L} acts semiregularly on 
{Lg j Lg n L =- ~3 and g E V}. Hence there are at least qz7 conjugates LB 
such that L n Lg == o. As 
1 $. q27 + q k8 + q4 + 1)(2” - 1) + p . (q8 -I- ila_l yl’ - 1) 
2-l 
~ w + 1 kg + 1w4 - 1) 
2-l -= !LVI, 
we get in this way all intersections of L with conjugates. By what we have 
shown above and (16.4.12) this implies 
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(0) I &Ad I = PW + l)(qS + lW4 - l)/(q - l>l, 
(1) I -G(Q) n -%a) I = cl2 * w + q4 + lb?” - 1)/k - 1) + (4 - l), 
where q - 1 stands for ((Ed , E,) n Z) + {E(d), E(a)>, 
(2) I &m n YE(a) I = qll - w + q4 + l)(q9 - l>/(s - l), 
(3) I &(d n Gkd I = P. 
Hence (11.1.7) implies 1 VEcd) / = q2g * (q5 + l)(qg + l)(q14 - l)/(q - 1). 
By (17.1.7) 12 I = (q12 + q6 + l)(q* + q4 + l)(q14 - I)/(q - 1). Hence 
each element of 2 is contained in j Lv / 1 L I/j 2 1 = (q” - l)(q” + l)/(q - 1) 
conjugates of L under V. By definition of L, this implies each element of 
Y E(d) is contained in XEcb) for (q6 - 1)(q5 + l)/(q - 1) different E(b) E XEcd) . 
Therefore we get 
! YE(d) I = I XE(d) I I X&i) f-J YE(a) I (9 - 1) 
(q6 - l)(!15 - 1) 
=4 
12 . w4 - lW2 + @ + l)@ + q4 + 1) = q12 , 2, 
q-1 
Hence for each E(y) E YEcd) we have j E(y)“d [ = q12. 
As shown above (L) = ((L) n i@.J((L) n 9) and there exists an 
g E P such that (L) n (Lg) = E(x). Moreover NV(L) = ((L) n P) Q, 
Q = Q(q)(h), 44 = q - 1 and Q < NV(L) n Nr(L"). Moreover 
J?,/E(x) = ((L) n @J/E(x) @ ((Lo) n A?,J/E(x) and both are isomorphic 
as F2Q modules, since we may choose g E C,(Q). Let E(U) E Q n 2. Then 
(17.1.7) implies 1 Ebb 1 = q8. Hence I E(oI)"~'"~~) I = $ and thus 
I c, cL,nn71-,, VG))I = q13. Now by (13.1) 1 C,,,,,@(a))l = q*. Thus 
I C,dW)l = P and 1 E(a)@) / = q”. By (17.1.1) this holds for each 
E(ol) E NF(L) f L. Hence (16.4.16) implies 
(q8 + q4 + l)(q9 - 1) 
q-1 
+ q6 . (4’ + q4 + ‘)(q6 + q3 + 1>k?8 - ‘1 
q-1 
Therefore we get 
I G(d) f-l VE(a) I = -y$ . w4 - l)W2 + q6 + l)(q8 + q4 + 1) 
- (q8 + q4 + l)(qS - 1) 
- 4%* + q4 + l)(@ + q3 + l)(q8 - 1)) 
Z q29 . kg - ‘)(q8 + q4 + 1) 
P-1 
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As j DEtd) n VEcu) j = 1 XE(a) n VEca) j + j YEcd) n VEca) I we have by 
(11.1.7) all parameters to compute 1 AEcd) I. Therefore 
I ,4,(d) 1 == q/(q - 1){929(q” + l)(q” + l)(ql” - 1) - $a($ - l)(qY T 41 f  1) 
- qZ9(q - 1) - 43g(4” + 4” + l)(n” - 1)) 
= q5’. 
Hence (11.1.5) implies / M, / = q”. We have shown (L\ acts regular! 
on{L” [ g E V andL n Lg = ~1. Hence C,,(E, , Eb) # 1 for all E(a) E Xz,,, , 
E(b) E X&) n kd . Hence G satisfies (15.3). Thus Z(M,) = E(d) by 
(153.9) As j(Ljl = q2’ and E, = (L)E(a) E(d) < Ma is elementary of 
order q29, M,* is with the labelling of (15.3.5) a 56dimensional orthogonal 
space of Witt-index +l over F, . Hence (15.3.7) implies Md is the central 
product of 28 groups 
This determines Md uniquely. 
Now one may choose isomorphism D, : ET(q) --f P; D2 : E,(q) -+ P such 
that (16.2) is satisfied. Therefore by (16.2.9) and (12.6) we only need to verify 
(12.3)(*) to prove G N &8(q). 
Let therefore E(b) c VEcd) and E(a) = [E(b), E(d)]. Then XEtd) n DEcb) C 
XEcdE) n XEcn) . Let F = (XEcd) n Xl;(,)). Then 1 F 1 = qzg, since N,(L) 
acts on F/Z?(a) E(d). H ence F is a maximal abelian subgroup of M, . AS 
(XEcrl) n DEcb)) E(d) = F, it follows as under (16.4.16) that DEcd) n DEcb) = 
DEca) n DL.ce) , i f f  E(b) is conjugate to E(c) under E(d). Hence (12.3)(*) holds 
and (12.6) implies G Eli E,(q). 
18. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
HYPOTHESIS 18.1. Let Hypothesis (17.1) be satisfied 
LEMMA 18.1.1. V is not isomorphic to E,(q). 
Proof. Suppose false. Then (17.1.2) implies we get the following 
possibilities for N,(L,): 
(1) Extension of E,(q) by a 2-group 
(2) Extension of A,(q) by a 2-group. 
(3) Extension of D,(q) by a 2-group. 
If  (1) holds, then N,(L,) = N,(E(x)) for E(x) ~2, a contradiction. 
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Suppose (2) holds. Then as under (17.1.10) it follows that iV,(L,) is doubly 
transitive on L, . Hence (L,)# C E, a contradiction to (16.1.2). 
Hence we are left with case (3). Let E(x) EL, . Then N,(E(X)) n N,(L,) is 
by [5] a second maximal parabolic subgroup which is the extension of D,(q) 
by a 2-group. Hence N,(L,) has rank 3 on L, . Moreover by (16.1.3) and 
the action of Q(q) on L, for a maximal set A 2 (L,) n E such that (A)# =: A 
it follows I(A)/ = cf. 
But by (17.1 .I 1) A is not maximal in E. Hence there exists an A C B C E 
such that (B)# = B and j(B)/ = q8. By (16.1.3) B _C N,(L,), since 
{A) ni?CL,. But it is obvious that for each E(y) EL, follows 
1(X, n A)/ > 42. Hence B _C C,(E(y)) and thus B _C C,(L,) = (L,) n E 
by (16. I .2), a contradiction to the maximality of A in (L,) n E. 
Proof of Theorem 2 18.2. Let G be a minimal counterexample and D be 
a class of root involutions of G. Then (5.3.8) implies Ed u 1 = E(d). Hence 
part I implies (11.1) holds. By [34] and (14.2) we may assume (15.1) holds. 
Hence either E is degenerate or nondegenerate. The minimality of G implies 
(15.2) is satisfied. Hence either (15.4) or (16.1) holds. 
Suppose first (15.4) holds. Then (15.4.17), (15.4.19), and (16.3.10) imply 
G is not a counterexample. Hence (16.1) is satisfied. Hence (15.1 .l) and the 
minimality of G imply V is isomorphic to one of the groups listed under 
Theorem 2. Hence (16.4) holds. But then (16.4.13), (16.4.14), and (16.4.16) 
imply (17.1) is satisfied. Hence (17.1.3), (17.1.5), (17.1.7), (17.1.8), (17.1.9), 
and (17.1.11) imply V N Es(q), a contradiction to (18.1.1). 
Now it was shown in the characterization of the different types that Jfd 
is special and Z(M,) = E(d), except in B,(q) and F,(p). Hence it is obvious 
that in all cases, except B,(q) andF,(g), D . IS a uniquely determined class of 
2-central involutions. Hence (2.2) implies D is the class of root-elements 
according to the long roots in the Chevalley- and Steinberggroups different 
from B&z), F&). 
Let now G _N B,(q), F,(q) and S a 2-sylowsubgroup of G. Then 
/ Z(S)/ = q2 as shown under (14.1.1) and (15.4.19). Now it is straightforward 
to show that G contains 3 classes of 2-central involutions. If  G ‘v B,(q), 
then B,(q) N C,(q) and (2.1) imply the root-elements according to the long 
and short roots are 2-central. But (2.3) implies the root-elements according 
to the long roots in C,(q) are degenerate root involutions. As the third class 
of 2-central involutions is not a class of root involutions, D is uniquely 
determined in case B,(p) too. 
If  G -FJq), then [25] implies G admits an automorphism mapping root- 
elements according to long roots on root-elements according to short roots. 
Thus by (2.2) the statement about D in Theorem 2 holds in case G -F,(q). 
Proof of Theorem 1 18.3. Let G be a minimal counterexample to 
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Theorem 1. Then (4.1.5) implies G = Xi=, Xi , Xi = (II,), Di = D n Xi 
and the Di are classes of root involutions in Xi , i = I,..., r. Hence the main 
theorem of [2] and Theorem 2 imply Theorem 1. 
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